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Abstract 
CatchIt is a mobile application which aims to capture information about moments 
in a user’s life in a semi-automatic way. The captured moments are then ready to 
be fed into an augmented memory system for later retrieval. 
 
In CatchIt, the time and location contexts of the captured moment will be saved 
automatically from the system and GPS respectively once the user bookmarks the 
moment with the ability of modifying them later; whereas the desired other 
context, people, will be saved manually. The user of CatchIt also can capture 
further details (contents) of the moments by different ways: taking notes (textual 
information), taking photo, recording video, and recording audio. Additionally, 
the user can revise an earlier moment if the user wishes to. Later on, the user can 
transfer the selective bookmarked moments into the augmented memory system 
called the Digital Parrot. 
 
The implementation of CatchIt is the central focus of this study. To do so, the 
requirements of CatchIt are specified based on results of a previous study and 
from a scenario. The conceptual architecture and the user interface of CatchIt are 
designed according to the CatchIt requirements. The user interface is implemented 
in addition to the database where is the captured information from the user 
interface will be stored in and retrieved from.  
 
Evaluating the usability of CatchIt will come next. In the evaluation, the study 
will involve three sessions: (1) initial questionnaire to know more about the 
ii 
 
preferred capturing ways of different scenarios, (2) testing the applications where 
an existing mobile application, Hansel, will be tested for the same length of 
testing CatchIt (one week for each) and (3) a guided interview which will extract 
the usability of CatchIt comparing with Hansel on one hand and adding a new 
contact to the phone using the application Contacts. An additional goal of the last 
session of the study will be to extract the feeling and the interests of using 
CatchIt. 
 
The results of this study indicated the user interface of CatchIt needs to be even 
easier to use.  The findings of the study form the foundation for further work to 
improve the user interface of CatchIt and to understand more of the user needs of 
such mobile capturing application. 
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1. Introduction 
An overview of the importance of supportive systems of human memory due to 
the considerable amount of surrounded information is discussed in this chapter. In 
addition, this chapter attempts to demonstrate how these systems might match the 
working-way of human memory. Also, this chapter presents one of the 
applications, which supports the human memory, and the complementary 
functions of that application to make it much similar to human memory. Finally, 
the central focus of this thesis will be emphasized. 
 
1.1 Information Overflow 
With massive amount of information that surrounds us, and with which we must 
deal, the ability of keeping all this information under the control of human brain is 
becoming increasingly difficult. As a result, the human memory needs more effort 
or aid to manage and cope with those data. Therefore, individuals in society as 
whole are likely to forget information, which they already have, and face 
difficulty in retrieving the information effortlessly (Lalanne & Hoven, 2007).  
 
1.2 Human Memory 
Human memory has sequence steps to deal with information in order to recall that 
information. It receives, stores, organizes and retrieves information. Because the 
aim of this process is to remember information after a period of time, 
psychologists classify the human memory in accordance with the time of storing 
the information. In fact, they tend to categories the human memory into three 
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inter-dependent categories: sensory memory, short-term memory, and long-term 
memory (Zhang, 2004). 
 
Sensor memory is the memory that is responsible for receiving information. It 
senses the surrounding environment of the human by the five human senses and 
sends the information that the human paid attention to the short-term memory. 
Short-term memory then stores information temporarily and feeds the long-term 
memory by several methods such as repeating specific information (Atkinson & 
Shiffrin, 1971). After that, information, which is located in the long-term 
memory, will be organized, stored permanently and will be ready to be retrieved.  
 
However, retrieving the stored information from the long-term memory is not that 
simple. Long-term memory needs assistance from the complemented memory 
which is short-term memory.  
 
The short-term memory sends a piece of information, which is called memory cue, 
such as time or location of a particular stored event which is in long-term 
memory. Once cue triggers the long-term memory, the stored information will be 
retrieved from long-term memory to short-term memory. For instance, if a person 
had an accident in their childhood, it would not be difficult to remember that 
accident when they are within that location. So the location in the previous 
scenario is a cue to remembering a personal experience. 
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1.3 Approaches and Applications to Support Human 
Memory 
Whilst increasing human needs to remember information, technology has also 
become more significant in improving our lives. In remembering matter, 
technology plays a great role to enhance and aid human memory so that 
individuals can remember with less effort. Many applications with different 
approaches, which aid the human memory, attempt to simulate the working-way 
of human memory. These applications manage to receive, store, organize and 
retrieve information (Lamming & Flynn, 1994). 
 
1.3.1 Approaches to Support Human Memory 
Personal information management (PIM) and continuous archival and retrieval of 
personal experiences (CARPE) are two common approaches that attempt to do the 
same functions as human memory.  
 
Personal Information Management (PIM) 
PIM is “the methods and procedures by which we handle, categorize and retrieve 
information on a day-to-day basis” (Lansdale, 1988, p. 55). This approach tends 
to copy all original information of the person into a digital format to facilitate the 
retrieval of information in the same format at the recalling time. Because this 
approach places extra emphasis on the organizing stage, many organizing 
methods are implemented such as grouping the files by activity, temporal 
organization, and organizing information semantically. However, copying all 
personal information to be retrieved does not necessarily represent the personal 
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experience in a direct way. An e-mail folder has a copy of all e-mails the 
individual received and sent. The search engine of that folder retrieves a particular 
group of e-mails. That does not mean those e-mails retrieve the personal 
experiences when the user received the emails although the search engine still 
manages to retrieve those emails according to the user-desires. 
 
Continuous Archival and Retrieval of Personal Experiences (CARPE) 
The CARPE approach, on the other hand aims to retrieve personal experiences by 
capturing almost the entire experience (Gemmell & Sundaram, 2006). It uses 
multimedia (video and audio record) to capture particular types of data (cues) of 
the whole user-moments, both interesting and not so interesting moments, 
automatically. In other words, CARPE systems represent the whole experience of 
the user or most of it. Nevertheless, that leads to capture huge amount of data, 
which needs enormous storage capacity. As a result, the retrieval stage becomes 
difficult even though some of CARPE systems tend to extract the interesting 
moments of the user and label them by using machine-learning techniques.   
 
1.3.2 Application to Support Human Memory 
In order to support human memory and augment it, some applications apply the 
previous approaches, PIM and CARPE. PIM approach supplies the application in 
the retrieval stage while CARPE approach supplies the application in capturing 
the cues of person’s moments or experiences. One of these applications is the 
Digital Parrot. 
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Digital Parrot  
Digital Parrot is an aid system for human memory. This system combines the 
approaches of CARPE and PIM. Digital Parrot captures the personal experiences 
(CAPRPE) then organizes the captured experiences semantically in order to 
retrieve these experiences (PIM) (Schweer, 2011).  
 
In point of fact, this application combines context-awareness with semantic 
information. Firstly, the application understands an individual’s situation when 
the individual receives new information firstly (context-awareness). Then, this 
system associates the new information with related stored information to organize 
it semantically (semantic information). Finally, in the retrieving stage, Digital 
Parrots shows the stored information in interactive visualization.  
 
Nevertheless, Digital Parrot currently lacks a capturing method to feed itself with 
appropriate information (the function of sense memory) from temporary storage 
(the function of short-term memory). It needs to receive information from an 
external resource to complete the whole process of simulating the working way of 
human memory. Ways to feed Digital Parrot have been explored by Alallah 
(2011); the implementation of such a feeding system is the focus of this thesis. 
 
1.4 Capturing Cues 
Capturing information or cues is the first step of augmenting memory (Allalah & 
Hinze, 2011). Capturing cues works as the sensory memory does. It records 
moments of the user by several ways such as taking note and photos. Moreover, it 
feeds the next step, storage stage (both temporarily and permanently) in order to 
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retrieve the required information from the retrieval stage at a later time. As a 
result, the augment memory process will be completed. Despite the importance of 
the capturing stage, Digital Parrot lacks the ability to capture information (storing 
the information permanently and retrieving it later are the functions of Digital 
Parrot). 
 
To support the sensory and short-term memory in Digital Parrot, the method of 
“marking moments” aims to bookmark the individuals’ selective moments as they 
do with bookmarking web pages in order to retrieve the bookmarked moments 
later by connecting with Digital Parrot (Alallah & Hinze, 2011). To implement 
this method, Alallah and Hinze (2011) did a user study to firstly explore the 
typical cues (time, location, and people) of the target moment so that retrieving of 
information later will be more efficient (Shiffrin, 1993). This step aims to imitate 
the sensory memory. In the second step, this study investigates what the 
appropriate capturing ways for the participants to capture the required moment 
(taking note, taking photo(s), video recording, audio recording) in addition to the 
best way of capturing them (automatically, manually, semi-automatically 
capturing). The second step aims to imitate the short-term memory.  As the 
outcome of this study, Alallah and Hinze (2011) suggested some ideas to design a 
capturing moment system, which is called CatchIt (Figure 1.1, CatchIt will 
capture the interesting moment of the individual, then it transfers the information 
into Digital Parrot that retrieves the related information of the recorded moment). 
Nevertheless, there is no implementation has yet tested these ideas of CatchIt.  
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Figure 1.1: Stages of bookmarking a moment approach. Reprinted from Capturing 
Situational Context in an Augmented Memory System (p. 43),by Alallah, J. 
Copyright 2011 by Jehan Alallah. Reprinted with permission. 
 
1.5 Focus and Structure of this Thesis 
In this thesis, we will develop the design and implementation of CatchIt and then 
evaluate CatchIt with human participants and suggest improvements to the design.  
This thesis consists of seven chapters. The first chapter has introduced the 
information overflows in the human memory, the human memory and some 
approaches to support the human memory. In addition, capturing cues to support 
the information retrieval of the human memory and the focus and the structure of 
this thesis has been included in the first chapter. The rest chapters of the thesis 
are: Chapter 2 will inform the background of the thesis. Chapter 3 will specify the 
requirements to implement CatchIt. Chapter 4 will present the design of the 
conceptual architecture of CatchIt as well as the design of the user interface of 
CatchIt. The implementation of CatchIt will be explained in Chapter 5 while 
Chapter 6 will address the evaluation of the usability of CatchIt. At the end, the 
thesis will be concluded. 
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2. Background 
This chapter introduces  the area of this  thesis, augmented memory. To simplify 
this area, we will introduce a scenario and we will refer to it as an example of 
each part of the area. The scenario will assist to illustrate the types of the human 
memory, information flow in human memory and the memory cues. 
 
2.1 Persona and Scenario 
Baraa is a main character in the scenario. He has great times with his friends and 
he wishes to capture these times to recall them. This scenario will be detailed in 
this section and it will be used to explain the other sections of this chapter. 
 
2.1.1 Persona 
Baraa is 24. He studies at Victoria University. He is a social 
person and he is outgoing. In addition, Baraa’s life is very 
busy. If he does not spend his day studying, he joins his 
friends. Actually, Baraa has lots of friends from various 
countries and he goes with his friends to many places. 
Because Baraa believes that he has to remember his friends’ names (particularly 
the new ones and those who have ‘difficult’ names), and where, when, how he 
met them. Also, Baraa is interested in telling his friends about his previous 
experiences and about some other events he joined as well. Because of the busy 
life and the large number of friends he has, and the many interesting events he has 
joined, Baraa spends a lot of time and effort to remember his great moments, 
which sometimes includes new friends and new experiences. 
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Baraa intends to spend less time and effort, and wishes to establish an easy way to 
bookmark the interesting moments he had in order to review them when he wants. 
 
2.1.2 Scenario 
The scenario is divided into seven scenes. Each scene identifies uniquely to 
simplify referring the scenario.  
 
Scene 1 (S1): Planning to Go 
After attending the lecture, Baraa meets some of his friends at university. They 
are discussing options to fill the schedule for the coming weekends. Baraa makes 
the suggestion to go and watch the rugby match between All Blacks and South 
Africa in Westpac Stadium. They agree and he goes immediately to pay for the 
tickets.   
 
Scene 2 (S2): New Experiences for Baraa 
On the day of the match, 30
th
 of July in 2011, after Baraa and his friends gather at 
university, they go to the stadium, Westpac Stadium. Baraa sees the All Blacks 
haka for the first time. He likes it because it reminds him of a traditional dance of 
his home country. He does not know what the All Blacks dance is called so he 
asked a person behind him, Jodi. 
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Scene 3 (S3): Baraa and Jodi  
Baraa and Jodi have the first conversation between them. They talk a lot after they 
introduce themselves. In mean time, one of his friends offers hotdogs to Baraa and 
Jodi.  
 
Scene 4 (S4: Unforgettable Events 
Baraa has some funny events at that moment such as when Jodi thinks that he is 
from Brazil and one of his friend’s glasses are broken. Also, Baraa receives a 
phone call from his mother. He cannot hear her very well so he tells her that he 
will call her back later. Indeed, Bara is excited by all that is happing to him right 
now. 
 
Scene 5 (S5): Capturing the Moment 
Because this is the first time for Baraa to have seen a rugby match, a haka, and to 
have met Jodi, he wants to remember this moment so he can tell his friends and 
family about it later. So he decides to use CatchIt to capture this collective 
moment. 
 
Scene 6 (S6): Revise the Marked Moment 
Later on that day, Baraa has nothing to do. He decides to manage the marked 
moment of this day. He reviews the marked moment that he marked today in the 
stadium. He turns his computer on and runs the desktop application of CatchIt. He 
inserts new information on the target moment as well as changes few stored 
information. He prefers doing that by using his computer rather than using his 
mobile because the size of the screen offers better reviewing on a bigger window.   
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Scene 7 (S7): Synchronize the Marked Moments between CatchIt and Digital 
Parrot 
When Baraa comes back home, he transfers the marked moment from CatchIt to 
Digital Parrot. Thus, this moment will be saved for a long time. Baraa can also 
retrieve this moment after a long period of time. 
 
2.2 Memory Types 
Psychologists classify the human memory according to the period of time, for 
which the human memory keeps information into three types: sensory memory, 
short-term memory and long-term memory (Zhang, 2004) (see Figure 3.1).  
 
 
Figure 2.1: Categories of human memory. 
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2.2.1 Sensory Memory 
As Zhang (2004) said the sensory memory is the shortest memory in terms of 
keeping information. In addition, it is responsible of capturing all surrounding 
information from the five senses (Figure 3.2). In our scenario: the sensory 
memory captures the cheering of fans (hearing), all surrounding people and 
objects such as the players and the rugby ball (sight), the smell of everything such 
as the aroma of food (smell), food taste (taste) such as hotdog, and all surrounding 
tangible objects such as seats (touch). 
 
Moreover, sensory memory holds the captured information for milliseconds 
(Zhang, 2004) so that it is difficult to take advantage of the massive amount of 
captured information. However, sensory memory passes information to the short-
term memory, where the information is stored temporarily, if we pay attention to 
what the sensory memory captured.  
 
 
Figure 2.2: Sensory memory captures the surrounding information by using the 
five senses. 
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2.2.2 Short-term Memory 
As it is clear from its name, short-term memory is used to store information 
temporarily and to retrieve it for the next few seconds (Kintsch, Patel & Ericsson, 
1999) or minutes (Zhang, 2004). In other words, the information in short-term 
memory is able to decay (Kintsch, Patel & Ericsson, 1999). Short-term memory 
captures the information that the person paid attention to from the sensory 
memory (Figure 3.3). In our scenario, if Baraa paid attention to what happened to 
his friend’s glasses (S4), this event is likely to be stored in the short-term memory 
for a while. So Baraa can remember that event for short time.  
 
 
Figure 2.3: Information transferred into short-term memory from sensory 
memory. 
 
So we can infer that the short-term memory is not useful if the information is 
required to be stored for long time and then to have it remembered. Nevertheless, 
short-term memory plays a big role to make saving the required information 
permanently possible. Short-term memory is an active memory and it also has 
multifunction. In addition to storing information on a temporary basis, it processes 
the stored information in different ways such as rehearsal and coding the 
information (Figure 3.4, these two processes of short-term memory, coding the 
information and rehearsal it are achieved by either maintenance or by elaborative 
rehearsal).  
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Rehearsal information is divided to two parts: maintenance rehearsal and 
elaborative rehearsal (DeWitt, 2007). Maintenance rehearsal is repeating the 
whole information, or a piece of it so as, to store the target information in the 
short-term memory (DeWitt, 2007). In some circumstances short-term memory 
manages to translate the repeated information to the long-term memory 
particularly if the repetition happens after long lags (Smith, Glenberg & Bjork, 
1978). In contrast, elaborative rehearsal links the information in short-term 
memory with the previous experiences or knowledge and in this way is more 
efficient in remembering information after a long time since capturing it (DeWitt, 
2007). In our scenario (S2): if Baraa repeats the body movements of haka many 
times, he might manage to keep those movements in his memory. This is an 
example of maintenance rehearsal, whereas associating those movements with the 
same movements of traditional dance that Baraa knows very well is an example of 
elaborative rehearsal. Another process that the short-term memory does in 
addition to rehearsing information is coding (Figure 3.4, coding the information is 
one of the sort-term information processes). It selects which way of rehearsing 
that the short-term memory uses to store information temporarily (Atkinson & 
Shiffrin, 1971).  
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Figure 2.4: Functions and sub-functions of short-term memory. 
 
Moreover, short-term memory works as a search tool for the stored information in 
long-term memory when short-term manages to get access to long-term memory 
(see Figure 3.4, short-term memory gets an access to long-term memory). Thais 
process enables the individual to remember a previous moment in the distant past 
in an indirect way (Atkinson & Shiffrin, 1971). After sending enormous amount 
of information to long-term memory to be stored there (the first step of Figure 
3.5), short-term memory works as a search tool by using the memory cues as the 
query terms (the second step of Figure 3.5). When the search tool matches the cue 
with target information, long-term memory retrieves that information as a result 
of that search operation (the first step of Figure 3.5). In other words, the cue could 
be a small piece of the context of the target information that is used to collect the 
whole picture of that context (Jaimes, Omura, Nagamine & Kirata, 2004). 
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Figure 2.5: Correlations between short-term memory and long-term memory. 
 
2.2.3 Long-term Memory 
In contrast to the short-term memory, long-term memory is the place to store 
information for a long time or permanently (Kintsch, Patel & Ericsson, 1999). 
When long-term memory receives information from short-term memory, long-
term memory organizes it according to a specific structure to enable it recall the 
information later. There are two organizing structures that information is formed 
into in the long-term memory: episodically and semantically (Figure 2.6).  
 
Episodic way of organizing information (episodic memory) means that memory 
groups the new stored information with one of the past experiences; so an 
episodic memory has one context. In contrast, the semantic way (semantic 
memory) makes a relation between the new information with a global fact or 
knowledge, so semantic memory could have multi-contexts. To make the meaning 
clearer, we will refer to our scenario. As mentioned, for Baraa and Jodi (S3) the 
stadium was the first place they met. In the case of using episodic organizing 
information for organizing the new information, Baraa matches his new friend’s 
name “with a name of one of his old friends”. In a different way, in semantic 
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organizing information, Baraa matches the name “Jodi” with a famous author’s 
name, “Jodi Picoult” and an English actor “Jodi Albert”.  
 
From the perspective of retrieving from long-term memory, after organizing, the 
stored information will be recalled. 
 
 
Figure 2.6: Organizing structure of the stored information of long term memory. 
 
The stored information is triggered by cues, which come from the short-term 
memory – as it was explained previously.  
 
In this thesis, we will focus on sensory memory that captures moments and short-
term memory, which stores the captured moments in short time. 
2.3 Information Flow in Human Memory 
There are two types of information the human memory deals with: new 
information and previous information. New information is captured firstly by 
sensory memory. Secondly, by paying attention to that information the captured 
information is sent to short-term memory to be stored temporarily. The third step 
is transferring the new information from short-term memory to long-term memory 
after applying certain processes on it in order to store the new information 
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permanently. After storing the new information into long-term memory, it 
becomes one of the previous information or moment that individuals want to 
remember at a later point in time.  
 
In order to retrieve the previous information, short-term memory accesses long-
term memory by using memory cues (memory cues will be explained extensively 
in the next section) such as location cue. Memory cues triggers long-term memory 
and assists to retrieve it. 
 
From our scenario, Baraa has precious moment of interesting events in the 
stadium. All surrounding information such as time, location, people and objects 
are captured by sensory memory. Information, which Baraa pays attention to, is 
placed in Baraa’s short-term memory so that he can remember it for short time. 
The new moment of Baraa is translated to his long-term memory a after certain 
process from his brain, such as repeating some points of that moment. Later, the 
short-term memory of Baraa uses the location cue, Westpac Stadium, to trigger 
that moment, which is located in long-term memory. Now, Baraa remembers the 
haka and his friend’s broken glasses. 
In this thesis, we are interested in information flow between sensory and short-
term memory on the one hand. On the other hand, we are partly interested in the 
relation between short-term and long-term memories (transferring information 
from short-term to long-term memory). 
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2.4 Memory Cues 
Cue is a related context to the moment, which the individual had experienced. It 
works as a memory trigger to recall that moment or another related moment. 
Therefore, cue is a similar to the query term of search operation. The search 
operation matches the cue with the related moments, which are located in long-
term memory, to retrieve some details of the target moment. In our scenario, 
Baraa could use “Jodi”, his a new friend’s name, as a cue to remember some 
events happened in the stadium, his target moment. That indicates that using more 
than one cue increases the opportunity to reach more details of the target moment 
(Jaimes, et al., 2004) (Tan, Stefanucci, Proffitt, & Randy, 2001; Polyn, Natu, 
Cohen, Norman, 2005). In our scenario, Baraa uses more than one cue such as 
Jodi (people cue) and Westpac Stadium (location cue) to remember more 
information of his target moment. 
 
Furthermore, the outcome of the search operation for the target moment may be 
another cue thereby the searching operation will uses another cue to retrieve other 
details of the target moment (Jaimes, et al., 2004). As a result of retrieving another 
cue and so forth, the individual is very likely to remember more details of the 
target moment (Lee & Dey, 2007). In our scenario, Baraa could use Westpac 
Stadium as a location cue to retrieve another cue Jodi, which is a people cue, and 
then hotdog, which is an object cue. This way leads Baraa to get more details of 
his target moment.  
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2.4.1 Types of Cues in the Scenario 
There are various types of cues for the moment in our scenario (related context to 
the moment): location, place, time, emotion, object, people, and phone call.  
 
Location Cue 
Location cue indicates the location context of the required moment. Location cue 
is one of the best types of cues in terms of retrieving the stored moment in 
particular, in the effort perspective (Tan, et al., 2001). The individual needs less 
effort when they use the location cue so as to remember their moments. In our 
scenario (S2), the location cue is Westpac Stadium.  
 
Time Cue 
Time cue is the time-context of the target moment. It is a powerful cue to retrieve 
the stored information efficiently (Lansdale, 1988). It has a unique value for each 
moment or for the information the individuals want to remember even if it is 
described semantically. In our scenario (S2), time cue is 30.July.2011 08:00 PM 
(the first time Baraa saw a rugby match). 
 
Emotion Cue 
Emotion cue describes the emotional situation or event the individual had during 
the moment they want to remember. It is changeable particularly for a moody 
person. In addition, it has limited values such as laughing, happiness, which make 
getting unique emotion difficult. As a result, emotion cue does not help to retrieve 
the stored moments (Burt, Mitchell, Raggatt, Jones, & Cowan, 1995). However, 
this cue makes the retrieval operation easier in a situation of correlating the 
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moment with strong emotion (Lalanne, Hoven, 2007). In our scenario (S4), 
emotion cue is Baraa’s excitement. 
 
People Cue 
People cue describes the people surrounding an individual during the target 
moments. It might present the peoples’ names, faces, or professions. Nevertheless, 
not all people help retrieve the stored moments. People, who always surround the 
individual are not a good cue, that because they become familiar to the individual 
in contrast to those who rarely meet that person (Alallah & Hinze, 2011). In our 
scenario (S3), Jodi is the people cue. 
 
Phone Call Cue  
One of the most common activities that individuals partake in during the day is 
making phone calls. The phone call cue was used in some studies to investigate 
the use of different memory cues to retrieve certain information, such as the study 
that Jaimes, et al. undertook (2004).  If we related the start and end time of the 
phone call with the location of the individuals, we would retrieve some 
information about the bookmarked moment. Example of retrieving information is 
if the individual was driving, walking or sitting in a fixed place. In our scenario 
(S4), call from Baraa’s mother to him is a phone call cue.  
 
Object Cue 
Object cue has variety of attributes such as location, shape and color to present a 
specific object, which takes part in our moments. In our scenario (S3), object cue 
is hotdog. 
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In this thesis, we will focus on using location and time cues as the main cues. 
However, the user may apply some capturing ways to capture emotion, people, 
phone call, and object cues (see Section 2.4.3).   
 
2.4.2 Types of Capturing Cues 
There are two types of capturing cues that aid memory applications that may use 
to capture the users’ experiences: total capture and situation-specific capture 
(Sellen and Whittaker, 2010).  
 
Total Capture 
Total capture method aims to capture the whole user’s life including both desired 
and undesired moments. This type of capturing captures massive data so that it 
seeks enormous amount of storage space in addition to capturing trivial moments. 
For example, the total captures will capture all moments of our persona Baraa, 
including the not interesting ones, such as when he met up with his friend after the 
lecture (S1) and also the interesting moment, such as the moment in the stadium 
(S5). 
 
Situation-specific Capture 
In situation-specific capture method, the application tends to capture the 
interesting moments automatically, manually, or semi automatically. The 
automatic capture is recording the moment without any interaction from the user. 
Therefore, it records almost the whole interesting moment. For instance, this way 
of capturing captures automatically Baraa’s interesting moment (S5), in the 
stadium, which actually means the total of that moment. 
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In contrast, in the manual capture, the user records any piece of information they 
want to remember and recall later. For instance, from our scenario, Baraa should 
record every single thing of his moment in the stadium. However, there are some 
sorts of information that are commonly forgotten to be recorded such as time and 
location although their importance is significant. In Allalah and Hinze (2011) 14 
participants out of 30 recorded the time while no participant recorded location.  
 
Semi-automatic capture method is a more efficient capturing way (Schweer & 
Hinze, 2007). It actives the role of user during recording the target moment by 
allowing them to annotate the captured context such as adding a caption to a taken 
photo. In addition, the user selects the interesting moment and the proper 
capturing ways to record the target moment. For instance, in our scenario (S5), 
Baraa can capture his interesting moment (in the stadium) by using a suitable 
way, such as taking a photo and typing a label for that photo. Whilst capturing 
Baraa’s moment, the system also records the time and location automatically. 
 
In this thesis, we will concentrate on the semi-automatic capture by both ways, 
annotating the contexts as well as selecting the target moment and capturing ways. 
 
2.4.3 Ways of Capturing Cues 
There are various ways of capturing cues or the contexts of the target moment. 
Taking note (textual format) and taking photo/s, recording video, and recording 
audio (media format) are examples of capturing ways. The user can use one 
capturing way to capture their moment as well as a combination of different 
capturing ways.  
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Taking Notes 
Note-taking is recording the information that individuals want to remember in a 
textual form. In our scenario, for example, Baraa can write down the time and 
location of his target moment (S2). By using this capturing way, individuals think 
about suitable words that introduce the required information before writing it 
down. In this way, note taking improves the stage of information retrieval 
(DeWitt, 2007).    
 
Taking Photo/s 
Photos can describe the situational-context of the user with more details. It might 
contain the place, people and the colors of objects as well as the shapes of them. 
For example, in our scenario, Baraa can take a photo of the stadium (S2) and 
hotdog (S3) as well. Also, as some of the participants of Allalah and Hinze (2011) 
did, taking photo captures the textual information without the need for writing that 
information down on page.  
 
Video Recording 
Although using video recording to capture the target moment leads to the 
difficulty of finding out the particular needs of it, it ensures recording more details 
of the events that the target moment includes (Jaimes, et al., 2004). In our scenario 
(S2), Baraa can record the haka so that he can remember the details. 
 
Audio Recording 
Audio recording is a capturing way that has the ability to record people’s sounds 
and objects’ voices of surrounding environment. For instance, in our scenario, 
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Baraa can use the audio recording to record the conversation between himself and 
Jodi (S3), or record the words of the haka (S2). In addition, this capturing way 
works as a taking-note but in a different format. In our scenario, Baraa can record 
Jodi’s name (S2).  
 
In this thesis, we will cover the previous capturing ways (taking note, taking 
photo/s, and video recording). Additionally, it will be ability of combining two 
different capturing ways or more.  
 
2.5 Summary 
In this chapter, in order to make our work easier to follow and more 
understandable, we firstly introduced a persona and sequential scenes of a 
scenario as examples in the sections. Then we illustrated three types of memory: 
sensory, short-term and long-term memories as well as the functions of each one 
and the correlation among them. We are more interested in the relation between 
sensory and short-term memories (to capture the surrounded information and save 
it temporarily). 
 
Because of the application we are going to implement aims to capture the users’ 
moments (the same function of the sensory memory), this chapter emphasized the 
sensory memory, by explaining its function (capturing the surrounded 
information); what types of information (cues) we are interested in, how can we 
capture them, and which capturing ways are available to capture the requested 
cues (Figure 2.7, the interesting points of our thesis is shown by the orange boxes 
and lines. The left side of the figure shows the types of human memory as well as 
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the functions of each one of them whereas the right side of it extends the function 
of sensory memory, capturing information, with more details). Focusing on these 
areas will help us to find out the appropriate requirements of the system we want 
to implement. The requirement analysis is discussed in the next chapter. 
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Figure 2.7: All highlighting areas of this thesis including types of memory with their functions in addition to capturing information. 
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3. CatchIt Requirements 
The focal point of this chapter is deciding the requirements our system needs. The 
requirements of our software will be extracted from two resources: (1) the scenario 
and (2) the previous work on bookmarking a moment by Allalah (2011). 
 
3.1 Review the Scenario  
Baraa, who was introduced with a scenario in Section 2.1 will be used in this chapter 
to identify the requirements for CatchIt. Baraa, who does not lose his interest in 
collecting some of his moments to remember them later and to tell his friends about 
them, uses CatchIt. He bookmarks his interesting moments to retrieve them later when 
he requires them. We now walk through the scenario again to identify system features 
for each step.   
 
3.1.1 Capture a Moment 
Baraa is walking from the city center of Wellington to the Westpac Stadium with his 
friends. He has in his possession the wearable capturing device, which captures the 
moments. The device, being fairly small and light, Baraa does not feel that he is 
carrying an additional device.  
 
Once Baraa enters the stadium and takes a seat, he feels that this moment is full of 
excitement. He intends to use the capturing device. Because this is the first time that 
Baraa is using the system, it means there has been no previous moment that was 
captured. Because the capturing option is the only option that is available, he cannot 
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use the system to revise an earlier captured moment, translate it to other applications, 
delete it, or edit any related information to the captured moment.   
 
Baraa is very interested in capturing this moment so he captures it confidently; he 
captures the moment; it is not captured by the system. Baraa captures the moment 
himself because he knows that the captured moment will not be accessed by anyone 
else. Once he bookmarks the moment, the system then records the location after 
asking Baraa permission for using his current location and time of the moment. Baraa 
then labels the moment as the stadium. 
 
3.1.2 Revise a Moment 
In the stadium, Baraa later watches the haka of the All Blacks team for the first time. 
He wants to add this event into the bookmarked moment the stadium. He runs our 
system again, however on this occasion all options of our system, such as deleting and 
revising the previous moments are available to Baraa. He chooses revising 
bookmarked moment and selects the stadium moment from the chronological order 
list of recent bookmarked moments. Then he uses the video recorder which is 
supported by our system and then records the haka. In fact, even though the capturing 
device has a big capacity, it allows Baraa to record up to only one minute of the haka. 
The system places this limit so that less storage capacity is used.  
 
In the stadium as well Baraa meets a new friend, Jodi, and has a conversation with 
her. Baraa asks Jodi if he may record part of it and if he could take a photograph of 
her; she agrees. Baraa uses our system, which supports recording audio and recording 
image. The system allows Baraa to record only a short part of their conversation so as 
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to save space in the storage capacity of the capturing device. Baraa also records Jodi 
in the image form- i.e., taken a photograph of her.  
 
After the conversation, Baraa has some events that he wants to remember later: his 
friend’s glasses broke and Baraa receives a phone call from his mother. Consequently, 
Baraa writes notes of these events in his own language, Arabic, and also in English. 
 
Later, Baraa returns to home. He wants to review the captured moment that happened 
in the stadium and to edit it. He intends to caption the recorded video and audio and 
also the photograph that was taken because he believes by adding captions he would 
be able to remember the captured moment more easily. He labels them the haka, first 
conversation with Jodi”, and “Jodi” respectively. In addition, Baraa wants to label the 
location and the time of the captured moment semantically. This method will help him 
remember the captured moment more easily compared to trying to remember the 
moment by the coordinates of the location and by the time/date format. Although our 
system represents the location of the captured moment in an address format, Baraa 
labels the location as Westpac Stadium and as the first day I saw a rugby match a time 
format of that moment. Each time Baraa edits the moment, he receives feedback from 
the system, which tells him that all changes are saved. 
 
Mistakenly, Baraa changes the time of the moment by putting it forward. Nonetheless, 
because our system does not accept either modifying the time of moment by making it 
‘in the future’ or by matching time of another previous moment, the system lets him 
know that this new date is unacceptable. Thus, Baraa is happy because the system 
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helps him save his moment, that is, saves changing one of the most important aspects 
of his moment, the time.   
 
Baraa now is sure that he does not need to add new related information to the stadium 
moment. He synchronizes the capturing device with another application, Digital 
Parrot (explained in Chapter 1) which is located in his computer. He then translates 
the information from our system to Digital Parrot so he could retrieve it later. On 
completion of these processes, all captured moments are deleted from the capturing 
device.  
 
3.1.3 Retrieve a Moment 
Four months later, Baraa is planning to meet some of his friends. He intends to tell his 
friends about his interesting moment at the stadium. Hence, he runs Digital Parrot, 
searches for that moment, retrieves the pieces of information, and then remembers it. 
 
3.2 Related Work  
There are three related work to ours: Hansel, Contacts and bookmarking a moment. 
The first two are mobile applications. They will be used in the study to compare them 
with our application CatchIt to evaluate the usability of CatchIt. On the other hand, 
bookmarking a moment is the approach that the implementation of CatchIt will be 
based on. 
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3.2.1 Hansel 
Hansel is a mobile application (Markus Luczak-Rösch, 2012). The aim of this 
application is to tag the target places to be revisited later. The application captures the 
time of the selective tagged place as well as the coordinates of that place 
automatically on behalf of the user. As an option, the user enables to add a label of the 
place before the user is going to tag the target place.  
 
The usage of Hansel is very simple. The required action and the optional data, a label, 
are located in a same window, Go and Tag (see Figure 3.1). The user of Hansel just 
needs to press one button, Drop Tag, once the user reaches the target location. 
Subsequently, Hansel will capture the current time and the current location of the 
user. The users can tag as much places, as they want. In addition, at the end of whole 
windows of Hansel there is a tab bar, which has four buttons to move between the 
main windows of the application easily. For instance, simply, if the user wishes to see 
the list of all tagged place, the user presses the Taglist button, which is one of the tab 
bar buttons. 
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Figure 3.1: Main window of Hansel. The user types the label of the place as an option 
and presses the Drop Tag button to drop a tag on the current location. 
 
However, all information of the tagged places is stored remotely in a server not in the 
device. As a result, Hansel needs the Internet connection to store the information of 
the target places and also to retrieve the stored information. In other words, the user is 
limited with the Internet connection if they wish to tag a certain place, to show the 
tagged places on the map or to show the list of the tagged places. 
 
The significance of using Hansel in this study is to compare it with our application, 
CatchIt, in terms of the ease of use even though the main goal of the applications is 
different. While CatchIt bookmarks the target moment, Hansel tags the target place.  
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3.2.2 Contacts 
Contacts is a built-in iPhone application (Apple, 2012a) (see the user interface of one 
window of Contacts in Figure 3.2). It allows the user to insert new contact 
information as well as editing any information of the target contact. Adding a new 
contact details in Contacts has a wide range of the semi-required data (we called it 
semi-required because one of them is enough to save the contact details) and one of 
the optional ones. The instances of the semi-required data are the contact first name, 
last name and the mobile number. On the other hand, the only optional data, which is 
not enough to save the contact details, is the contact picture. Furthermore, Contacts 
allows the user to share the whole information of a certain contact via e-mail or 
message. 
 
Contacts is an important application to compare it with CatchIt in terms of the ease of 
using the user interface. The user of iPhone interacts with Contacts frequently- each 
time they wish to add a new contact. Also, Contacts offers to the user rich information 
to be inserted and to be showed. 
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Figure 3.2: Contacts list in Contacts. 
 
3.2.3 Bookmarking a Moment 
Most of the system requirements have been identified in bookmarking a moment 
approach by Allalah and Hinze (2011). Therefore, we will shed light on this approach 
before identifying the whole requirements of our software.  
 
3.2.3.1 Introduction 
Bookmarking a moment is an approach that aims to capture some data (cues) of the 
selective moment, save it temporarily, and send it to Digital Parrot (discussed in 
Chapter 1), which assists to retrieve the required moment later (Allalah & Hinze, 
2011). That means that bookmarking a moment approach presents both sensory 
memory (capturing data) and short-term memory (store information temporarily, 
process it, and translate it to long-term memory). 
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Bookmarking a Web Page Vs Bookmarking a Moment 
The idea of bookmarking a moment approach comes from the same idea of 
bookmarking the web pages in the Internet, for the purpose of revisiting it later. While 
bookmarking web page allows the user to select their interesting web page, 
bookmarking moment allows the user to capture their interesting moment (see Table 
3-1). In addition, both bookmarking a web page and moment save some information 
automatically. Bookmarking a web page saves the title and link of the web page 
automatically whereas bookmarking a moment saves the location and time of the 
moment automatically. Later, bookmarking a web page allows the user to change 
some stored information such as the title and add new information such as comments. 
In the same way, bookmarking a moment approach allows the user to modify the 
stored moment by changing some cues of the moment such as location and time as 
well as adding new information cues such as people and object cues. Another 
similarity between these two approaches is that the user is able to remove any 
bookmarked web page or moment. 
 
However, because booking a web page does its functions in a fixed place (e.g. PC, 
laptop), it saves the bookmarked web page permanently (unless the user chooses to 
remove it) in a certain location of the user’s computer’s drive. This approach 
additionally, directly retrieves the bookmarked web page from the storage location. 
On the other hand, bookmarking a moment approach deals with different moments’ 
locations- it saves the bookmarked moment temporarily in a portable device and 
retrieves the most recent bookmarked moments. Nevertheless, this approach 
overcomes problem by cooperating with another application- Digital Parrot (the 
symbol ‘[●]’ in storing and retrieving cells in Table 3-1). Bookmarking a moment 
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sends the temporarily saved information to Digital Parrot for saving permanently and 
retrieving when required at a later time.  
 
Table 3-1: Comparison between bookmarking web page and bookmarking a moment 
approach. The symbol ‘●’ means that the feature is supported in the approach while 
‘[●]’ means that the feature is supported by the use of a cooperative system. 
 
Features 
Approaches 
Bookmarking a web page Bookmarking a moment 
Fixed/ mobile Fixed Mobile 
Capturing the required information ● ● 
Storing the required information ● [●] 
Modifying the stored information ● ● 
Adding new information ● ● 
Removing the stored information ● ● 
Retrieving the stored information ● [●] 
 
Bookmarking a Moment Features 
Because some contexts will be captured automatically in this approach and some will 
be captured selectively by the user, bookmarking a moment offers important 
advantages to both sides: the system on the one hand and the user on the other. 
 
From the system perspective, because the application allows the user to select their 
desired moments to be captured, the inserted information will be diminished. This 
process ensures that the system will consume not only less memory capacity but also 
storage space. In addition, when bookmarking a moment transfers the captured 
moments to Digital Parrot, Digital Parrot does not need to distinguish between the 
interesting and not-interesting moments of the user. As a result, this system will 
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dispense with some of the extra processes, which are present in other augment human 
memory systems.  
 
From the user perspective, since the user captures their target moments selectively, all 
information is rich and valuable for the user. It is rich because it leads the user to 
remember more details of the target moments and reconstruct them when they collect 
these pieces of information (knowing, reconstructing and remembering). Also the 
inserted information is valuable because the information causes the user to remember 
their interesting moments. Furthermore, since the bookmarking a moment approach 
places the user in the loop of capturing and revising the moment, the user memory 
will be augmented (Jaimes, et al., 2004). 
 
CatchIt 
As a result of booking a moment approach, Allalah and Hinze (2011) did a study to 
investigate the appropriate moment cues, capturing types, and capturing ways. They 
introduced a system which called CatchIt. CatchIt is the application which fulfils the 
functions of this approach. It supports semi-automatic capturing of the required 
moment where the user captures the proper cues of their interesting moment (people, 
phone call, and object cues) in addition to capturing the time and location cues by the 
system itself. CatchIt allows the user to store temporarily the interesting moments, 
revise them, and then translate them to another application in order to store the target 
information permanently and retrieve the target moments at a later time.  
 
The central idea of CatchIt is to have two interfaces. The first one is a device-based 
interface. In this interface the user can capture a moment and view (in a limited way) 
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the captured moments on small screen. Another option of this interface is sending the 
captured moment to the second interface, a computer-based interface. Computer-
based interface has the ability of searching for the captured moment, showing the 
captured moments on a big screen, and also revising them. In addition, this interface 
can transfer the captured moment to Digital Parrot, which has powerful information 
retrieval ability. 
 
Because no implementation has yet tested the application CatchIt, our software 
requirements will hover around the idea of CatchIt in order to implement it and, 
following implementation, to test it. 
 
3.3 Software Requirements 
In this section, we will give explanation of the software requirements of CatchIt, 
including the functional and non-functional requirements. Most of the software 
requirements of CatchIt have been suggested by Allalah and Hinze (2011). We will, 
however, not use all of their suggestions. In addition, we will adapt some, and ignore 
some according to our scenario in this chapter. 
 
3.3.1 Functional requirements 
The functional requirements (FR) “describe the functionality or services that the 
system is expected to provide” (Sommerville, 2001, p. 100). The functional 
requirements of our system, CatchIt, will describe the functions and services that this 
system offers to the user. As Allalah and Hinze (2011) observed, the functional 
requirements of CatchIt are essentially based on the following seven features: 
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portability, semi-autonomy, support capturing multimedia, synchronization, moment 
selection, support multi-languages text, and moment annotation. In addition, we will 
add our own suggestions which originate from the scenario, such as captured data 
annotation, revise information, and semantic representation, to the functional 
requirements. 
 
Portability 
Because the interesting moment does not have a specific time or location, CatchIt 
shall work at any time and in any location. The user, Baraa for example, used CatchIt 
when he was in the stadium (Section 3.1.1). 
 
Semi-autonomy  
Time and location contexts of the interested moment, being fleeting moments, are 
forgettable despite the importance of these contexts (Allalah & Hinze, 2011). 
Moreover, the user may be busy during the interesting moment. The user needs to 
ensure that these important contexts of their interested moment are captured. In 
addition, the user needs the system to capture their interested moment effortlessly. For 
instance, because Baraa was occupied with his friends and was busy watching the 
match, CatchIt captured the time and location for him once Baraa bookmarked the 
moment in the stadium (Section 3.1.1). 
 
Furthermore, because CatchIt is a system that aims to augment the user memory, the 
user, when they are free, shall be able to capture some contexts of the moment 
manually, such as the surrounding people, the objects, and the emotions. In our 
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scenario for instance, Baraa took note of some of the events, which happened around 
him and his friend in the stadium (Section 3.1.2). 
 
Support Capturing Multimedia  
The diversity of capturing ways makes it possible to cover more recommended ways 
of capturing the interesting moment. For example, the user may choose to use taking 
note rather than taking photos or may choose to use recording audio. Thus, CatchIt 
shall support capturing multimedia (note-taking, photo-snapping, and audio/video 
recording). For instance, in our scenario, Baraa recorded the video of the haka and 
took a photo of Jodi and wrote her name as a caption of the photo (Section 3.1.2). 
 
Synchronization  
CatchIt is a portable system, which cooperates with another desktop system, Digital 
Parrot. While CatchIt captures the interesting moments, Digital Parrot organizes the 
captured information and also retrieves it. It can be seen therefore, that the 
synchronization between these two systems is a necessity. CatchIt shall translate the 
captured memory directly to Digital Parrot, or indirectly by using another application 
which is located in the same place as Digital Parrot. In our scenario, after Baraa 
captured his moments, he synchronized CatchIt and Digital Parrot so as to translate 
the captured information Digital Parrot (Section 3.1.2). 
 
Moment Selection  
CatchIt is not a lifelong capturing system. It shall capture the moments selected by the 
user, so that Baraa, for example, can select any moment he wants to capture (e.g. the 
moment in the stadium) and the moment of the stadium was captured by him (Section 
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3.1.1). Baraa, in addition, ignored the moment he did not want to capture (e.g. the 
moment in the university).  
 
Support Multi-languages Texts 
In the study by Allalah and Hinze (2011), there were some participants who used their 
first language to write down notes to capture the required information. This was 
possible because CatchIt shall support inserting textual information in various 
languages. Baraa, for instance, wrote notes on the captured data by using his first 
language, Arabic, and also his second language, English (Section 3.1.2). 
 
Moment Annotation 
Any recorded moment has to be distinct from other moments. It is impossible for 
example to have one moment occur twice; (in other words, the same moment cannot 
occur at two different times). Consequently, CatchIt shall associate in addition to the 
moment time, the moment location as default to the stored moments. Also, the user 
has an option to insert their own annotation for the stored moment (e.g. label the 
moment). As a result, the stage of retrieval of information will be easier when this 
stage accepts various query terms (e.g. time, location, the moment name). For 
instance, Baraa added the term the stadium as an annotation for his moment in the 
stadium (Section 3.1.1). Simultaneously, the time and location of the stadium moment 
were annotated by the system itself (Section 3.1.1). As a consequence, Baraa could 
retrieve the stadium moment by using the terms: 30
th
 of July in 2011 (the time of 
moment), or the stadium (the label of moment) (Section 3.1.3). 
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Captured Data Annotation 
To simplify extracting the important information from the capturing moment, CatchIt 
shall provide adding a caption of captured data. The user can add a description of the 
time, location, photo, video, or audio. For instance, Baraa added the caption Westpac 
Stadium for the location of the stadium moment (Section 3.1.2).   
 
Revise Information 
When the user is busy during capturing the target moment, they may insert inaccurate 
information, or miss capturing some desired cues of the moment. The user of CatchIt 
shall revise the recorded information. Another option for the user, suggested by 
Allalah and Hinze (2011) is revising the captured moment in a desktop application. 
However, we will offer revising the recorded moment in the portable device itself 
rather than revising the recorded moment in the desktop application. For instance, 
when Baraa wanted to support his target moment by adding extra related information 
for it after bookmarking the moment, he took a photo of Jodi and posted to the 
stadium moment (Section 3.1.2).  
 
Semantic Representation 
Because the coordinates of the location of the target moment are difficult to follow by 
the user, it is useful for the user to represent the location of the target moment 
semantically. Consequently, CatchIt shall represent automatically the location in the 
address format as well as in coordinate’s format. Baraa can see the address of the 
stadium moment, Westpac Stadium, Wellington, New Zealand, the semantic 
information of the location, as well as the coordinates of it, -41.273273, 174.787051 
(Section 3.1.2). 
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CatchIt also shall represent the semantic description of the location and the time of the 
target moment if the user had described them during revising the target moment, as 
Allalah and Hinze (2011) suggested. The time, for instance, can be represented as 
seasons or birthdays. In our scenario, because Baraa described the time of the target 
moment as the day I first saw a rugby match, CatchIt will represent the time of the 
stadium moment by in accordance with Baraa description and also by using time/date 
format (Section 3.1.2). 
 
3.3.2 Non-functional Requirements 
Non-functional requirements (NFR) address the characteristics, properties, or qualities 
that the system must have (Westfall, 2006) in addition to the constraints on 
input/output devices that are used in the system and any requirements that make the 
system usable as a whole (Sommerville, 2001). The nine non-functional requirements 
provided by Allalah and Hinze (2011) are: comfort, appropriate size, storage 
(longevity of the system), location device, digital camera, audio recorder, ease of use, 
privacy, and portable device-based interface. Moreover, we will address additional 
non-functional requirements of CatchIt. We will add local wireless/ wireless network, 
the accuracy, the availability requirements, and error-handling requirements. 
 
Comfort  
Because the interesting moment is located everywhere, the user should carry the 
wearable device wherever they feel comfortable with it. Therefore, the device that 
CatchIt is placed in shall be comfortable. In our scenario for example, Baraa was 
comfortable with carrying our capturing device (Section 3.1.1). 
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Appropriate Size 
The small size of the device helps it to be more portable. Also, the lightweight is 
another aspect that makes the device much more portable. Mainly for the reason of 
portability, the device shall be small and lightweight. The capturing device in our 
scenario was small and light (Section 3.1.1).  
 
Storage (Longevity of the System)  
Due to using different data format to save the interesting moment in addition to the 
possibility of holding the captured moment for a while until they are transferred to 
Digital Parrot, the device shall have large capacity of storage disk. In our scenario, for 
instance, because CatchIt allowed Baraa to capture up to one minute, Baraa could not 
make lengthy video recorded of his target moment although the capturing device has a 
big storage capability (3.1.2). So that Baraa saved more capacity of CatchIt to store 
new moments at a later time. 
 
Location Device 
One of the most important contexts of the moment is its location. To get the 
information about the location of bookmarked moment, the device shall connect with 
the Global Positioning System (GPS) or shall have a built-in GPS in it. By using a 
built-in GPS, the capturing device in our scenario could detect Baraa’s exact location 
(Section 3.1.1). 
 
Digital Camera 
For taking photos, or for recording video to capture the cues of the target moment, the 
device shall have digital camera. Baraa in Section 3.1.2 could record a short video of 
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the haka and take a photo of Jodi with built-in digital camera in his portable device 
(Section 3.1.2). 
 
Audio Recorder 
CatchIt uses audio recording capturing ways. Consequently, the device shall have an 
audio recorder. Because the wearable device in the scenario (Section 3.1.2) supported 
audio recording, Baraa could have an audio record of the conversation between him 
and Jodi. 
 
Ease of Use 
CatchIt has several capturing ways to capture the target moments (taking note, taking 
photos, video recording, and audio recording). In addition, CatchIt has several 
services (bookmark moment, revise moment, and synchronize moment), and also it 
uses sensor to detect the location of the moment. The device as a result shall be easy 
to use and shall not require extra training. For the whole scenario Baraa had no 
difficulties using our system. 
 
Privacy 
The system allows the user to select their own moments to be bookmarked and all 
other information they want to be captured. Additionally, the system needs to use the 
current location of the user when the user bookmarks the target moment. The current 
location of the user is personal information. To use this sort of information the system 
shall request acceptance of using the current location of the user before using the 
system in first place. In our scenario, Baraa was confident when using our system 
because the system guaranteed his privacy. 
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Interactive Interface 
Marking a moment works on two related applications as Allalah and Hinze (2011) 
suggested; one of them is located in a portable device and another one is located in the 
desktop of the user’s computer. The portable device-based interface captures the 
required moments and translates those moments to the desktop application whereas 
the computer-based interface revises the required moments and submits those 
moments to Digital Parrot. However, we will add revising option to the portable 
device-based interface rather than using this option just on the computer-based 
interface. The portable device-based interface of CatchIt shall implement its functions 
(capturing, revising, and synchronizing) with an interactive way with the user. The 
system interacted with Baraa in the whole scenario, when he captured, revised, 
synchronized information. 
 
Access to the Internet 
The local wireless network ensures that the device is connected to the Internet. That 
helps the system to get the address of the target moment when it sends the coordinates 
and receives the address. That happened in our scenario (Section 3.1.2) when the 
system converted the coordinates of Baraa’s location to the address format. Hence, the 
device shall have a port to access into the Internet. 
 
Accuracy  
The accuracy of inserted data ensures that the system will work more accurate. 
Consequently, the system will not deal whit inaccurate values or format during 
inserting data. For instance, Baraa could not change the time of the bookmarked 
moment (Section 3.1.2) when he tried to use inaccurate value of the moment time.   
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Availability 
By identifying the available processes and data the system provides, the number of 
errors the user might make while using our system will be diminished. All the 
required processes which are needed during all running time of the application such as 
bookmarking a moment shall be available whenever the user wishes (Baraa could 
capture whatever and whenever he wants (Section 3.1.1)). What else, there are 
processes shall be available under some conditions.  For instance, revising an earlier 
moment shall not be available until there is at least one bookmarked moment in the 
system (Baraa could not revise a moment until he bookmarked a moment (Section 
3.1.1)). In other words, the system shall make these processes partly available. 
Moreover, the captured data shall be available until the user sends the captured 
information to Digital Parrot.  
 
Error-handling 
Sometimes the user may make some mistakes of using our system. In this 
circumstance, the system shall avoid these mistakes in addition to treat them. The 
system also shall show the user the reasons behind these mistakes in appropriate way 
such as using pop-up message. As a result, the user will know their mistakes of using 
and they will try to fix them when they use the system again. For instance, when 
Baraa changed by mistake the time of the bookmarked moment, a message popped up 
to tell him why there was an error of changing the time of bookmarked moment 
(Section 3.1.2).  
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3.4 Summary  
To identify the requirements of the CatchIt system, we reviewed the scenario from 
Chapter 1 and adapted it to the purposes of this chapter. Then we introduced the 
related works, Hansel, Contacts and Bookmark a moment. The first two related work, 
Hansel and Contacts will be used later in evaluating the user interface of our 
application when we will compare between then and our application. On the other 
hand, the third related work used to highlight some requirements to implement our 
system combining with some of the scenario-based requirements.  In general, the 
requirements we covered in this chapter were under either the functional requirements 
or non-functional requirements.  
 
We can sum up the functional requirements of CatchIt in the following points:   
FR(1) Portability   
a. The system shall be used whenever the user wants and wherever the user 
is. 
FR(2) Semi-autonomy  
a. The system shall record the time of the captured moment. 
b. The system shall record the location of the captured moment (coordinates 
format). 
c. The user shall record the people cue of the captured moment if the user 
wishes. 
d. The user shall record the object cue of the captured moment if the user 
wishes. 
e. The user shall record the emotion cue of the captured moment if the user 
wishes. 
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f. The user shall record the phone call cue of the captured moment the user 
wishes. 
g. The user shall record any event which is happened during the captured 
moment if the user wishes. 
FR(3) Support Capturing Multimedia 
a. The system shall support a taking-note ways to capture any required data.  
b. The system shall support a taking-photo(s) ways to capture any required 
data. 
c. The system shall support a video recording ways to capture any required 
data. 
d. The system shall support an audio recording ways to capture any required 
data. 
FR(4) Synchronization 
a. The system should transfer the captured data from CatchIt to Digital 
Parrot. 
FR(5) Moment Selection 
a. The user shall select their interesting moment without any interference 
from the system itself.  
FR(6) Support Multi-languages Text 
a. The system shall provide multi-languages to enable insertion of the textual 
information. 
FR(7) Moment Annotation 
a. The use shall annotate automatically the captured moment by using the 
time of the moment. 
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b. The use shall annotate automatically the captured moment by using the 
location of the moment. 
c. The user shall annotate the captured moment by labeling the moment if 
they want. 
FR(8) Captured Data Annotation 
a. The user shall annotate the captured data when they use a taking-photo(s) 
ways if they want. 
b. The user shall annotate the captured data when they use a video recording 
ways if they want. 
c. The user shall annotate the captured data when they use an audio recording 
ways if they want.  
FR(9) Revise Information 
a. The user shall revise their captured moment at any point of time until they 
decide to translate the captured moment into Digital Parrot. 
FR(10) Semantic Representation 
a. The system shall represent the address of the location of the captured 
moment (address format). 
With regard to the non-functional requirements, we can sum up in the following 
points: 
NFR(1). Comfort 
a. The user shall feel comfortable when they use the capturing device. 
NFR(2). Appropriate Size 
a. A captured device should be small. 
b. A captured device should be lightweight. 
NFR(3). Storage (Longevity of the System) 
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a. A captured device shall have large storage capacity. 
b. The length of recorded video shall be one minute or less. 
c. The length of recorded audio shall be one minute of less. 
NFR(4). Location Device 
a. A captured device shall have a built-in GPS. 
NFR(5). Digital Camera 
a. A captured device shall have a digital camera to take a digital photo. 
b. A captured device shall have a digital camera to record the digital video. 
NFR(6). Audio Recorder 
a. A captured device shall have an audio recorder. 
NFR(7). Ease of Use 
a. The system shall be easy to use. 
b. The system should not require extra training to be used. 
NFR(8). Privacy 
a. The system shall make the user selects the target moment on their own. 
b. The system shall make the user captures whatever data they want on their 
own.  
c. The system shall ask the user to use their current location the first time they 
use the system. 
NFR(9). Interactive Interface 
a. The system shall interact with the user appropriately. 
NFR(10). Access to the Internet 
a. The system shall connect to the Internet when it is needed. 
NFR(11). Accuracy 
a. Date/time of moment must be not used before the current date/time. 
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b. Date/time of moment must not be used for another moment. 
NFR(12). Availability  
a. Bookmark a moment is available at all times. 
b. Revise a moment is available solely if there is one or more captured moment. 
c. Synchronize the application with other devices is available solely if there is 
one or more captured moment. 
d. Delete a moment is available solely if there is one or more captured moment. 
e. Save new changing is available solely if the user changes or modifies the 
captured data.  
f. All captured moments and their associated data will be available until the user 
transfers them to Digital Parrot. 
NFR(13). Error-handling 
a. The system shall handle any unaccepted values of data. 
 
The next chapter will put the highlighted requirements of the system, which were 
explained in this chapter, into our account to design CatchIt. 
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4. Conceptual System Design 
After identifying the requirements of the system (in Chapter 3), the design of the 
system will be discussed in more details in this chapter. These details involve the 
conceptual architecture of CatchIt, overview of the user interface prototype, the initial 
design of the user interface prototype, and the final design of the user interface 
prototype. 
 
Towards the end of this chapter the appropriate way of the interaction between the 
main functions of our application and the user will be found. Indeed, CatchIt 
bookmarks the selected moments to be revisited if the user requests. In addition, 
CatchIt combines with Digital Parrot in order to get the benefits of using its search 
engine to retrieve the bookmarked moment and to get the benefits of enabling the user 
to look for the target bookmarked moment by using different ways of searching what 
Digital Parrot has. 
 
4.1 Conceptual Architecture 
The conceptual architecture of our system for bookmarking moments (CatchIt), which 
builds on the results of the requirements in Chapter 3, will be discussed in this 
section. Figure 4.1 shows the procedures involved in interacting with CatchIt.  CatchIt 
includes two components: the local storage and the user interface. The connection 
between the local storage and the user interface will allow CatchIt to perform its main 
steps, bookmark a moment, revise and synchronize CatchIt with Digital Parrot, (see 
Figure 4.1). 
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Figure 4.1: Conceptual architecture of CatchIt. The user interacts with the user 
interface to bookmark the target moment, revise it, and synchronize CatchIt with 
Digital Parrot to send the data of the bookmarked moment from CatchIt to Digital 
Parrot. All data of the target moments (contexts: location, time captured automatically 
and people captured manually; contents: such as the action and clothes of the user) 
will be stored in a local storage. 
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4.1.1 Bookmark a Moment 
Bookmarking a moment is the first step of CatchIt. It allows the user to bookmark the 
selected moments. The user interacts with the user interface in order to bookmark the 
target moment (e.g., during the day as an event is happening). In this step, the 
contexts of location and time of the target moment will be captured automatically on 
behalf of the user. Then the captured values of the contexts of the location and time of 
the target moment will be stored in the local storage of the portable device to be used 
if they are required (see Figure 4.2).  
 
The user can add further information into the bookmarked moments as well as 
changing and deleting information of the bookmarked moment from the next step. 
 
 
Figure 4.2: Data flow diagram of CatchIt. The portable device feeds CatchIt with the 
time and location contexts in the first step while the user adds the people context and 
contents of the bookmarked moment with the ability of changing the time and 
location contexts in the second process. The third process transfers the stored contexts 
and contents of the bookmarked moments into another application, Digital Parrot. 
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4.1.2 Revise  
The revising step may include adding some values (context: people; contents: such as 
what the user was doing at that moment or what did they wear), changing values of 
the existing data or   deleting some values of a target moment. All the components of 
the revising process are performed manually. 
 
To do weather adding new values, changing the target values or deleting the target 
values of a particular moment (for example, at the end of the day), firstly, CatchIt will 
connect with the local storage. This operation will retrieve the stored time values of 
all bookmarked moments. All time values of the bookmarked moments will be listed 
in the user interface. Therefore, the user can choose whatever bookmarked moment 
they wish to revise. Then, both sorted time value and location value of the target 
bookmarked moment will be retrieved from the local storage. The updated values of 
any supported context (time, location and people) or any contents will be saved in the 
local storage (see Figure 4.2). 
 
The revised bookmarked moments have the ability to be viewed whenever the user 
wishes or to be transferred to another application (Digital Parrot) from the next step. 
 
4.1.3 Synchronize CatchIt with Digital Parrot 
The user interacts with the user interface to synchronize two systems, CatchIt and 
Digital Parrot. In this step, CatchIt interacts with its local storage to retrieve all related 
data of the bookmarked moments, contexts and contents, (see Figure 4.2). Then 
CatchIt generates an XML file which includes some of the retrieval data from the 
local storage and sends the generated XML file to Digital Parrot. Digital Parrot is 
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required to be developed to succeed the synchronization. It should develop a way to 
restructure the XML file to the appropriate format for itself and then store the 
restructured data in its local storage (see Figure 4.1).  
 
4.2 Overview Prototype Interface 
As mentioned in the previous section, CatchIt has three basic steps that the interface 
should include: (1) bookmarking a moment, (2) revising the bookmarked moments, 
and (3) synchronizing CatchIt with Digital Parrot. After bookmarking the target 
moment (the first step), the user will be able to either revise the bookmarked moments 
(the second step) by using several capturing ways (taking notes, taking photo, 
recording video, and recording audio) or transferring the data of all bookmarked 
moments to Digital Parrot (the third step).  
 
As a result of the main three steps of CatchIt, the user interface of CatchIt initially has 
15 different pages that the user can move among and interact with. Each page has a 
particular function of our system. For example, there is a responsible page of adding 
an audio record into the bookmarked moment. In addition to pages, there are various 
message boxes which give the user an appropriate instruction or information about the 
user interaction with the functions such as deleting a bookmarked moment. For 
example, before deleting a bookmarked moment the system will warn the user that 
deleting that moment means that the bookmarked moment will not be available any 
more in the system. 
 
All pages and message boxes of the system are shown in overview in Figure 4.3. The 
pages are colored red whereas the message boxes are colored orange. Order numbers 
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identify the pages in this figure while alphabetical characters identify the message 
boxes. The same figure also consists of arrows among the pages and the message 
boxes. These arrows describe the transition between pages and message boxes of 
CatchIt.  
 
Figure 4.3: Overview prototype of CatchIt. The key map is shown the upright of the 
figure. 
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Message Box A and Message Box I are popped up in Page 1: The Main Menu which is 
connected to Page 2: Bookmarked Moments. Page 2: Bookmarked Moments has a 
Message Box B and from this page, it is able to move to Page 3: Editing Moment. 
From Page 3: Editing Moment, the user of the system can move to Page 4: Editing 
Moment’s Name, Page 5: Editing Time, Page 6: Editing Location, Page 7: Editing 
Text, Page 8: Editing Photo, Page 10: Editing Video, Page 12: Editing Audio and 
Page 14: Editing People and then back to Page 3: Editing Moment.  
 
In addition to all these connections between Page 3: Editing Moment and the 
connected pages, Message Box C is popped up in Page 3: Editing Moment. Page 4: 
Editing Moment’s Name, Page 5: Editing Time, Page 6: Editing Location, Page 7: 
Editing Text, Page 8: Editing Photo, Page 10: Editing Video and Page 12: Editing 
Audio have the same message boxes, Message Box F and Message Box G. Those 
pages are connected directly to Message Box F which whether returns the user to the 
page that the message box came from or shows Message Box G. If Message Box G is 
popped up, CatchIt will back immediately to Page 3: Editing Moment. Other message 
boxes are Message Box D and Message Box E which they are related to Page 5: 
Editing Time and Message Box H which is related to Page 14: Editing people. 
 
After moving to Page 8: Editing Photo via Page 3: Editing Moment, the user can 
reach Page 9: Capturing Photo and back again to Page 8: Editing Photo. Similarly, 
Page 11: Capturing Video, Page 13: Capturing Audio and Page 15: Contacts are 
reached from Page 10: Editing Video, Page 12: Editing Audio and Page 14: Editing 
People respectively and vise versa.  
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It is obvious that Figure 4.2 does not have many details on the functions that the pages 
have or the reason behind showing the message boxes to the user. However, it has 
overview connections between both pages and message boxes in our system. 
Therefore, walking through the prototype in the next section will be easier when each 
view is highlighted. 
 
4.3 Initial User Interface Prototype 
The focus of this section is on each view rather than taking an overview of the system 
as a whole. Each view has various kinds of controls, which help to insert data, process 
that data and then display the information to the user.  
The three main functions of CatchIt (a. bookmarking a moment, b. revising an earlier 
moment, and c. synchronize CatchIt with Digital Parrot) are located in Page 1: The 
Main Menu in addition to the brief information about purpose of the application. Each 
main function is reachable by a particular button of this page. Thus, Page 1: The Main 
Menu is not just the first view, it is the main one (see Figure 4.4).  
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Figure 4.4: The main view of CatchIt, Page 1: The Main Menu, at the initial running. 
Bookmarking a moment is the only main function is available. At the right side, 
Message Box A is an associated message box with Page 1: The Main Menu. 
 
4.3.1 Bookmark a Moment 
In initial use of CatchIt, the Bookmark this moment button is the only active button on 
page (Figure 4.4). If the Bookmark this moment button is pressed, both the current 
time and the current location will be captured and saved automatically. Then, 
Message box A will pop up, which informs the user that the required moment has been 
bookmarked. Other related information of the bookmarked moment will be inserted 
manually if the user wishes. Once the first moment in the system is saved, the buttons 
Revise an earlier and Synchronization of Page 1: The Main Menu will be available to 
the user (Figure 4.5).  
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Figure 4.5: All buttons of Page 1: The Main Menu are avilable as long as there is at 
least one bookmarked moment. 
 
4.3.2 Revise an Earlier 
While the button Revise an earlier is available the user is allowed to move to Page 2: 
Bookmarked Moments. The bookmarked moments will be listed in Page 2: 
Bookmarked Moments (see Figure 4.6). The time and the name of each bookmarked 
moment will be shown in each item of the list. Because the name of the bookmarked 
moment is not provided automatically by the system the name of the bookmarked 
moment will be No Name.  
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Figure 4.6: All bookmarked moment are listed in Page 2: Bookmarked Moments. 
Each item of the list has the time and the name of the bookmarked moment. 
 
The user can edit or delete any bookmarked moment from the list of Page 2: 
Bookmarked Moment after selecting a bookmarked moment. Also the user can go 
back to the main page, Page 1: The Main Menu. Message Box B will pop up if the 
user wishes to delete a particular bookmarked moment after selecting it and pressing 
Delete. On the other hand the button Edit allows the user to edit any related 
information of the selected bookmarked moment when CatchIt transfers the user to 
Page 3: Editing Moment. 
 
Page 3: Editing Moment has a list of the captured details of the bookmarked moments 
(Figure 4.7). The time and location are provided to the user by the system and the 
name of the bookmarked moment, any note about the moment, token photos of that 
moment and both recorded types video and audio are able to the user to be involved 
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into the bookmarked moment. Although the time and location of the bookmarked 
moment are captured automatically, the user has the ability to modify them. 
 
 
Figure 4.7: The values of the components of the bookmarked moment are changeable 
and can be deleted from Page 3: Editing Moment. The default values of time and 
location are the current time and location respectively and they are provided by 
CatchIt. The value of the rest of components is null. At the left side of the figure the 
message box Message Box C pops up in Page 3: Editing Moment when the user is 
going to delete a component of the bookmarked moment. 
 
Deleting any captured date is allowed in Page 3: Editing Moment except the time and 
the location because they are the significant identifiers of the bookmarked moment. 
The user can delete the token note, all photos, all videos and all audios that are 
associated with the bookmarked moment by selecting the capture type that CatchIt 
offers; the user deletes by pressing the Delete button. Deleting any data means that the 
user cannot retrieve it later on. So, CatchIt makes sure that the user really wishes to 
delete that data by providing the pop-up option Message Box C.  
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The button Edit in Page 3: Editing Moment involves several functions: adding one or 
more captured data into a particular capturing type, updating and deleting a particular 
captured data of one of the capturing type. To edit a collection of captured data under 
one of the capturing types (moment’s name, time, location, text, photo, video and 
audio) the user selects the capturing type from the list in Page 3: Editing Moment then 
presses Edit button to move to the required page. 
 
As it can be seen in Figure 4.6, the default values of moment’s name, text, photo, 
video record and audio record in Page 3: Editing Moment is null. However, firstly, 
the user can add any desired data into any preferred cue types and then the user can 
change that data or delete it.  
 
Moment’s Name 
To add or modify the moment’s name of the bookmarked moment, the user selects 
Moment’s name from Page 3: Editing Moment to be moved to Page 4: Editing 
Moment’s Name (see Figure 4.8). There is a text field in Page 4: Editing Moment’s 
Name to type the moment’s name such as First experience with Ruby and also there is 
an inactive button Save to save and activated button Back to move the user back to 
Page 3: Editing Moment without any changes. After editing the moment’s name (see 
Figure 4.9 which shows Page 4: Editing Moment’s Name when a new moment’s 
name is added) the user can save the changes by pressing the Save button which is 
activated after adding a name for the moment.  
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Figure 4.8: Page 3: Editing Moment’s Name before adding a moment's name. The 
Save button is not availabel unitl the user adds a moment's name. At the left side, 
Message Box F and Message Box G are the associated message boxes of Page 4: 
Editing Moment’s Name. 
 
If the user presses Save in order to save the changes, Message Box F will pop up to 
ensure that the user wishes to save the new changes of the moment’s name. If the user 
is sure to save the changes, CatchIt will save the changes, giving the user appropriate 
feedback in Message box G about the saving operation and then move back to Page 3: 
Editing Moment. On the other hand, if the user wishes to ignore saving the changes, 
the user will press the button No in Message Box F to go back to Page 4: Editing 
Moment’s Name. 
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Figure 4.9: Saving a moment's name is available in Page 4: Editing Moment’s Name 
if there is a new value of it. 
 
Time  
Although CatchIt captures the current time of the bookmarked moment and uses it as 
the default value for the time of that moment, the user is allowed to change this value 
from Page 5: Editing Time. To reach Page 5: Editing Time, the user selects the 
second item in the list of Page 3: Editing Moment, Time, and then the user presses 
Edit. 
 
Page 5: Editing Time has two text fields and two buttons (see Figure 4.10). The first 
text filed is for inserting the time of the moment whereas the second text field is for 
inserting a description of that time. The two buttons in Page 5: Editing Time are Save 
which is inactivated if there are no changes, and Back which is activated all the time 
to enable user to go back to Page 3: Editing Moment. 
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Figure 4.10: Editing the time of the bookmarked moment is the function of Page 5: 
Editing Time. The user can change the captured time and add a description of it. It is 
not allowed to save the data unless changes have happened to the data of the page. 
 
Nevertheless, there are two main conditions which are applied if the user wishes to 
change the time of the bookmarked moment. The user can change the time of the 
bookmarked moment as long as the new time is unused previously with another 
bookmarked moment. For instance, if the user used 30.July.2011 08:00 PM in one of 
the bookmarked moments, CatchIt will not accept that time in another bookmarked 
moment because the times are not two different moments, but the same time. In this 
sort of inserting errors, CatchIt informs the user about the errors of using the new time 
in Message Box D. Therefore, the user will recognize their mistake. (see Figure 4.11, 
Message Box D and Message Box E inform the user about error of changing the 
moment time while Message Box F checks if the user wishes to save the new changes 
and Message Box G lets the user know about the last action that happened in Page 5: 
Editing Time). 
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Figure 4.11: Associated message boxes of Page 5: Editing Time. 
 
In addition, the new time cannot to be a forward time. The future time is invalid in 
CatchIt. CatchIt only bookmarks the current moment or moments that happened in the 
past. For instance, the user cannot set the time of the bookmarking moment to be 
30.July.2011 08:00 PM if the current time is 22.July.2011 08:00 PM. In this 
circumstance Message Box E will pop up to instruct the user that the requested time is 
invalid (Figure 4.11).  
 
As long as the new time is valid (not used previously in different moment and not a 
forward time) CatchIt will ensure if the user wants to save the new time by showing 
Message Box F. Once the user verifies their request CatchIt will save the new time 
and show Message Box G (Figure 4.12 shows Page 5: Editing time with a valid time). 
However, if the user decides to ignore saving the new time, the user can press the 
button No in Message Box F to go backward to Page 5: Editing Time. 
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Figure 4.12: A valid inserted time in Page 5: Editing Time to the bookmarked 
moment. 
 
In addition to modifying the time of the bookmarked moment in Page 5: Editing 
Time, the user can describe time as they wish.  
 
Location  
The location of the bookmarked moment is provided automatically, same as the time 
of that moment. The provided location is the current location of the bookmarked 
moment. However, the user can to change that location if they wish, as in case of 
bookmarking a moment from the past. For example, when the user is at home and 
they wish to bookmark a moment they had two hours ago in the cinema.  
 
To change the location of the bookmarked moment the user reaches to Page 6: 
Editing Location via Page 3: Editing Moment. The provided location is shown in 
Page 6: Editing Location in addition to an empty text field to insert a description of 
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that location (see Figure 4.13). At the bottom of the page the Save button is not 
available until changes have happened to the data of the page. Additionally, there is a 
button Back to move the user backward to Page 3: Editing Moment. 
 
The user is allowed to add any description they wish. The location description will 
help in retrieving moments when the description or part of it is used as a query term 
(the retrieval stage is not covered in this research thesis). 
 
 
Figure 4.13: Editing location is available in Page 6: Editing Location. The associated 
message boxes are shown at the right side of the figure. 
 
If the user finishes modifying the location of the bookmarked moment and wishes to 
save the changes that they did, the user can press the Save button. Before saving the 
changes, CatchIt ensures that the new information is really desired for saving. Thus, 
Message Box F is popped up. It asks the user if they want to save the new data. If the 
user wishes to continue with saving, the user will press Yes and then the Message Box 
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G will pop up to confirm the saving operation (see Figure 4.14, it shows Page 6: 
Editing Location after adding the location description). Otherwise the user will press 
No button on the same message box to back to Page 6: Editing Location. 
 
 
Figure 4.14: Page 6: Editing Location after adding a description of the bookmarked 
moment. 
 
Text 
CatchIt does not attach any textual note of the bookmarked moment automatically. 
Nevertheless, because the user may prefer to add some textual information about the 
bookmarked moment, CatchIt allows the user to add the textual note manually. 
CatchIt offers taking a textual note in Page 7: Editing Text which is accessible from 
Page 3: Editing Moment. There are one text field to type the note and two buttons 
Save to save the typed notes and Back to undo to Page 3: Editing Moment (Figure 
4.15). The Save button is available once the changes have happened to the text field of 
Page 7: Editing Text. 
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In Page 7: Editing Text the user types their textual notes in the text field and then 
presses the Save button to save their notes. At that time, Message Box F pops up to 
ensure that the user really wishes to save the required information. Then the user 
makes a decision to save what they typed or cancel the operation of saving. If the user 
wishes to continue with saving, the user will press Yes which is located in Message 
Box F then Message Box G will pop up with the feedback about the last operation the 
user has done, saving new information (see Figure 4.16 which shows an example of a 
textual note in Page7: Editing Text). After that the user will be moved again to 
Page3: Editing Moment.  
 
 
Figure 4.15: Editing text is available in Page7: Editing Text. The associated message 
boxes are shown at the right side of the figure. 
 
In case the user has decided not to save the new textual notes, the user will press the 
button No in the Message Box F. After that the user will be moved back to Page7: 
Editing Text without any changes.  
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Figure 4.16: Page7: Editing Text after adding textual notes to be attached to the 
bookmarked moment. 
 
Photo 
The user of CatchIt can capture one photo or more and associate a caption to each 
photo from Page8: Editing Photo. The user can access Page8: Editing Photo if they 
selected the fifth item of Page3: Editing Moment, Photo, to be edited. The page 
contains an image to show the associated photos of the bookmarked moment with the 
ability to navigate the captured photos. Moreover, there is a text field to insert caption 
of the photo, two available buttons, Add photo and Back and one not available button 
Save (Figure 4.17).  
 
Because there was no added photo when the user bookmarked the required moment, 
Page8: Editing Photo has no photo and no caption as well. The user however is 
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allowed to add photo and then the user is allowed to insert a caption of the captured 
photo. 
 
 
Figure 4.17: Page8: Editing Photo allows the user editing the photo of the 
bookmarked moment. The right side of the figure shows the message boxes that will 
pop up for the user according to their action on Page8: Editing Photo. 
 
To add a photo the user should press the button Add photo to get access to the built-in 
camera in Page9: Capturing Photo (see Figure 4.18. The built-in camera is accessible 
to take a photo to add it to the bookmarked moment). After capturing the target, the 
user will be returned to Page8: Editing Photo to insert a caption of the captured photo 
if they wish and to save the new data (the photo and the caption or just the photo). In 
Page9: Capturing Photo, if the user retreats to take a photo, they can go back to 
Page8: Editing Photo by pressing Back button. 
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When the user captures the requested photo, they return to Page8: Editing Photo and 
the photo taken will appear in the middle of the page _ if the user took a photo. (See 
Figure 4.19 which shows Page8: Editing Photo after adding both photo and caption).  
 
 
Figure 4.18: Page9: Capturing Photo has an access to the built-in camera to capture a 
photo of the bookmarked moment. 
 
The user can save the new information by pressing the Save button which becomes 
activated after adding and changing the data of this view, and then Message Box F 
and Message Box G will pop up sequentially. Message Box F is for ensuring that the 
user really wishes to save the new data and Message Box G is for giving the user the 
feedback of capturing the new data. From Message Box F the user can go back on 
their decision in saving the new data by pressing the button Back (see the associated 
message boxes of Page8: Editing Photo in Figure 4.19). 
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Figure 4.19: Page8: Editing Photo after adding a photo with a caption. 
 
Video 
Recording video is one of the capturing types of moment cues that CatchIt offers to 
the user. The user can record a part of the bookmarked moment in a video format and 
attach that video to the moment. Page10: Editing Video of CatchIt is a page which 
manages the video recording. Photo10: Editing Video is reached when the user selects 
Video record from Page3: Editing Moment.  
 
Page10: Editing Video consists of a video view, media button control, video slide bar 
and text field to insert the caption of the video. Page10: Editing Video has also three 
buttons, Add video, Back, and Save (Figure 4.20). 
 
As a result of the absence of a video record in Page10: Editing Video after 
bookmarking the target moment, video slide bare and the play button and Save are not 
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enabled. However, the user can capture part of the target moment in video format by 
pressing Add video. 
 
 
Figure 4.20: Editing video is allowed in Page10: Editing Video. The right side of the 
figure shows both message boxes Message Box F and Message Box G that will pop up 
for the user according to their action toward Page10: Editing Video. 
 
Add video transfers the user from Page10: Editing Video to Page11: Capturing Video. 
Starting capturing a part of the bookmarked moment and stop capturing by using the 
built-in camera are available in Page11: Capturing Video (see Figure 4.21. The built-
in camera is accessed and the recording video is available). After capturing the target 
piece of the bookmarked moment, the user can use the recorded video in Page10: 
Editing Video by pressing the button Use in Page11: Capturing Video and add a 
caption for that video in the text field of Page10: Editing Video (see Figure 4.22, the 
captured video is used in Page10: Editing Video). Otherwise, the user can skip using 
the captured video by pressing the button Back to move back again to Page10: 
Editing Video. 
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Figure 4.21: Page11: Capturing Video has an access to the built-in camera to capture 
a piece of the bookmarked moment in a video format. 
 
The user also can play and pause the recorded video from Page10: Editing Video and 
see the duration of the recorded video under the video slide bar. In addition, saving 
the recorded video and its caption are enabled at this time because there is data to be 
saved. Moreover, the user can capture more parts of the bookmarked moment by 
pressing Add video. To save the all of the new data of video recording, including the 
video and the caption, the user presses the Save button which triggers Message Box F. 
Message Box F asks the user if they are sure about saving the new data. If the user 
presses the button Yes, the new data will be saved or else the new data will not be 
saved. Once the new data has been saved, Message Box G displays to let the user 
know that the new data is saved and then the user will go back to Page3: Editing 
Moment (see Figure 4.20, it has the contents of the message boxes of Page10: Editing 
Video). 
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Figure 4.22: Page10: Editing Video after adding a video with a caption. 
 
Audio 
An audio record is a way of capturing parts of the bookmarked moment in an audio 
format that CatchIt supports in its view, Page12: Editing Audio. The user can reach 
Page12: Editing Audio by selecting “Audio record” from the list in Page3: Editing 
Moment to edit it. 
 
Page12: Editing Audio consists of a media control button, an audio slide bar and a 
text field for insertion of a caption of the recorded audio. Page12: Editing Audio has 
also three buttons Add audio, Back and Save (Figure 4.23). 
 
The inactivated play button, audio slide bar and the Save button mean that there is no 
audio record to be attached with the chosen bookmarked moment. On the other hand, 
Add audio button is in active mode, is the way to record part of the bookmarked 
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moment in an audio format. Once the user presses that button the Page13: Capturing 
Audio will appear (see Figure 4.24, the user can record an audio and stop recording). 
 
 
Figure 4.23: Editing an audio is allowed in Page12: Editing Audio. The right side of 
the figure shows the associated message boxes of Page12: Editing Audio. 
 
Page13: Capturing Audio gives the user the ability to capture the target moment by 
recording it in an audio format in addition to showing the length of the recording. 
Then the recorded audio will be used by pressing Use button. After pressing Use 
button, CatchIt will move the user to Page12: Editing Audio. Otherwise the user will 
go back to Page12: Editing Audio (see Figure 4.25. This figure shows the activated 
media button as well as the audio slid in Page12: Editing Audio when a new audio 
record has been added). 
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Figure 4.24: Recording audio is allowed in Page13: Capturing Audio and the audio is 
ready to be attached to the bookmarked moment. 
 
When the user uses the recorded audio and goes back to Page12: Editing Audio, 
Page12: Editing Audio will look like Figure 4.25. The media button, audio slide bar 
and the Save button are activated at this time. In addition the user is allowed to insert 
a caption to the recorded audio and save all new data by pressing the button Save. 
When the user indicates that they wish to save the new data, Message Box F pops up 
to ask the user if they are sure about saving that data. Then Message Box G will pop 
up if the user is sure about saving the new data. From Message Box G the user will go 
back to Page3: Editing Moment once they see the message and press the button OK of 
that message box. 
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Figure 4.25: Page12: Editing Audio after adding a recorded audio. 
 
People 
People is one of the three contexts CatchIt deals with (the other contexts are time and 
location) of the target moment. People list of the target moment is captured manually 
by adding people names from the user contact list, in contrast of capturing time and 
location contexts which are captured automatically. The page of people list in CatchIt 
is presented in Page 14: Editing People (see Figure 4.26, there is no name in the 
people list but the user is enabled to add peoples’ name from different page) while the 
page of selecting people from the contacts list is presented in Page 15: Contacts (see 
Figure 4.27, the contacts list is transferred from the user’s phone to the system). 
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Figure 4.26: On the left side of the figure the initial view of Page 14: Edit People is 
shown. The check box control and the button Delete are not available as long as there 
is no name in the list. On the right side of the figure the associated message box 
Message. 
The user can reach Page 14: Editing People from Page 3: Editing Moment by 
selecting the option Tag people and then by pressing Edit. In Page 14: Editing 
People, the user can add peoples’ names to the people list (which initially does not 
have any name) as well as be able to delete any person’s name from the list (if there is 
any name).  
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Figure 4.27: Contacts list of the user’s phone is fetched to Page 15: Contacts. The user 
can select more than one name to be added to the bookmarked moment. 
 
Adding one person’s name or more is enabled by pressing the button Tag of Page 14: 
Editing People. That action will move the user to Page 15: Contacts that fetches the 
contacts list of the user from the exiting list in the user’s phone. From the contact list 
the user can select one name or more to be transferred to the people list. 
 
The check box control of Page 14: Editing People is not available, nor is the button 
Delete in case there are no names at all in the list. However, if there is at least one 
name in the list as shown in the Figure 4.28, the check box control and the button 
Delete will be available. Consequently, the user can delete any checked name from 
the list. The response of CatchIt when the user deletes a person’s name from the 
people list, is to provide a pop-up Message Box H. Message Box H asks the user if 
they really wish to delete the selected person’s name from the list. Then the user can 
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click on No to ignore the deletion operation or keep going by pressing Yes in that 
message box. 
 
 
Figure 4.28: Page 14: Editing People after adding people’s names to the people list. 
 
The View of CatchIt after Revising 
After adding a collection of new data (moment’s name, time, location, text note, 
photo, video and audio) into the bookmarked moment or modifying the existing ones, 
Page3: Editing Moment will look like (Figure 4.29). From Page3: Editing Moment 
the user can go back again to Page2: Bookmarked Moments and then from Page2: 
Bookmarked Moments to the main page Page1: The Main Menu (see Figure 4.30 
which shows the list of the bookmarked moments in Page2: Bookmarked Moments 
after associating the moment’s name to the moment). 
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Figure 4.29: The appearance of Page3: Editing Moment after adding or modifying a 
collection of capturing types. 
 
 
Figure 4.30: The moment's name is added to the first bookmarked moment in Page2: 
Bookmarked Moments. 
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Synchronize CatchIt with Digital Parrot  
Translating the bookmarked moments to a desktop application Digital Parrot is a 
significant step in terms of retrieving those moments. Digital Parrot visualizes the 
retrieval information in linked nods. Additionally this application has several methods 
of searching for the target information such as searching by time, location and people. 
 
CatchIt synchronizes with Digital Parrot and transfers the bookmarked moments to 
Digital Parrot from Page1: The Main Menu. The user presses the button Synchronize 
in that page and then CatchIt will transfer the user’s bookmarked moments to Digital 
Parrot. Once the bookmarked moment is translated to Digital Parrot, message box 
Message Box I will pop up (see Figure 4.31). 
 
 
Figure 4.31: Message Box I informs the user that the transferring data from CatchIt to 
Digital Parrot has been done. 
 
4.4 Expert Walk-through 
Walk-through the initial user interface prototype of CatchIt will help us identify the 
usability and functionality problems of the initial user interface prototype by covering 
three areas of that prototype. These areas are pages, message boxes and events.  
 
Firstly, the heuristics of pages will include: page itself (inappropriate/ missing pages), 
contents (inappropriate/ missing contents) and titles (inappropriate titles). Secondly, 
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heuristics of events will include: event itself (inappropriate/ missing events). Thirdly, 
the heuristics of message boxes will include: message box itself (inappropriate/ 
missing message boxes), contents (inappropriate contents) and titles (missing) (see 
Table 4-1). 
 
Table 4-1: Heuristics of the walk-through that the experts will test the system by. The 
study involves pages, events and message boxes of the initial user interface by testing 
the area itself, content, controls, and title. The white cell means that the item of 
heuristics is covered because it was existing in the initial user interface prototype. 
Each of covered item will be identified inside the white cell. Otherwise, the item will 
not be covered in this study (the gray cells). 
 User Interface 
Pages Events 
Message 
Boxes 
H
eu
ri
st
ic
s 
 
Itself 
In-appropriate P(1) E(1) M(1) 
Missing P(2) E(2) M(2) 
 
Content 
In-appropriate P(3)   
Missing P(4)   
 
Title 
In-appropriate   M(3) 
Missing P(5)   
 
4.4.1 Methodology 
The walk-through will involve three experts (E1, E2 and E3) with background of 
using a very wide range of mobile phone applications. They will be asked to walk 
through the initial user interface prototype to find usability and functionality problems 
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according to the heuristics that we have mentioned. Their feedback will be 
anonymous and will be covered in our final user interface prototype to achieve the 
goal of this walk-through.  
 
4.4.2 Result 
As a result of walk through CatchIt will be divided into three parts: pages, events and 
message boxes. This section will explain each identified problem of the initial user 
interface prototype of the system according to those areas in turn. 
 
4.4.2.1 Pages  
Pages of CatchIt have different kinds of content such as text boxes and buttons in 
addition to identified titles. The pages had some usability and functionality problems 
that the experts had found when they walked through the initial user interface 
prototype. The problems were in the pages themselves, the content of some pages and 
the title of some pages. 
 
Page Itself: Inappropriate Pages (P1) 
Selecting people from the contact list is an inappropriate way to tag people in the 
bookmarked moment. Instead, there should be another list of people who were tagged 
in previous bookmarked moment. As a result Page 15: Contacts has to be replaced by 
another page. 
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Page Itself:  Missing Pages (P2) 
1. A page to show the moment’s location on a map. It is useful to see the location 
of the bookmarked moment on a map and no page has this option. The new 
page will be placed between Page 3: Editing Moment and Page 6: Editing 
Location which means that the new page will be before the user is going to 
edit the location of the bookmarked moment. The new page should enable the 
user to move backward to the previous page and also to make the user go to 
the page of editing the target location. The new page will be called Page 3-6: 
Location on Map (see Figure 4.32). 
 
 
Figure 4.32: Page 3-6: Location on Map is a new page of CatchIt. It is placed between 
Page 3: Editing Moment and Page 6: Editing Location. The aim of this page is to 
show the location of the bookmarked moment on a map. 
 
As a consequence of showing the target location in three different formats, 
CatchIt matches more of the user needs toward the location-context. All 
experts (E1, E2 and E3) agreed that CatchIt should the target location in 
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different ways. That opinion supports Domnitcheva (2001) when she said that 
each location model is suitable for particular aims of the application. In 
addition, showing the location on map was one of the system suggestions of 
Allalah (2011) that we did not cover in our requirements (see Chapter 3). 
 
2. A page to show a list of photos. It is useful to look at all the related photos of 
the target bookmarked moment in one glance. Accordingly, there is a missing 
page between Page 3: Editing Moment and Page 8: Editing Photo. The new 
page has to hold all related photos of the target moment and it should have the 
ability to go backward to the previous page, add more photos to the list and 
delete or edit the selected photo from the list. We will call the new page, Page 
3-8: Photos (see Figure 4.33).  
 
 
Figure 4.33: New page, Page 3-8: Photos is placed between Page 3: Editing Moment 
and Page 8: Editing Photo with a slight change of the order of viewing pages.  
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The order of viewing the pages will be changed slightly after adding Page 3-8: 
Photos. When the user wishes to add more photos to the bookmarked moment, 
the user will be moved to Page 9: Capturing Photo. After capturing the target 
photo, the user will be moved to Page 8: Editing Photo. On the other hand the 
user can reach Page 8: Editing Photo if they wish to edit the selected photo 
form Page 3-8: Photos. 
 
3. A page to show a list of videos. It is useful to know all the related videos of 
the target bookmarked moment are in one place. So, the missing page is 
between Page 3: Editing Moment and Page 10: Editing Video. The new page 
has to view the captions of all videos because the caption is a good reference 
to the associated video in addition to an order number. Also, the new page has 
to have the ability to go backward to the previous page as well as the ability of 
deleting the selected videos. Moreover, this page should be able to add more 
videos to the video list. Page 3-10: Videos will be the name of the new page 
(see Figure 4.34). 
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Figure 4.34: Page 3-10: Videos is a new page which lists the captions of the all 
related videos of the bookmarked moment in a table.  
 
As a result of adding Page 3-10: Videos the movement among the pages will 
be changed. From Page 3: Editing Moment the user reaches Page 3-10: 
Videos rather than reaching Page 10: Editing Videos. However, Page 10: 
Editing Videos can be reached if the user wishes to edit one video from the list 
of videos in Page 3-10: Videos but if the user wishes to add more videos to the 
video list, the user will be moved to Page 11: Capturing Video. 
 
4. A page to play a video in a full screen mode. Because the area of playing the 
videos in Page 10: Editing Video is small, playing the video on a full screen is 
required (see Figure 4.35). The new page will come after Page 10: Editing 
Video when the user decides to watch the video by pressing the play button. 
The user can go backward to the previous page and play and stop the video. 
This new page will be called Page 10.5: Play Video. 
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Figure 4.35: Watching the recorded video is available in Page 10.5: Play Video. 
 
5. A page to show a list of audios (see Figure 4.36). It is useful to know all the 
related recorded audios of the target bookmarked moment are in one place 
before going to edit or to review one of audio items. So, the missing page is 
between Page 3: Editing Moment and Page 12: Editing Audio. The new page 
has to view the captions of all recorded audios because the caption is a good 
reference to the associated audio. In addition, the new page has to have the 
ability to go backward to the previous page, delete the selected audios and add 
more audios to the audio list. We will refer to this new page by Page 3-12: 
Audios. 
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Figure 4.36: The list of recorded audios with their captions is shown in Page3-12: 
Audios. 
 
Adding Page 3-12: Audios will affect on the sequence of the movement 
among pages. Firstly, the user will reach this page from Page 3: Editing 
Moment. Then from the new page, Page 3-12: Audio the user can record a new 
audio from Page 13: Capturing Audio, edit the selected recording audio from 
Page 12: Editing Audio. 
 
6. A page to show a list of all tagged people. As it was mentioned in (P1), Page 
15: Contacts is inappropriate page and there is a need to add a new page 
which does the same function, tagging people, but in an appropriate way.  The 
new page will have got a list which will hold every person who is tagged in 
any bookmarked moment. Then the user can use this list later to tag people in 
the new bookmarked moments. The new page will be identified by the title 
Page 15: People (see Figure 4.37). In addition to selecting people from the list 
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in the new page, the user must have the ability to add a new person to this list 
if the target person has not been listed yet. Additionally, the user can access 
the previous page and delete any person from the existing list. 
 
 
Figure 4.37: All tagged people in all previous bookmarked moments are listed in 
Page15: People. 
 
7. A page to add a person into the people list. As was mentioned in the previous 
point, adding a new person if that person should be supported in CatchIt. So, 
this function will be addressed in a new page, Page 16: Person (see Figure 
4.38). This page will allow the user to add a new name of the target person and 
save it. In addition, the user can go back to the previous page. 
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Figure 4.38: A new person can be added from Page 16: Person so then this name will 
be shown in the list of peopls’ name in Page 15: People. 
 
Contents: Inappropriate Contents (P3) 
1. Page 1: The Main Menu: this page has brief information about the application. 
The label, which contains this information, is not useful particularly when the 
user is familiar with the system. Instead, this label could be used to introduce 
the application before installing the application (the new view of Page 1: The 
Main Menu is shown in Figure 4.39). In case of the user study, the brief 
information about CatchIt will be attached to the participants of the study. On 
the other hand, in case of installing the system via the market or store of the 
mobile application, the user can read blurb about CatchIt before installing it. 
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Figure 4.39: The new view of Page 1: The Main Menu. The brief information about 
the system is removed from the page. 
 
2. As a result of inserting the page, Page 15.5: Play Video (P2.4) the contents of 
Page 10: Editing Video will be split into several separate pages. The slide bar, 
the current time of the video and the video view will be in Page 10.5: Play 
Video whereas Add video button in Page 10: Editing Video will be moved to 
Page 3-10: Videos (see Figure 4.34). So, the play button and save button and 
the text box of inserting the caption will be in the same page, Page 10: Editing 
Video (see the new view of Page 10: Editing Video in Figure 40). 
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Figure 4.40: Page 10: Editing Video after changing its contents. The remaining 
contents are the text box for inserting caption of the recorded video and play, save and 
back buttons. 
 
3. In various pages there are some inappropriate labels of the text boxes. These 
labels do not explain the requested inserted text. In Page 4: Editing Moment’s 
Name the label Moment’s name does not explain the reason of existing the 
associated text box as much as Insert or change the label of the moment. Page 
5: Editing Time has the label Time description. It should be changed to Insert 
or change the time of the moment. Page 6: Editing Location has the label 
Location description which should be replaced by Insert or change the 
location of the moment. Page 7: Editing Text has the label Text which needs to 
be clarified by using the label Your Notes. Page 8: Editing Photo, Page 10: 
Editing Video and Page 12, Editing Audio have the same label Insert caption. 
It is recommended to use Insert or change the label of X since X is photo, 
video or audio. 
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Contents: Missing Contents (P4) 
1. CatchIt used to show the location of the bookmarked moment in one format - 
Geographical location. However, after adding Page 3-6: Location on Map 
CatchIt has two ways of showing the target location. To increase the location 
models of the target location experts (E1 and E3) suggested changing the 
content of the third item of page 3: Editing Moment, Location, to be in the 
physical location model (latitude, longitude). As a result CatchIt will cover 
more needs of the user toward the location-context. 
 
2. The user is allowed to type their notes in Page 7: Editing Text. However, the 
expert (E3) preferred to add a text box to assign a label of the notes. Thus the 
user can recognize their notes by adding a label to their notes (see Figure 
4.41).  
 
 
Figure 4.41: New text box to contain the caption of the attached text is added in Page 
7: Editing Text. 
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3. In Page 13: Capturing Audio the user can capture a new audio file but the user 
cannot insert a caption of that recorded audio. Therefore, Page 13: Capturing 
Audio should allow the user to insert or modify a caption to the recording 
audio after recording it - the same as in Page 12: Editing Audio (see Figure 
4.42). 
 
 
Figure 4.42: User can insert a caption for the recorded audio from Page 13: Capturing 
Audio. 
 
Title: Inappropriate Title (P5) 
The titles of some pages were either made difficult to distinguish the purpose of the 
page or the titles were too long. The unclear title was in Page 7: Editing Text and it 
was recommended that it be replaced with Note. Recommendations for the rest of the 
pages were: Page 3: Editing Moment to Moment Details, Page 4: Editing Moment’s 
Name to Moment Label, Page 5: Editing Time to Moment Time, Page 6: Editing 
Location to Moment Location, Page 8: Editing Photo to Photos, Page 10: Editing 
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Video to Video, Page 12: Editing Audio to Audio and Page 14: Editing People to 
Tagged People. 
 
4.4.2.2 Events 
Events of CatchIt exist in pages, message boxes and the event between both pages and 
message boxes. However, there were inappropriate events and missing ones in the 
initial user interface. 
 
Events Itself: Inappropriate Events (E1) 
In Page 3: Editing Moment the user is allowed to delete the whole captured data of 
the same capturing ways such as deleting all photos or videos of the bookmarked 
moment. According to the experts E2 and E3, this deletion operation will not help the 
user to delete selective captured data. Thus, either the user will lose all associated 
captured data of a particular capture ways of the bookmarked moment or the user will 
keep unwanted captured data in the portable deceive, which means using up more 
storage space. Accordingly, the Delete button and the deletion operation in this page 
will be removed (P3.4). Instead, the deletion function will be distributed on Page 3-8: 
Photos, Page 3-10: Videos and Page 3-12: Audios (P4.4) to allow the user to delete 
one captured data or all captured data as the user wishes. 
 
Events Itself:  Missing Events (E2) 
One of the functions of Page 1: Main Menu is to bookmark the moment. Once the 
user bookmarks the target moment Message Box A pops up to tell the user that the 
target moment has been bookmarked. Then the user moved back to the same page. 
Expert (E1) recommends moving the user to Page 3: Editing Moment instead of going 
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back to Page 1: Main Menu. Consequently, the user will have the ability to add or edit 
some contents of the recent bookmarked moment rather than pressing Revise an 
earlier in Page 1: Main Menu, going to Page 2: Bookmarked Moment and then 
finding the last bookmarked moment to modify that bookmarked moment. 
 
4.4.2.3 Message Boxes 
Message boxes inform the user before the user’s interactions with the system. 
Moreover, these messages warn the user about the possible events when they intend to 
do something that could affect their needs in the future. For example, when the user 
intends to delete a particular bookmarked moment, CatchIt warns the user (by using 
message box) to tell them they will lose this moment. 
 
Some message boxes were useless for the experts (E1, E2 and E3) when they walked 
through the initial user interface of CatchIt while others requested to be in the system. 
Additionally, there were no titles for the message boxes at all. 
 
Message Box Itself: Inappropriate Message Box (M1) 
1.  Message Box F was used to make sure if the user wishes to save the new data. 
That message box was useless because the procedure of adding a new data 
takes more steps and it will not be done if the user does not really wish to do 
it. Therefore, the user does not need to be asked if they wish to save the new 
data. In addition, if the user goes back on their decision about saving this data, 
they can go back to the previous page without doing a further action.  
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2. As long as Message Box F will be removed the related message box (Message 
Box G) will be removed as well. Message Box G was used to tell the user that 
the new data has been saved. 
 
3. Message Box E was used to tell the user that the changed date/time of the 
moment is not available. It popped up when the user inserted a forward 
date/time because the system does not accept the future date/time to be the 
moment’s time. The recommendation of the walk-through was to remove this 
message box because there is possibility to prevent the user programmatically 
to set the date/time of the target moment to be in the future.  
 
Message Box Itself: Missing Message Box (M2) 
1.  As a consequence of removing the deletion operation from Page 3: Editing 
Moment and distributing it to several pages, Message Box C has to be moved 
to those pages that the deletion operation is distributed to (Page 3-8: Photos, 
Page 3-10: Videos and Page 3-12: Audios). 
 
2. There is no message box that pops up from the new page, Page 15: People if 
the user wishes to delete people from the people’s list. Thus, Message Box J 
will be added to this page. It ensures if the user really wishes to delete the 
selected person from all moments and also from the people’s list (see Figure 
4.43). 
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Figure 4.43: Message Box J pops up when the user wishes to delete a person from the 
list in Page 15: People. 
 
Titles: Missing Titles (M3) 
All message boxes of the system did not have titles. So, the suggested titles were:  
 Bookmarked Moment for Message Box A. 
 Delete Bookmarked Moment for Message Box B. 
 Delete Captured Data for Message Box C. 
 Invalid Date/Time for Message Box D. 
 Delete a Person from Moment for Message Box H. 
 Synchronized for Message Box I. 
 Delete a Person from All Moments for Message Box J. 
 
Message Box E, Message Box F and Message Box G were removed from the system. 
 
4.5 The Final Prototype 
The recommendations of the expert walk-through affected the sequence of pages and 
message boxes in the initial user interface of CatchIt. As a result, the overview 
prototype has to be adjusted in accordance with the changes that happened. Figure 
4.44 shows the changes that have done on the overview prototype.  
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In the pages perspective there are six new pages that have been added:  
 Page 3-6: Location on Map allows the user to move from Page 3: Moment 
Details to Page 6: Moment Location, and vice versa. 
 
 Page 3-8: Photos allows the user to move from Page 3: Moment Details either 
to Page 8: Photos or to Page 9: Capturing Photo and then go back to Page 3: 
Moment Details. Also, from new page, Page 3-8: Photos, Message Box C: 
Delete Captured Data pops up if the user wishes to delete one of the captured 
photo and then from this message box the user comes back to Page 3-8: 
Photos. 
 
 Page 3-10: Videos allows the user to move from Page 3: Moment Details 
either to Page 10: Video or to Page 11: Capturing Video and then go back to 
Page 3: Moment Details. Also, Message Box C: Delete Captured Data pops 
up from Page 3-10: Videos. This message box returns the user to Page 3-10: 
Videos. 
 
 Page 10.5: Play Video is reached from Page 10: Video. From Page 10.5: Play 
Video the user can move back to Page 10: Video. 
 
 Page 3-12: Audios allows the user to move from Page 3: Moment Details 
either to Page 12: Audio or to Page 13: Capturing Audio and then come back 
to Page 3: Moment Details. Also, Message Box C: Delete Captured Data pops 
up from Page 3-12: Audios and from this message box the user is moved back 
to Page 3-12: Audios. 
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 Page 16: Person allows the user to move from Page 15: People, and vice 
versa.  
 
In addition, there was one replaced page, Page 15: People instead of Page 15: 
Contacts. There were no any pages that were dropped and not replaced with another 
one. 
 
On the other hand, in the message box perspective a new message box has been 
added: Message Box J: Delete a Person from All Moments. It pops up from Page 15: 
People”. Additionally, Message Box C: Delete Captured Data has been removed 
from Page 3: Moment Details (the new name of Page 3: Editing Moment) and 
distributed to three other pages Page 3-8: Photos, Page 3-10: Videos and Page 3-12: 
Audios. As there have been new message boxes added, two message boxes have been 
dropped, Message Box F and Message Box G. 
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Figure 4.44: Adapted overview prototype according to the changes that have been 
completed after taking the recommendation of the expert walk-through into our 
account. 
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4.6 Summary  
This chapter concentrated on the conceptual design of our system, CatchIt. First of all, 
the conceptual architecture explained how CatchIt links two different approaches, 
bookmarking a moment and Digital Parrot. To do so CatchIt has three main steps: 
bookmark a moment, revise an earlier moment and synchronize the mobile 
application (CatchIt) with the desktop application (Digital Parrot) enable the transfer 
of data from the former to the latter application. 
 
After detecting the main steps of the system, the overview prototype of the user 
interface was shown and the initial user interface prototype was introduced. Some 
usability and functionality problems were detected in that version of the user interface 
when the expert walk-through method was applied as a test. 
 
According to the recommendation of the expert walk-through method, many changes 
have happened to the user interface. New pages have been added and one page has 
been replaced by a much more appropriate one. Additionally, some contents of some 
pages were changed or added and almost all pages have been given new titles. 
 
Furthermore, there were some changes on some events of the pages and there was a 
missing event that, when added, would make the system more useful. Moreover, 
message boxes had few changes as well. Some message boxes were dropped, some 
were distributed to different pages and some new ones added. In addition, all message 
boxes have been identified by appropriate titles. 
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Finally, the initial prototype was adjusted to match the recommendations of the 
experts in the walk-through and the final user interface was introduced. In the next 
chapter, we are going to implement the system according to the result of this chapter.  
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5. Implementation 
In this chapter we will shed light on the implementation of our system, CatchIt. The 
conceptual architecture of the system takes account of the portable device, the user of 
the system, the local storage, the user interface, and also a way to synchronize with 
the desktop application, Digital Parrot (see Figure 5.1). 
 
 
Figure 5.1: A diagrammatic view of a part of the conceptual architecture of CatchIt. 
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5.1 Portable Device 
CatchIt will be implemented on a portable device to achieve the main goal of the 
system, bookmarking a moment. According to the requirements of the system in 
Chapter 3, the user should be comfortable using the portable device (NFR1), the 
portable device which should have appropriate size (NFR2), large storage capacity 
(NFR3), location device (NF4), digital camera (NF5), audio recorder (NF6), and 
should keep the personal information safe (NF8). 
 
In general, smart phones are the most possible portable devices to be used in the 
implementation of CatchIt. The user of the system does not need to carry another 
portable device such as PDAs while using CatchIt. In addition, smart phones have a 
collection of functions such as making phone and visual calls, which make the 
usability of these phones more comfortable (NFR1). 
 
The iPhone is a smart phone that was introduced by Apple (Apple, 2012c). It is ideal 
for implementing CatchIt due to its features and functions that cover the requirements 
of the portable device. iPhone has appropriate size (NFR2), several suitable storage 
capacities (NFR3), a built-in GPS (NFR4), a built-in digital camera (NFR5), and has 
the ability to record the surrounding environment in an audio format (NFR6). In 
addition, the user of iPhone can manage the location service of each application in the 
phone by allowing the phone to use their current location (NFR8). Moreover, as 
mentioned, regarding the importance of showing the target location on a map, iPhone 
has reasonable screen size, which ensures that it contains a map with an adequate 
view. 
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As a consequence of using the iPhone mobile, the software development kit of iOS is 
required (iOS SDK) (Apple, 2012b). The used version of iOS SDK is 5.0, which 
includes the project builder (Xcode), some simulators of Apple devices such as 
iPhone, and iPad (Apple, 2012b). Xcode supports writing by various programming 
languages; one of them is Objective-C which is being used to program our system.  
 
Furthermore, we decided to work on iOS SDK rather than other software development 
kits such as Java ME SDK because we are more familiar with the ready to use built-in 
frameworks that the iOS SDK has, such as MapKit framework that allows us to deal 
with maps (Apple, 2011b) and CoreLocation framework that allows us to deal with 
locations and regions (Apple, 2011a). 
 
5.2 Target User 
The target user of our system is a person who needs some help to remember a 
selective of their moments. In addition to the ability of capturing selective contents of 
the moments by using supported capturing ways (taking notes, taking photos, 
recording video, recording audio), CatchIt assists the user to capture three contexts of 
the selective moments (time, location, people). After reviewing this collection of the 
cues, the user would come up with more details of the selected moments. 
CatchIt is also a perfect application for the users who wish to keep their memory safe. 
There are neither gender nor age constraints for using CatchIt except that the user 
should have a particular smart phone, iPhone. 
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5.3 Local Storage of CatchIt 
The local storage of CatchIt will be a database. It is useful to build a light database in 
the portable devise for two reasons. The first reason is that saving information into 
database will keep the stored information in a safe place even if the portable devise is 
switched off by mistake or by a malfunction of an application. On the other hand, the 
second reason is that the user will not be limited by the Internet connection, and thus, 
would be able to use CatchIt in a place with not Internet connections. 
 
Designing the database of CatchIt will take account of entity relationship diagram in 
two versions: enhanced entity relationship diagram and relational database schema. 
 
5.3.1 Entity relationship diagram (ERD) 
The initial relational entity diagram for CatchIt will be introduced in this section in 
two versions. The first version which is the logical ERD will contain all sorts of 
relationships, whereas the second one, which is also known as the physical ERD, will 
deal with many-to-many relationships of the first version. 
 
5.3.1.1 The First Version of ERD 
The first version of the ERD (the logical ERD) of our system is shown in Figure 5.2. 
It can be seen that CatchIt has three relational entities; MOMENT, PEOPLE and 
CAPTURE, where the attributes of each entity has two relationships, has and is 
captured.  
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Figure 5.2: The first version of ERD of CatchIt.  
 
Entities and Attributes 
The MOMENT entity has a key attribute, moment_ID, and other six attributes, 
moment_label, moment_time, time_description, location_lat, location_long and 
location_description (see Table 5-1 for further information about on entities of the 
first version of the ERD and Table 5-2 for further information on both the key 
attributes and attributes of the same diagram). The attribute key of the second entity, 
PEOPLE, is people_ID. This entity has an additional attribute, people_name. The 
third entity of the ERD is CAPTURE and it has capture_ID as the key attribute and 
capture_symbol, capture_label and capture_path as attributes.  
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Table 5-1: The entities of the first version of ERD of the system. 
Entity Description 
MOMENT The entity that holds information about the bookmarked moment. 
PEOPLE The entity that holds information about the people being tagged in the 
bookmarked moments. 
CAPTURE The entity that holds information about capturing the data by using one 
of the supported capturing ways of CatchIt, such as: note, audio, video 
and photo. 
 
Relationships  
MOMENT entity has two relationships with both entities PEOPLE and CAPTURE. 
The relationship between MOMENT and PEOPLE is many-to-many. One record of 
MOMENT entity has the ability to connect from zero to more than one record of 
PEOPLE entity. However, one record of PEOPLE entity must be connected to at least 
one record of MOMENT entity or more than one record (see Table 5-3 for further 
information about all relationships of the ERD). The other relationship of MOMENT 
entity is with CAPTURE entity. This relationship is one-to-many. Each record of 
MOMENT entity can connect to zero or more than one records of CAPTURE but 
each record of CAPTURE must be connected with exactly one record of MOMENT 
entity. 
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Table 5-2: The attributes of the entities of the first version of the ERD of the system. 
Attribute name Entity Data Type Primary 
Key 
Required Description 
moment_ID MOMENT Integer Yes Yes This unique number identifies the bookmarked moment. 
moment_label MOMENT Varchar(25) No No A label, which may be used by the user to identify the bookmarked 
moments 
moment_time MOMENT Varchar(20) No Yes A time of the bookmarked moment. It takes the format “dd-MM-yyyy 
hh:mm a” (“dd” = day of the month, “MM” = month, “yyyy” = year, hh 
= hours (1-12), mm = minute and “a” period (am or pm)). 
time_label MOMENT Varchar(25) No No A label of time for the bookmarked moment. 
location_lat MOMENT Varchar(15) No Yes The latitude of location of the bookmarked moment. 
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location_long MOMENT Varchar(15) No Yes The longitude of location of the bookmarked moment. 
location_label MOMENT Varchar(25) No No A label of location of the bookmarked moment. 
people_ID PEOPLE Integer Yes Yes This unique number identifies the people taking a place of the 
bookmarked moment. 
people_name PEOPLE Varchar(25) No Yes Name of people taking a place of the bookmarked moment. 
capture_ID CAPTURE Integer Yes Yes This unique number identifies the captured data by using one of the 
supported capturing ways of CatchIt. 
capture_symbol CAPTURE Varchar(1) No Yes The symbol of the way that the bookmarked moment is captured by. The 
symbols are ‘N’, ‘A’, ‘V’ and ‘P’ and they refer to Note, Audio, Video 
and Photo respectively.  
capture_label CAPTURE Varchar(25) No No A label of the captured data. 
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capture_path CAPTURE Varchar(90) No Yes File path of the captured data in the portable device. 
 
Table 5-3: The relationships between entities of the first version of the ERD of the system. 
Relationship name Between entities Type Description 
Has MOMENT/ 
PEOPLE 
M:N A bookmarked moment may have no people, one person or more than one person, while 
each person must be in one or more than one bookmarked moment. 
Is captured MOMENT/ 
CAPTURE 
1:N Contents of the bookmarked moment may not be captured at all or may be captured by 
using one of the supported capturing ways of CatchIt. However, the captured data must 
belong to exactly one bookmarked moment. 
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5.3.1.2 The Second Version of ERD 
In the first version of the ER diagram of the database of CatchIt, there was one many-
to-many relationship between the MOMENT entity and PEOPLE entity. However, in 
the second version of that diagram, the physical ERD, the many-to-many relationship 
is broken up (see Figure 5.3). The result of that operation is one new entity, 
PEOPLE_IN_MOMENT, and two one-to-many relationships. Presenting the physical 
ERD helps us to describe the way of storing the data in the device and thus helps in 
the implementation of the database (Elmasri & Navathe, 2003). 
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Figure 5.3: The second version of ERD. One more entity, PEOPLE_IN_MOMENT, 
with two key attributes, p_ID and m_ID and two one-to-many relationships, has and 
is_tagged are placed after breaking the many-to-many relationship between the 
entities MOMENT and PEOPLE of the first version of the ERD. 
 
Entities and attributes 
In addition to three entities of the first version of ERD (MOMENT, PEOPLE AND 
CAPTURE), there is a new entity in the second version, PEOPLE_IN_MOMENT. 
This entity holds information about all the people who joined the user in each 
bookmarked moment. 
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The PEOPLE_IN_MOMENT entity takes the key attributes of the MOMENT entity 
and the PEOPLE entity. Thus, the PEOPLE_IN_MOMENT has two key attributes: 
m_ID, which is known by moment_ID in the MOEMNT entity and p_ID, which is 
known by people_ID in PEOPLE entity (see Table 5.4 for further information on the 
attributes of PEOPLE_IN_MOMENT, which is produced in the second version of 
ERD). 
 
Relationships  
As mentioned at the beginning of this section (Section 5.3.1.2), the many-to-many 
relationship of the first version of ERD (between the entities MOMENT and 
PEOPLE) has produced two one-to-many relationships. 
 
The first relationship is between the MOMENT entity and the 
PEOPLE_IN_MOMENT entity. This shows that a record of the MOMENT entity 
may relate from zero to more than one records of PEOPLE_IN_MOMENT, entity but 
one record of PEOPLE_IN_MOMENT entity must be related to exactly one record of 
MOMENT entity. Similarly, the second new relationship of the broken many-to-many 
relationship is between PEOPLE_IN_MOMENT and PEOPLE, which is a one-to-
many relationship. In this way a record of PEOPLE may relate from zero or more than 
one records of PEOPLE_IN_MOMENT. In addition, each record of 
PEOPLE_IN_MOMENT entity must relate to exactly one record of PEOPLE entity 
(see Table 5-5 for further information on the relationships of the second version of 
ERD). 
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Table 5-4: The attributes of the new entity of the second version of ERD, PEOPLE_IN_MOMENT, of the system. 
Attribute name Entity Data Type Primary Key Required Description 
m_ID PEOPLE_IN_MOMENT Integer Yes Yes This unique number identifies the bookmarked moment. 
This attribute combines with another, p_ID, to creating 
composite primary keys for the 
PEOPLE_IN_MOMENT entity. 
p_ID PEOPLE_IN_MOMENT Integer Yes Yes This unique number identifies the people taking a place 
of the bookmarked moments. This attribute combines 
with another, m_ID, to creating composite primary keys 
for the PEOPLE_IN_MOMENT entity. 
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Table 5-5: All the relationships between the entities of the second version of the ERD of the system. 
Relationship name Between entities Type Description 
Has MOMENT/ 
PEOPLE_IN_MOMENT 
1:N These relationships appear when one or more than one people were tagged in any 
bookmarked moment where each record of the PEOPLE_IN_MOMENT entity has 
to be related to both one and only one record of the PEOPLE and the MOMENT 
entity. 
Is tagged PEOPLE_IN_MOMENT/ 
PEOPLE 
1:N 
Is captured MOMENT/ CAPTURE 1:N Contents of the bookmarked moment may not be captured at all or may be captured 
by using one or more of the supported capturing ways of CatchIt. However, the 
captured data must belong to one and only one bookmarked moment. 
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5.3.2 Enhanced Entity Relationship Diagram (EERD) 
In the enhanced entity relationship diagram the specializations of the entity 
relationship including both super-classes and sub-classes of the database of CatchIt 
will be addressed (see Figure 5.4). In addition, this diagram shows some constraints of 
the specializations.  
 
 
Figure 5.4: The enhanced entity relationship diagram of CatchIt. The set of sub-
classes {PEOPLE_IN_MOMENT, LOCATION, TIME} is a specialization of the 
super-class MOMENT while the set of sub-classes {NOTE, PHOTO, VIDEO, 
AUDIO} is a specialization of the super-class CAPTURE. The relation between 
PEOPLE and PEOPLE entities is a in a specific relationship type. 
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5.3.2.1 Specializations 
There are two specializations in the EERD of CatchIt: (1) the specialization of the 
super-class MOMENT distinguishing among the moment entities based on the 
moment context and (2) the specialization of the super-class CAPTURE which 
distinguishes among the captured entities based on capture type. 
 
Specialization of the Super-class MOMENT 
The specialization of the super-class MOMENT has three sub-classes, 
PEOPLE_IN_MOMENT, LOCATION and TIME. The super-class MOMENT 
distinguishes among the bookmarked moment based on the context. The relationship 
between the MOMENT super-class and its sub-classes is known as IS-A. TIME, 
LOCATION and PEOPLE_IN_MOMENT are the context of the MOMENT entity. 
 
The attributes of the specialization of the super-class MOMENT, moment_ID and 
moment_label, will be inherited to all sub-classes of this specialization 
{PEOPLE_IN_MOMENT, LOCATION and TIME}. The rest of the attributes of 
MOMENT super-class, which are discussed in second version of the ERD (see Figure 
5.3), are distributed to the {LOCATION and TIME} sub-classes in EERD and these 
attributes become local attributes of the sub-classes. The LOCATION sub-class has 
local attributes location_lat, location_long and location_label while the TIME sub-
class has the local attributes moment_time and moment_label. 
The PEOPLE_IN_MOMENT sub-class is another sub-class of the MOMENT super-
class. It has two local attributes, m_ID and p_ID, where both of them are key 
attributes. The PEOPLE_IN_MOMENT sub-class has a relationship with PEOPLE 
entity in the second version of the ERD. However, this relationship becomes a 
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specific relationship type in the EERD of CatchIt. In addition, the PEOPLE entity 
keeps its attributes as it was in the second version of the ERD, the key attribute is 
people_ID and the attribute people_name. 
 
Specialization of the Super-class CAPTURE  
The set of sub-classes, {NOTE, PHOTO, VIDEO, AUDIO} is a specialization of the 
super-class CAPTURE. The CAPTURE super-class distinguishes among the captured 
entities based on the capture symbol. Each symbol represents a particular supported 
capturing way that CatchIt has.  
 
Similar to the specialization of the super-class MOMENT, the relationship between 
the CAPTURE super-class and its sub-classes is known as IS-A. NOTE is a supported 
capturing way and also for the rest of the sub-class PHOTO, VIDEO and AUDIO. 
 
The CAPTURE entity in the second version of ERD has four attributes, capture_ID, 
capture_label, capture_symbol and capture_path. However, in the EERD, the super-
class CAPTURE inherits the attributes capture_ID, capture_label, capture_symbol to 
the sub-classes of the specialization of CAPTURE. On the other hand, in the EERD 
the CAPTURE super-class dispenses with the capture_path attribute. capture_path 
becomes a local attribute for the sub-classes PHOTO, VIDEO and AUDIO after 
changing the name of the attribute appropriately. It is replaced to photo_path, 
video_path, and audio_path respectively. The local attribute of the NOTE sub-class is 
text, which does not need to be stored in a file path. This will be stored as a text in the 
database. 
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5.3.2.2 Constraints of Specializations  
Different constraints of specialization of the EERD are applied on the specializations 
of the MOMENT and the CAPTURE super-class.  
 
Constraints of the Specialization of the MOMENT Super-class 
The two specialization constraints applied on the specialization of the MOMENT 
super-class are disjointness and completeness. The disjointness constraint is an 
overlap and the letter ‘o’ in the circle represents this constraint. This overlap is due to 
the MOMENT super-class may have more than one of its sub-classes 
{PEOPLE_IN_MOMENT, LOCATION and TIME}.  
 
The second constraint of specialization of the MOMENT super-class is completeness 
constrain. This specialization is a total specialization and not partial because every 
record of MOMENT must be at least a member of {PEOPLE_IN_MOMENT, 
LOCATION or TIME} sub-classes. Hence, there is a double line in the connection 
between the super-class MOMENT and the circle of EER diagram in Figure 5.4.  
 
Constraints of the Specialization of the CAPTURE Super-class 
The specialization of the CAPTURE super-class is an attribute-defined specialization, 
because all sub-classes in the specialization of the CAPTURE super-class have their 
own membership condition capture_symbol on the same attribute of the super-class. 
So, the capture_symbol attribute is a defining attribute of the specialization. Based on 
the value of this attribute, the super-class will inherit its attributes to one of its sub-
classes.  
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In the EERD of CatchIt the defining attribute’s name of the CAPTURE specialization, 
capture_symbol, is placed next to the arc, between the circle and the CAPTURE sub-
class. Next to each arc, which is between the circle and each sub-class, the particular 
value of the defining attribute is placed. The value ‘N’ makes the sub-class NOTE to 
takes the place of the specialization, ‘P’ makes the sub-class PHOTO takes the place 
of the specialization, ‘V’ makes the sub-class VIDEO takes the place of the 
specialization and ‘A’ makes the sub-class AUDIO takes the place of the 
specialization. 
 
Two other constraints apply to the specialization of the CAPTURE class: disjointness 
and completeness constraints. The disjointness constraint in this specialization is a 
disjoint and this constraint is represented in the EERD by the letter ‘j’ in the circle of 
this specialization. It is a disjoint because the CAPTURE super-class must have at 
least one of the sub-classes of specialization NOTE, PHOTO, VIDEO or AUDIO. 
 
On the other hand, similar to the specialization of the MOMENT super-class, the 
specialization of the CAPTUE super-class is a total specialization because every 
entity of the CAPTRUE super-class must be at least a member of NOTE, PHOTO, 
VIDEO or AUDIO sub-classes. Hence, there is a double line in the connection 
between the super-class CAPTURE and the circle of this specialization. 
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5.3.3 Relational Database Schema 
All entities of the EERD are located in the relational database schema. Each entity, in 
addition to its own attributes, includes the foreign attribute, which it refers to the key 
attribute of the related entity (see Figure 5.5). The foreign key in the CAPTURE 
entity, m_ID points at the key attribute of the MOMENT entity, (moment_ID). p_ID is 
one of the composite keys of the PEOPLE_IN_MOMENT entity as well as a foreign 
key which refers to the key attribute of the PEOPLE entity, people_ID. 
 
Furthermore, the sub-classes in the specialization deal with the key attribute of the 
super-class of that specialization as their own key attribute. The key attributes of the 
sub-classes in the relational databases schema relate to their super-classes particularly 
to the super-calsses’ key attributes. The sub-classes PEOPLE_IN_MOMENT, 
LOCATION and TIME have the key attribute m_ID and this attribute refers to the key 
attribute, moment_ID, of the MOMENT super-class. On the other hand, the sub-
classes NOTE, PHOTO, VIDEO and AUDIO have the key attribute c_ID, which 
points at the key attribute capture_ID of the CAPTURE entity. 
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Figure 5.5: The relational database schema. 
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5.4 The User Interface 
In this section the scenario of our persona Baraa (introduced in Chapter 2) will be 
reviewed following the way of the interaction between Baraa and CatchIt user 
interface.  
 
5.4.1 Review of the Scenario  
Baraa is a typical user of CatchIt. His life is busy and he is interested in telling people 
about his interesting moments. Two of the moments that he wants to keep are the 
moment when he and his friends gathered at the university before going to watch a 
rugby match in the stadium, and the current moment, the moment of watching the 
rugby match. 
 
On Saturday 30
th
 June 2011 at 04:30 PM, Baraa is waiting for his friends Mu and 
Simon at the university in order to go together to Westpac Stadium to watch the rugby 
match between the All Black and South Africa. Baraa’s friends arrive at the 
university; together they go to the stadium. However, even though Baraa has wished 
to bookmark this moment by using CatchIt, he forgets to do that. 
 
On Saturday 30
th
 June 2011 at 06:00 PM, Baraa is watching the rugby match with his 
friends. This experience is the first for Baraa - watching a rugby match and the All 
Blacks haka. The haka reminds him of a traditional dance of his home country. 
 
Meanwhile, Baraa has a new friendship. It is with Judi who at first thinks Baraa is 
Brazilian which makes him laughs. While Baraa and Judi are talking Baraa’s friend, 
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Mu, offers hotdogs to Baraa and Judi. In addition, Simon breaks his glasses and 
Baraa’s mother phones Baraa but he prefers to call her back when he returns to his 
apartment. 
 
5.4.2 CatchIt User Interface 
We will explain the user interface of CatchIt using, again, the scenario. The persona 
of the scenario, Baraa, wishes to capture two moments while he is in the stadium. The 
first one is the moment of gathering with his friends and the second one is the moment 
of watching the rugby match. After a period of time, Bara wishes to revise the 
bookmarked moments. 
 
The Moment of Gathering 
In the stadium Baraa remembers the moment when he and his friends had gathered at 
the university. He wants to bookmark that moment. Because CatchIt allows Baraa to 
bookmark the previous moments; therefore, Baraa runs the application on his iPhone 
by touching the icon of CatchIt (see Figure 5.6 (a)). CatchIt starts working while its 
main window appears. The window has three buttons Bookmark a moment, Revise 
and earlier and Synchronize (see Figure 5.6 (b)). Each button has one main function 
of CatchIt. 
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Figure 5.6: (a) is the icon of CatchIt while (b) is the main window of CatchIt, which 
has the main functions of the applicaiton. 
 
When Baraa’s wishes to bookmark the moment of gathering with his friends, he 
presses the Bookmark a moment button. CatchIt captures the coordinates of the 
current location of Baraa, the stadium and the current time (30.06.2011 05:45 PM) 
and then moves Baraa to the Moment Details window. The message box pops up and 
tells Baraa that the target moment is bookmarked (see Figure 5.7 (a)). Once he 
pressed OK button in the message box, he could use the functions of the Moment 
Details window.  
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Figure 5.7: (a) Message box pops up when the target moment is bookmarked. (b) The 
Moment Details window has a table of functions of the bookmarked moment.  
 
The Moment Details window has a table with eight rows. Each row has an image that 
describes the content and the label of that row. The eight rows are: the label of the 
bookmarked moment, the time and the location of that moment, note, photos, videos 
and audios of that moment. The last row is for tagging people who are with the user 
(Baraa at that moment). All these rows except the rows of time and location show that 
there are no data because CatchIt does only capture the time and location 
automatically (see Figure 5.7 (b)). 
 
Baraa right now wants to label the bookmarked moment. Also, he wants to change the 
time and the location of the bookmarked moment to the time of gathering with his 
friends at the university. To do so, firstly, Baraa touches the first cell of Moment 
Details window which is for the label of the bookmarked moment. Then he moves to 
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Moment Label. In this window Baraa types Gathering with friends to go to watch a 
rugby match as a label of the bookmarked moment (see Figure 5.8). After that he 
saves the changes by pressing the save button; CatchIt moves Baraa to the Moment 
Details window.  
 
 
Figure 5.8: The Moment Label window holds the label of the bookmarked moment. 
 
To change the time of the bookmarked moment, Baraa touches the second cell of the 
table in that window and he moves to Moment Time window. He picks the required 
data and time (30.07.2011 04:30 PM) from the time picker and he sees the picked date 
and time at the bottom of the window. Also, Baraa inserts Before going to the 
stadium, a label of time of the bookmarked at the top of the same window (see Figure 
5.9). By pressing the Save button Baraa moves back to the Moment Details window.  
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Figure 5.9: In the Moment Time window the user can reset the time of the 
bookmarked moment and insert a descritption of that time. 
 
From the Moment Details window Baraa touches on the third cell of the table which 
has the geometric data of the captured location to show that location on a map in the 
Location window (see the location of the bookmarked moment on the map in Figure 
5.10 (a)). Then he presses the Edit button of that window to edit the location to the 
required target location. Once he presses that button he moves to the Moment 
Location window. He changes the captured address to the target ones and then he 
inserts a description of the target location, University, and saves the changes by 
pressing the Save button (see Figure 5.10 (b)).  
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Figure 5.10: (a) The Location window shows the target location on the map while (b) 
shows the Moment Location which allows the user to change the location of the 
bookmarked moment by inserting the address of the target location and also this 
window also allows the use to insert a description of the target location.
1
 
 
After that CatchIt moves Baraa automatically to the previous window (Location) and 
from there Baraa goes back to the Moment Details and then to the main window of 
CatchIt. 
 
The Moment of Watching the Rugby Match 
After fifteen minutes of bookmarking the first moment (at 06:00 PM) Baraa wishes to 
bookmark the current moment while he is watching the rugby match. Therefore, he 
runs CatchIt again and bookmarks the moment. This time he wants to attach a note, 
photos, a video record, and an audio record. 
 
                                                 
1
 We are using Google map in CatchIt but for illustration purposes we will use our mockup map. 
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In order to add notes Baraa goes to the Note window via the Moment Details window 
by touching the fourth row of the table. In the Note window he types his note, Mu 
gave me hotdogs and Simon broke his glasses as Figure 5.11 shows. There are no 
more notes Baraa wants to take, so he presses the Done button which is located at the 
top of the Note window, to save his notes without adding a label for that note. Then he 
moves back to the Moment Details window. 
 
 
Figure 5.11: Taking notes of the bookmarked moment and inserting a label for the 
note are available in the Note window. 
 
After taking notes Baraa starts taking photos. He touches the photo’s cell of the table 
in the Moment Details window to move to the Photos window. In the Photo window 
there is an empty list of photo because Baraa has not taken any photo of the 
bookmarked moment (see Figure 5.12).  
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Figure 5.12: There is no photo in the Photos window as long as the user has not taken 
a single photo of the bookmarked moment. To add photo the user should press on the 
camera button at the bottom left corner of the window. 
 
To add a photo, Baraa presses the camera symbol at the bottom left corner of the 
window and the camera starts working. He takes the first photo, uses it by pressing 
the Use button (see Figure 5.13 (a)) but he does not insert a caption for it in the Photo 
window. He saves the first photo by pressing the Save button, returns to the Photos 
window and takes another photo by the same procedure he used the first time. This 
time he inserts a caption for this photo (Judi) and saves it (see Figure 5.13 (b)).  
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Figure 5.13: (a) The user takes a photo and then he can use it by pressing the Use 
button. (b) After using a photo, the user moves to the Photo window where the user 
can insert a caption of the photo. 
 
When Baraa comes back to the Photos window, the two photos are listed in small size 
with their associated captions. Because the first photo does not have a caption, the 
first photo is listed with No label as a caption of it (see Figure 5.14). 
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Figure 5.14: Photos window after taking photos of the bookmarked moment. Each 
photo is shown in a small size with its caption. The caption No label means there is no 
associated caption for the photo. 
 
Baraa changes his mind about saving the first photo. He decides to delete it from the 
list of photos. From the Photos window he presses the editing button, Edit. The Edit 
button is changed to Done and the deletion symbol is placed at the left side of the 
photo (see Figure 5.15 (a)). Baraa chooses the first photo which visuals the Delete 
button next to it (see Figure 5.15 (b)). Baraa presses the Delete button to delete the 
photo. When Baraa captures from the deletion, he presses the Done button and the 
“Photo” window returns to the regular view (same as Figure 5.14). Then he goes back 
to the Moment Details window. 
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Figure 5.15: (a) The first step of deleting a photo from The Photo window is to 
choose the target photo. (b) The second step is choosing a particular photo. In this 
step the deletion symbol rotates and the Delete button is made visible. 
 
Similarly, Baraa adds one video record. He chooses the row of recording video of the 
Moment Details window and then he moves to the Videos window, which has an 
empty list of video as there is no captured video (see Figure 5.16).  
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Figure 5.16: An empty video list in the Videos window because of there is no 
recording video of the bookmarked moment. 
 
Baraa presses the camera symbol to make the built-in camera work; then he starts 
capturing the All Blacks haka (see Figure 5.17 (a)). Since CatchIt does not accept 
recording video longer than one minute, therefore after one minute of recording, a 
message box pops up. This informs Baraa that the video recording has reached the 
maximum length (see Figure 5.17 (b)).   
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Figure 5.17: (a) The built-in camera works in a video mode. (b) The video recording 
stops if the recording time reaches one minute and a message box pops up toinform 
the user. 
 
Once Baraa decides to use the captured video, he moves to the Video window to insert 
a caption for that video (All Blacks haka) and to save it (see Figure 5.18 (a)). After 
saving the captured video, CatchIt moves Baraa to the Videos window where the 
caption of the new captured video is listed next to the serial number (see Figure 5.18 
(b)).  
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Figure 5.18: (a) The Video window when the user adds a caption to the recorded 
video. (b) The Videos window shows the list of captured video. 
 
Baraa can delete a recorded video in the same way of deleting a photo. Firstly, Baraa 
should press the Edit button. Then he can select the video that he wishes to delete; he 
then presses the Delete button and finally presses Done button which ensures that 
Baraa has finished deleting the target video. If, however, Baraa did not wish to delete 
a recorded video, and thus, he would press the Done button without choosing any of 
recorded to be deleted.  
 
Baraa wishes to record part of a conversation with Judi. To do so Baraa chooses the 
seventh cell of the table in the Moment Details window. The empty list of recording 
audio then appears in the Audios window (see Figure 5.19).  
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Figure 5.19: The audio list in the Audios window is empty because of there is no 
recorded audio of the bookmarked moment. 
 
Baraa presses the ‘+’ sign at the bottom left corner of the window. He moves to the 
Audio window to start recording the conversation (see Figure 5.20 (a)). He knows that 
the maximum time for each recorded audio is one minute, because there is instruction 
on the recording limit at the top of the window. Baraa presses the recorder button and 
the timer runs to inform him on the duration of the recording.  
 
Since Baraa wants to record twenty minutes of the conversation he presses the stop 
button. Now he allows associating a caption to the recorded audio. He inserts “A 
conversation with Judi”. He saves the recorded audio and then he moves back to the 
Audios window where the new recording is listed (see Figure 5.20 (b)). 
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Figure 5.20: (a) The Audio window allows the user to record the target moment and it 
includes an instruction of the maximum length of the recorded audio. (b) When the 
user stops recording, the user is allowed inserting a caption of the recorded audio. 
 
Baraa tries to record another part of the conversation with Judi. He starts recording 
and when the recording time reaches the maximum available time, the recording stops 
automatically and he is allowed to insert a caption to that audio. However, Baraa does 
not want to save the last recorded audio. Thus, he skips the saving operation and goes 
back to the audio list. If Baraa wishes to delete any recorded audio from the list, he 
will do the same procedure as for deleting video or photo form CatchIt.  
 
Baraa goes back to the Moment Details window. This time all the contents of the rows 
(notes, photo, video and audio) have changed as a result of attaching data. The note 
row contains the beginning of the notes. The photo, video and audio rows have 
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changed to Photo, Video and Audio. Therefore, later on, Baraa is able to recognize 
which data he inserted in the bookmarked moment (see Figure 5.21). 
 
 
Figure 5.21: The Moment Details window after attaching notes, photos, videos and 
audios to the bookmarked moment. The values of the fourth, fifth, sixth and seventh 
cells in the table have changed. 
 
Revising an Earlier Moment 
At home, when Baraa returns from the stadium, he wishes to watch the recorded video 
of the second bookmarked moment (All Blacks haka) and tag his friends in both 
bookmarked moments. Therefore Baraa presses the Revise an earlier from the main 
window CatchIt. He moves to the Moments window where all the bookmarked 
moments are listed. Each bookmarked moment is represented by its time as a constant 
content of the each cell in the table, in addition to the label of that moment, if it is 
associated (see Figure 5.22). 
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Figure 5.22: All bookmarked moments are listed in the Moments window including 
the data and time of the bookmared moment as well as the label of the bookmarked 
moment in the case of adding a label to that moemnt. 
 
Baraa selects the second bookmarked moment and then chooses video from the table 
of the Moment Details window. Then he chooses the target video (All Blacks haka). 
In order to play the movie Baraa presses the play button of the Video window as 
shown in Figure 5.18 (a); he is now watching the video (see Figure 5.23). 
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Figure 5.23: Playing the recorded video in CatchIt. 
 
Baraa starts tagging people in the first bookmarked moment, the moment of gathering, 
by pressing that bookmarked moment. He moves to the Moment Details window of 
the target moment. He presses the last cell of the table; then he moves to the Tag 
People window, which has no people’s name in its list as no one has been tagged in 
this moment (see Figure 5.24 (a)). However, in this window Baraa can tag people to 
the bookmarked moment. Therefore, he presses the ‘+’ sign in the bottom left corner 
of the window and then he moves to the Select People window. As long as Baraa has 
not tagged people ever in any of his bookmarked moment, there is no name on the list 
of peoples’ names (see Figure 5.24 (b)). So, Baraa should firstly feed this list by 
names of his friends who were with him in the first bookmarked moment and 
secondly he could select people from this list and tag them in the target moment.  
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Figure 5.24: Both lists in (a) the Tag People window and (b) the Select People 
window are empty because there are no people tagged in the current moment, and 
there are no people tagged in any previous moments. 
 
Baraa presses the ‘+’ on the Select People window to go to the Person window (see 
Figure 5.25). From that window Baraa is allowed to insert the name of his friends 
who shared with him the target bookmarked moment.  
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Figure 5.25: The Person window allows the user to insert a new person's name as a 
first step to tag this person in the bookmareked moment. 
 
Baraa inserts his friends Mu and then inserts Simon and saves their names. As a result 
he sees both names in the list of the Select People window. He selects both names and 
presses the Select button (see Figure5.26 (a)). The selected names are saved and then 
added immediately in the list of names of the Tag People window (see Figure 5.26 
(b)). Then Baraa goes back to the main window via the Moment Details window. 
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Figure 5.26: (a) Selected names in the Select People window will go to (b) the Tag 
People window. 
 
After that Baraa wants to tag people in the second bookmarked moment, the moment 
of watching the rugby match. He follows the procedure as in the previous 
bookmarked moment, when he tagged his friends. However, this time when Baraa 
reaches the Select People window, he finds the names of his friends who shared with 
him the previous moments. Nevertheless, he wishes to tag his new friend Judi in that 
moment as well as his friends Mu and Simon, who shared with Baraa the moment of 
gathering. So, Baraa adds the name of his new friend firstly in the Select People 
window; he then selects all the names of that window to be tagged in the second 
bookmarked moment. Both lists of peoples’ names are listed alphabetically so that 
Baraa can find and select the target name easily from the Select People window. 
Additionally, he can recognize the tagged people easily in the Tag People window.  
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When Baraa revises the bookmarked moments, he wishes to transfer them to his 
desktop, particularly to Digital Parrot. Further information about transferring the data 
of the bookmarked moments from the iPhone to Digital Parrot will be specified in the 
next section (see Section 5.5).    
 
5.5 Transferring the Data of the Bookmarked Moments 
Digital Parrot is a desktop application. It combines the context-awareness with 
semantic information in order to augment the human memory (Schweer & Hinze, 
2008). However, Digital Parrot deals with the textual information in order to associate 
the context with the content of the user’s experiences, semantically, and also in order 
to retrieve the required information. 
 
As a consequence, CatchIt will feed Digital Parrot with the contexts and the textual 
contents of the bookmarked moment. A concern in this research thesis, in terms of 
feeding Digital Parrot, is to find a way to do that. However, at this stage of 
implementing CatchIt, we will concentrate on structuring the contexts (time, location 
and people) and the some of the textual contents (labels of bookmarked moment, 
time, location, notes, photos, videos and audios) in an XML format (plist file). After 
that, the XML file will be sent to the e-mail address that the user wishes to send to. 
The XML file is shown in Figure 5.27. 
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Figure 5.27: The XML file has the required data of the bookmarked moments to be 
sent to Digital Parrot. 
 
The same file might be used in Digital Parrot after restructuring the file as Digital 
Parrot requires. The user interface of Digital Parrot might need to be changed to 
receive the XML file from CatchIt. 
 
In the user interface of CatchIt the persona of the scenario, Baraa, can send an e-mail 
to himself or to any e-mail address he wishes by pressing the Synchronize button (see 
Figure 5.28). The XML file (plist file) will be attached to the e-mail automatically on 
behalf of Baraa. 
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Figure 5.28: XML file (plist file) which includes the data of the bookmarked moments 
is attached with an email to be sent. 
 
5.6 Summary 
The focus of this chapter is on implementing our application, CatchIt, based on the 
selected suitable portable device, iPhone, and the target users of the application. The 
local storage was preferred for storing the data of the bookmarked moments that the 
user bookmarked through CatchIt.  
 
Consequently, a light database was designed and established in order to install the 
database in the portable device. To build a good database, the entity relationship 
diagram (ER) was drawn in two versions (logical and physical). Then the enhanced 
relationship diagram (EER) was drawn after grouping the entities of the second 
version of the (ER) to specializations where the super-classes and sub-classes were 
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determined. Afterwards, the relational database schema was drawn to define how the 
entities are related to each other. 
 
Following on from establishing the database of CatchIt, the suggested user interface 
was implemented in the portable device using iOS 5. The scenario was used to clearly 
explain the interaction of the user with the user interface of CatchIt.  
 
Finally, the proposed idea of synchronizing CatchIt with Digital Parrot (explained in 
the design chapter, Chapter4) was implemented. The XML file that has the textual 
information of the bookmarked moment is attached in an e-mail to be sent to Digital 
Parrot. Synchronizing CatchIt with Digital Parrot however is not the subject of 
research of this thesis.  
 
The next chapter will evaluate the usability of CatchIt with the aim of making it easier 
to use in order to feed Digital Parrot appropriately.  
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6. Evaluating the Usability of CatchIt 
This chapter describes the end-user study. This part of the research aims to evaluate 
the CatchIt system’s usability. The study included comparisons between:  
 
(1) CatchIt and Hansel where Hansel is a simple mobile application which 
tags selective places to revisit and.  
 
(2) CatchIt and Contacts where Contacts is a built-in iPhone application that 
allows the user to add contacts details of people. 
 
Several goals were formulated at the beginning of the study. After defining these 
goals of the study, the design of the study is described in accordance with those goals. 
Finally, the results of the study are addressed and then discussed.   
 
6.1 Goals of the Study 
There are three central goals of the study. The first goal is to investigate the user 
needs of the ease of the user interface of the mobile application and of the effective 
cues to recall the stored information. Accordingly, the second goal is to improve the 
usability of the user interface of CatchIt to feed the desktop application, Digital Parrot 
in the best way, which retrieves the stored personal information in a powerful way. 
 
The user study was designed according to the goals defined above. A total of 12 
participants were  involved in the study. The participants were asked to walk through 
several steps in order to achieve the goals of the study.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             
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6.1.1 Method 
The study is based on using two mobile applications, CatchIt and Hansel. 
Additionally, a regular interaction application of the mobile phone was involved in 
the study (adding a new contact details to the mobile phone’s contacts list by using a 
built-in iPhone application, Contacts). The participants used both applications, CatchIt 
and Hansel for the same length of time (one week). Subsequently, the participants 
were interviewed individually. 
 
6.1.2 The Applications of the Study 
The study involved three applications CatchIt (the application that we developed), 
Hansel and Contact. For this study, participants tested only the first two applications. 
The third application, Contacts, was not used for this study because the participants 
were already familiar with it. Contacts only used to compare between its user 
interface and the user interface of CatchIt. However, the applications Hansel and 
Contacts were involved in the study these applications share some aspects, which are 
similar to aspects of CatchIt (see Table 6-1).  
 
Hansel uses a combination of time and location to present the required data of each 
tagged place in the same way what CatchIt does. In addition, Hansel and CatchIt 
allow the user to insert a label of the target place as well as for the moment. On the 
other hand, Contacts has different types of the required data. It uses semi-required 
data where one of those data is enough to save the target contact. Nonetheless, 
Contacts selects one of the semi-required data to label the contact on behalf of the 
user. Similar to CatchIt, the user of Contacts is able to add relatives’ names to the 
target contact. In addition, Contacts allows the user to insert textual information such 
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as e-mail and company name of the target contact, as well as photo of the target 
contact. 
 
Table 6-1: Common aspects between CatchIt and Hansel and between CatchIt and 
Contacts. The common aspects with CatchIt are symbolized by ✓ whereas aspects that 
are not common are symbolized by ×. 
Aspects of CatchIt Applications 
Category Aspect Hansel Contacts 
Required data Time ✓ × 
Location ✓ × 
Optional data Label ✓ ✓ 
People × ✓ 
Notes (textual data) × ✓ 
Photo × ✓ 
 
Moreover, these two applications were involved in the study due to the differences of 
the interacting ways between the user and the user interface of these applications. 
Those differences provided us with further knowledge regarding the preferred aspects 
of the user interfaces of the mobile applications. 
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6.1.3 Participants 
Total number of participant was 12 (6 females, 6 males). Participants were recruited 
via personal contacts. Because CatchIt is developed for iPhone in addition to the 
ability of installing the Hansel application on iPhone, all participants had to have 
iPhone to participate in the study. (The application Contacts is already on iPhone, by 
default). 
 
6.1.4 Procedure 
The study was conducted over three weeks. The first two weeks were for using 
CatchIt and Hansel when there was no concentration on adding new contact details 
during that time because of regularity of doing that. The last week of the study was 
for interviewing the participants. 
 
At the beginning of the study, participants were given brief information about our 
system and about the study. These pieces of information were addressed in the 
participant information sheet. In addition, the research consent form was handed in to 
the participants which has informed them of their right in the study. The participant 
information sheet and the research consent form are shown in Appendix A. 
 
In general, the study has three significant steps: (1) initial questionnaire, (2) using the 
applications CatchIt and Hansel, and (3) guided interview. 
 
Initial Questionnaire 
The first step of the study was the initial questionnaire. The questionnaire was used to 
learn more about the preferred ways to capture information in different situations in 
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order to recall it. For this purpose, different scenarios were introduced in this 
questionnaire. Table 6-2 lists the questions of the initial questionnaire (see Initial 
Questionnaire in Appendix A). 
 
Table 6-2: Questions of the initial questionnaire. 
# Q Question 
1 Age group? 
2 Gender? 
3 Which way would you prefer to capture the events in your friends’ birthday 
party? 
4 Which way would you prefer to capture the important notes in a lecture? 
5 Which way would you prefer to capture what you should buy from the 
supermarket? 
6 Which way would you prefer to capture the details of the meeting with your 
supervisor/ advisor? 
7 Which way would you prefer to capture the interesting information about a 
product? 
8 Tick the best two ways that you use to record moments in your life? 
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Using CatchIt and Hansel 
The second step of the study consisted in using both applications, CatchIt and Hansel. 
In this step, participants were divided to two groups, Group A and Group B. Each 
group had six participants (3 females, 3 males). Each participant used the applications 
individually. Participants of Group A started using CatchIt while participants of 
Group B started using Hansel. After one week, participants of Group A moved to use 
Hansel while Group B moved to use CatchIt (see Table 6-3). 
 
Table 6-3: Two groups of participants used each application, CatchIt and Hansel, for a 
week. Group A started using CatchIt then used Hansel whereas Group B started using 
Hansel then used CatchIt. 
 
Group A Group B 
3 females 3 males 3 females 3 males 
First week CatchIt Hansel 
Second week Hansel CatchIt 
 
The aim of testing the application Hansel was to make the participants different user 
interface of CatchIt. The user interface of Hansel is very easy to use because of using 
only one button to tag a particular place. On the other hand, the reason behind testing 
CatchIt and Hansel for the same length of time (one week) was to help the 
participants to become familiar with using these applications and thus to make a more 
informed judgment concerning the ease of using CatchIt as well as the usability 
problems of CatchIt. 
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Additionally, using both applications for the same period of time helped the 
participants to be familiar with using those applications to make a fair judgment about 
the ease of use CatchIt as well as to find the usability problems of CatchIt.  
 
Guided Interview 
A guided interview was the third step of the study. It was carried out when the 
participants completed using both applications, CatchIt and Hansel. Each participant 
was interviewed individually. In the interview, participants were asked five categories 
of questions. 
 
The first category of questions concerned the participants’ experiences of using our 
system, CatchIt. The second category of questions concerned the participants’ 
experience of using the system Hansel. The third category of questions aimed to 
compare the two applications, CatchIt and Hansel, according to the participants’ 
experience in using them. The fourth category of questions designed to compare 
between CatchIt and Contacts. The fifth category of questions aimed to extract the 
participants’ feelings and interests using in applications. All questions of the five 
categories are listed in Table 6-4. 
 
Table 6-4: Five categories of questions in the guided interview. 
Category #Q Question 
T
h
e 
E
as
e 
o
f 
U
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n
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C
at
ch
It
 
1 How easy is it to bookmark a moment? 
2(a) Have you added a label to any of your bookmarked moments? 
2(b) How easy is it to add a label to the bookmarked moment? 
3(a) Have you added notes to any of your bookmarked moments? 
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3(b) How easy is it to add notes to the bookmarked moment? 
4(a) Have you added photo/s to any of your bookmarked moments? 
4(b) How easy is it to add photo/s to the bookmarked moment? 
5(a) Have you added video/s to any of your bookmarked moments? 
5(b) How easy is it to add video/s to the bookmarked moment? 
6(a) Have you added audio/s to any of your bookmarked moments? 
6(b) How easy is it to add audio/s to the bookmarked moment? 
7(a) Have you tagged people in any of your bookmarked moments? 
7(b) How easy is it to add people to the bookmarked moment? 
8(a) Have you changed the time of any bookmarked moment? 
8(b) How easy is it to change the time of that bookmarked moment? 
9(a) Have you changed the location of any bookmarked moment? 
9(b) How easy is it to change the location of that bookmarked moment? 
10 How easy is it to go back to the previous window? 
T
h
e 
E
as
e 
o
f 
U
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H
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1 How easy is it to tag a place? 
2(a) Have you added a label to any of your tagged place? 
2(b) How easy is it to add a label to the tagged place? 
3 How easy is it to go back to the previous window? 
C
at
ch
It
 V
s 
H
an
se
l 
1 Which application is easier to deal with regarding bookmarking a 
moment in CatchIt, or tagging a place in Hansel? 
2 Which application is easier to distinguish the target: the 
bookmarked moment in CatchIt or the tagged place in Hansel? 
3 Which application is easier to insert the required data of the 
application (time and location for both application CatchIt and 
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Hansel) to the bookmarked moment in CatchIt or to the tagged place 
in Hansel? 
4 How many moments did you bookmark? 
5 How many places did you tag? 
C
at
ch
It
 V
s 
C
o
n
ta
ct
s 
1 Which application is easier to deal with regarding bookmarking a 
moment in CatchIt or adding a new contact to the contact list in 
Contacts? 
2 Which application is easier to distinguish the target: the 
bookmarked moment in CatchIt or the contact in Contacts? 
3 Which application is easier to insert the required data of the 
application: time and location in CatchIt or the contact’s first name, 
last name, phone number, etc (one of them is enough to save the 
new contact)? 
4 Which application is easier to add the optional data, photo, to the 
bookmarked moment in CatchIt or to the contact in Contacts? 
5 Which application is easier to add the optional data, textual data, to 
the bookmarked moment in CatchIt or to the contact in Contacts? 
6 Which application is easier to add the optional data, people, to the 
bookmarked moment in CatchIt or to the contact in Contacts? 
C
at
ch
It
 F
ee
li
n
g
s 
1 What languages did you use while you bookmarked the moment? 
2 Did you find supporting of different languages in Catch useful? 
3 What are the capturing ways do you think that “CatchIt” should 
have? 
4 Which capturing ways in CatchIt did you like and would use in 
future? 
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5 Which capturing ways in CatchIt would you not use and think can 
be left out? 
6 Can you think of another application that is similar to CatchIt? 
7 Are there any features in that application that you missed here? 
8 Do you have any recommendations or suggestions to improve 
CatchIt? 
 
The aims of these categories of questions were to improve CatchIt in terms of ease of 
use and thus to feed Digital Parrot in an appropriate way (see the five categories of 
questions in Guided Interview in Appendix A).  
 
6.1.5 Pilot Study 
A pilot study with one participant was conducted prior to the main study. The related 
questions of the study, the questions of the initial questionnaire and the questions of 
the guided interview were reformulated as a result of using the pilot study. That led to 
making the questions more understandable and to enhance the results that were 
extracted from the main study. Also, the probable time taken for the interview was 
determined (40 minutes for all categories of questions). 
 
6.2 Results 
The results of the study are categorized into four categories: (1) demographic 
information of the participants, (2) preferred ways of capturing, (3) usability of 
CatchIt and (4) exploring the feelings and suggestions of using CatchIt. The first two 
categories came from the initial questionnaire while the second two categories came 
from the guided interview.  
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6.2.1 Demographic information of the Participants 
Twelve international students participated in this study (6 females and 6 males). 
Eleven of these participants were from The University of Waikato (7 postgraduate 
students and 4 undergraduate students) while one PhD student was from another 
university. 
 
The participants were from two different age groups (20 to 30 and 31 to 40 years) (see 
Figure 6.1). However, we did not differentiate between genders and age groups. 
 
 
Figure 6.1: Age distribution of participants. 
 
6.2.2 Preferred Ways of Capturing 
Five situations are considered in the study to find out the preferred ways to capture 
the information on those situations in order to recall later. Each situation might need 
more than one capturing way. After discovering the preferred ways to capture the 
information of those five situations, result of the preferred way to capture the moment 
of life will be addressed. 
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6.2.2.1 The Situation of ‘Friend’s Birthday Party’ 
In the situation of a friend’s birthday party, there are two preferred capturing ways of 
the events of that day (see Figure 6.2). While all participants (12) proffered taking 
photos to capture the birthday parties, 10 participants preferred to do that by recording 
video. None of the participants preferred capturing the event by taking notes (neither 
on paper nor by using text message) or by recording audio. Also, there were no other 
capturing ways that not supported in the initial questionnaire.  
 
 
Figure 6.2: Frequency of the preferred capturing ways, to capture the events at friend's 
birthday party. 
 
6.2.2.2 The Situation of ‘Setting in a Lecture’ 
Participants preferred to use several ways to capture important information of a 
lecture (see Figure 6.3). The most important capturing way was taking notes on paper; 
ten participants preferred this method. Recording audio and video, taking photos and 
taking notes in text message, were preferred to capture the lecturer notes but by 5 
participants, 3 participants, 2 participants and 1 participant respectively. One 
participant preferred an additional capturing way, which is not supported in the initial 
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questionnaire. This participant preferred to capture the lecturer notes by using his/her 
own laptop. 
 
 
Figure 6.3: Frequency of the preferred capturing ways to capture the important notes 
in a lecture. 
 
6.2.2.3 The Situation of ‘Shopping from Supermarket’ 
Three capturing ways were preferred in capturing the shopping list of grocery that has 
to be bought from the supermarket (see Figure 6.4). Ten participants preferred taking 
notes on paper to do that while 8 participants preferred to message the shopping list to 
themselves and 3 participants took a photo of the textual shopping list. There was no 
usage of recording video or audio or using other ways to capture the shopping list. 
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Figure 6.4: Preferred capturing ways to capture the shopping list. 
 
6.2.2.4 The Situation of ‘Meeting with a Supervisor/Advisor’ 
The preferred ways of capturing the meeting with a supervisor/ advisor are shown in 
Figure 6.5. Taking notes on paper was chosen 11 times to be the best way to capture 
the meeting with supervisor/advisor. Recording audio came next with 8 times; taking 
notes in text message and recording audio with 2 times for each. On the other hand, 
taking photos or other ways of capturing were not used to capture the meeting with a 
supervisor/ advisor at all. 
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Figure 6.5: Frequency of the preferred capturing ways to capture the meeting with a 
supervisor/ advisor. 
 
6.2.2.5 The Situation of ‘Interested in a Product’ 
All participants of the study depended largely on taking photos of the interesting 
product as it is shown in Figure 6.6. The second choice was taking notes on paper by 
4 participants. Taking notes on text message was chosen twice and recording audio 
once.  
 
 
Figure 6.6: Frequency of the preferred ways to capture the information about a 
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6.2.2.6 The Preferred Ways to Record Moments in Life 
In general, to record moments in the participants’ lives, there were three ways of 
recording that were preferred. The most popular ways of capturing were taking photos 
(mentioned 12 times) and recoding video (mentioned 11 times). They were much 
more used than taking note using pen and paper, which was recommended by two 
participants (see Figure 6.7). On the contrary, neither taking notes by using text 
message nor recording audio was used to record details of the moments in the 
participants’ lives. Also, there were no other ways of capturing that were used for the 
same purpose. 
 
 
Figure 6.7: Frequency of the preferred capturing ways to record moments in 
participants’ lives. 
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user interface of CatchIt, which application between CatchIt and Hansel is easier to be 
used as a feeder of Digital Parrot and how can we make CatchIt easier to be used as a 
feeder of Digital Parrot by matching more of the user needs.  
 
6.2.3.1 Ease of using CatchIt 
To test the ease of using CatchIt, the results are classified into four categories. The 
first category is the result of bookmarking a moment. The second category is 
changing the required data of CatchIt (time and location). The third category is 
inserting the optional data of CatchIt (the label of the moment, notes, photos, videos, 
audios and people). The fourth category is the result of moving between the windows 
of the application. 
 
Bookmarking a Moment 
The ease of bookmarking a moment was either very easy or easy. In fact, five 
participants out of twelve considered the bookmarking a moment was very easy (see 
Figure 6.8). However, the majority of participants (7 participants) said that the 
bookmarking a moment in CatchIt was easy. Indeed, they did not choose easy to be as 
the level of ease of bookmarking the moment due to the large number of processes 
that happened when the moment was bookmarked (message box and moving to 
another window). 
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Figure 6.8: Ease of bookmarking a moment using CatchIt. 
 
Changing the Required Data of CatchIt 
The required data in CatchIt to bookmark the moment are time and location. The data 
of both time and location are captured automatically by the system. However, the user 
can change the captured values whenever they wish. In the study, four participants 
changed the values of time and location whereas eight participants did not do so 
because the changes were neither needed nor considered (see Table 6-5). Changing of 
time was not need for 7 out of 8 participants and was not recognized by 1 out of 8 
participants. On the other hand, changing the value of the target location was not 
needed for 5 out of 8 participants and not recognized for 3 out of 8 participants. 
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Table 6-5: Number of participants who did not change the required data of CatchIt 
and the frequency of the reasons that prevented the participants to do so. 
 # 
Participants 
Reasons 
Not needed Not recognized 
R
eq
u
ir
ed
 d
at
a
 
Time 8 7 1 
Location 8 5 3 
 
Participants who changed either the time or the location (4 participants) found the 
changing very easy, easy or not decided (see Figure 6.9). Changing time was very 
easy and easy by the same number of participants (two). The location was very easy to 
be changed for two participants, easy to be changed for one participant and neither 
easy nor difficult for one participant as well. 
 
 
Figure 6.9: Ease of changing the required data of CatchIt, time and location; 4 
participates changed the values of the required data. 
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Adding the Optional Data of CatchIt 
The optional data of the bookmarked moment are: the moment’s label, notes, photo, 
video, audio and people. In the study, all the participants added notes and photos to 
their moments while people were tagged by 11 participants (see Figure 6.10). Adding 
notes and video came next in terms of usage by 9 and 8 participants respectively then 
recording audio (only by 5 participants).  
 
 
Figure 6.10: Number of participants who added the optional data of CatchIt. 
 
There were various reasons that prevented the participants to add the optional data. As 
Figure 6.10 shows, all participants added labels and took photos in their bookmarked 
moments which means that they did not have any reason that prevented them to do so. 
In contrast, the rest of the optional data were not used because of at least one reason 
(see Table 6-6). 
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Table 6-6: Number of participants who did not add the optional data of CatchIt and 
the frequent of the reasons that prevented them to do so. 
 # 
Participants 
Reasons 
Long 
time 
No 
need 
More 
capacity 
Limited 
time 
Not 
effective 
Not 
clear 
Shortage 
details 
O
p
ti
o
n
al
 d
at
a 
Label 0 - - - - - - - 
Notes 3 2 1 - - - - - 
Photo 0 - - - - - - - 
Video 4 2 1 1 1 1 - - 
Audio 7 - 3 - - 4 - 1 
People 1 - - - - - 1 - 
 
The wider range of reasons for not adding the optional data of CatchIt was adding the 
video. Four out of twelve participants did not add videos to their moments, because of 
five reasons that prevented them to do so. Taking long time was chosen twice as the 
main reason of not adding videos. Not needing to add video, the limited time of each 
video (1 minute), ineffectiveness of using video to remember the moment and the 
consumption of a large amount of the phone’s capacity were other causes that 
prevented the participants to record the moment in video format, with same frequency 
(once for each reason).  
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The most ignored optional data was a recording audio. Seven out of twelve 
participants did not record any audio during their bookmarked moments. Some 
participants believed that the recording audio is either not an effective way to 
remember their moments (mentioned four times) or the audio record has less details 
of the target moment – it does not cover the visual data (mentioned three times). Not 
needing to record an audio in the bookmarked moment was another reason of ignoring 
this optional data (mentioned once). 
 
While three out of twelve percipients did not take notes of their bookmarked moments 
either due to the long time they needed if they would like to add notes (mentioned 
twice), or due to the fact that optional data was not needed (mentioned once). 
Only one participant did not tag any person in any of the bookmarked moments 
because of one reason. The participant said that tagging people in the bookmarked 
moment was not a clear way. 
 
The participants who did add the optional data of CatchIt (label, notes, photos, video, 
audio, and people) had different points of view on the ease of capturing each of the 
optional data. All participants labeled their target moments. The majority of 
participants (7 participants) said that it was very easy to label the moment while the 
rest of the participants (5 participants) said that it was easy to do so (see Figure 6.11).  
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Figure 6.11: Ease of adding the optional data, label. 
 
Similarly, 7 out of 9 participants who took notes in the target moments found taking 
notes in CatchIt very easy while 2 out of 9 participants found that easy (see Figure 
6.12). 
 
Figure 6.12: Ease of adding the optional data, notes. 
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participants said taking photos was easy, one participant could not decide if taking 
photos was easy or difficult (see Figure 6.13). 
 
 
Figure 6.13: Ease of adding the optional data, photos. 
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Figure 6.14: Ease of adding the optional data, video. 
 
Recording audio has less popularity than other optional data since only 5 out of 12 
participants recorded audio of their moments. Despite this, recording audio was very 
easy for 3 participants and easy for 2 participants (see Figure 6.15).  
 
 
Figure 6.15: Ease of adding the optional data, audio. 
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the level of ease of tagging people in CatchIt as easy, four participants believed that 
tagging people was very easy. However, one participant said that tagging people was 
very difficult (see Figure 6.16). 
 
 
Figure 6.16: Ease of adding the optional data, people. 
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Figure 6.17: Ease of moving to the previous window in CatchIt. 
 
6.2.3.2 Ease of using Hansel 
Unlike CatchIt, the ease of using Hansel to tag locations lays in the ease of tagging 
the place, the ease of adding the optional data (a label) and the ease of moving 
between the windows of the application. 
 
Tagging a Place 
Although tagging a place in Hansel occurs by pressing a button, opinions differs about 
the ease of tagging the target place. Seven participants said it was very easy to tag a 
place, three participants chose the level of ease as easy and two participants could not 
decide if tagging the place was easy or difficult (see Figure 6.18).    
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Figure 6.18: Ease of tagging a place using Hansel. 
 
There were two reasons that made the participants not rating tagging the place as very 
easy (3 participants said easy; 2 participants said neither easy nor difficult). The first 
reason was the lack of reaction when the place is tagging. There was no sign when the 
place was tagged (mentioned twice). The second reason was that tagging a place in 
Hansel needs the Internet connection (mentioned once).  
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largest number of participants, 6 participants, said that it was very easy to add a label 
while the minority, just one participant, said it was easy. In addition, 2 participants 
said that it was neither easy nor difficult. Similarly, 2 participants said it was difficult 
to do so, (see Figure 6.19).  
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Figure 6.19: Ease of adding the optional data of Hansel. 
 
Moving between the Windows of Hansel 
Not all participants moved to the previous window of Hansel confidently because 
there is no back button in all the windows. Consequently, the participants would have 
to know exactly which window of the application they were in. Five participants felt 
moving back to the previous window was very easy and four participants said it was 
easy. Two participants could not decide the ease level of moving back to the previous 
window and one participant did so with difficulty (see Figure 6.20).  
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Figure 6.20: Ease of moving back to the previous window in Hansel. 
 
6.2.3.3 CatchIt Vs Hansel 
To compare between the ease of using CatchIt and Hansel, four points will be 
covered: the ease of dealing with regarding the main function of the applications, the 
ease of distinguishing the target, the ease of adding with the required data of both 
applications and the frequency of using each application. 
 
Dealing with Regarding the Main Function of the Applications 
The main function of the applications CatchIt and Hansel is bookmarking a moment 
and tagging a place respectively. The comparison between the ease of bookmarking a 
moment and tagging a place, with the reasons behind the decisions, are presented in 
Table 6-7. Overall, Hansel was easier than CatchIt in terms of dealing with regarding 
the main function of the application. 
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Table 6-7: Result of the compression of the ease of dealing with regarding the main 
function between CatchIt and Hansel. The result involves the Frequency of reasons 
that made participants prefer the application. 
 
# 
Participants 
Reasons 
Visibility 
Appropriate 
feedback 
Less 
information 
No 
constraints 
Less 
effort 
Few 
steps 
A
p
p
li
ca
ti
o
n
s 
CatchIt 5 1 5 - 1 - - 
Hansel 7 1 - - - 1 5 
Same 0 - - - - - - 
 
Hansel was easier to tag a place for 7 out of 12 participants; 5 times because Hansel 
has few steps to tag a place (if the Internet connection is not considered), once 
because Hansel displays the contents of the main window easily (a text field of the 
label and a button for tagging are in the same window) and once because less effort is 
required of the participants to tag a place. 
 
On the other hand, owing to three different reasons, dealing with regarding the main 
function of CatchIt, bookmarking a moment, was easier for five out of twelve 
participants. All of those participants could recognize that their target moment has 
been booked because of the appropriate feedback that CatchIt gives to the user when 
the user bookmark the moment (popping up a message box and moving to another 
window). In addition, one of the five participants liked better bookmarking a moment 
in CatchIt because of the less limitation CatchIt has such as the ability to bookmark 
the moment with no Internet connection and the ability of modifying the required data 
of the moment (time and location). Also, one of the five participants found 
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bookmarking a moment easier than tagging a place because of the displaying way of 
the contents that CatchIt has (the label on the button of bookmarking is easy to 
understand the purpose of it). 
 
Distinguishing the Target 
In comparison of the ease of distinguishing the target moment in CatchIt and the ease 
of distinguishing the target place in Hansel, CatchIt was much easier for 
distinguishing the target according to 10 out of 12 participants (see Table 6-8). All 
participants believed that the amount of data that CatchIt shows for each bookmarked 
moment helped them to distinguish the target bookmarked moment. Additional 
reason, which affected the decision of 2 out of 10 participants, was the lack of 
constraints that display the list of moments as CatchIt does not need the Internet 
connection to show the list of the bookmarked moments. Only one participant added 
one more reason. It was that kind of data that CatchIt displays for each moment was 
more effective to distinguish the target moment. 
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Table 6-8: The result of the compression of the ease of distinguishing the target 
between CatchIt and Hansel. The result involves the frequently of the reasons that 
made the participants preferred to choose the application. 
 
 
# Participants 
Reasons 
 
Visibility 
More 
data 
 
Effectiveness 
No 
constraints 
A
p
p
li
ca
ti
o
n
 
CatchIt 10 - 10 1 2 
Hansel 2 2 - - - 
Same 0 - - - - 
 
On the other hand, Hansel was selected by 2 out of 12 participants to be the easier 
application to distinguish the target. They selected Hansel only because of displaying 
the contents of the main window of Hansel that shows just the label of place (not 
messy).  
 
Adding the Required Data 
Although the required data, time and location of both applications, CatchIt and 
Hansel, are captured automatically, the ease of inserting the required data differed 
between these applications. While 3 participants found the ease same in the two 
applications because of the auto-capturing of the required data, 7 participants 
preferred CatchIt and 2 participants preferred Hansel (see Table 6-9).  
 
Four of the participants who preferred CatchIt considered the option of the ability of 
inserting the time and location manually. The accuracy of the captured location was 
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enough reason for 3 out of 7 participants and the lack of constraints that make the 
application captures the required data automatically was additional reason for the 
same number of participants (3 participants). However, Hansel was easier to capture 
the required data for two participants due to fewer numbers of buttons that Hansel has 
(just one button in the main window). 
 
Table 6-9: Result of the compression of the ease of adding the required data between 
CatchIt and Hansel. The result involves the frequency of the reasons that made the 
participants prefer the application. 
 
# 
Participants 
Reasons 
 
More 
options 
 
Accuracy 
 
Visibility 
 
No 
constraints 
 
Auto-
captured 
A
p
p
li
ca
ti
o
n
 
CatchIt 7 4 3 - 3 - 
Hansel 2 - - 2 - - 
Same 3 - - - - 3 
 
Frequency of Using the Application 
CatchIt and Hansel were used in different frequencies although these applications 
were used for the same length of time (one month). The number of the bookmarked 
moments in CatchIt was much more than the number of the tagged places in Hansel. 
There were 91 bookmarked moment whereas the number of the tagged places was 64. 
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6.2.3.4 CatchIt Vs Contacts 
The comparison between CatchIt and Contacts depended on these aspects of the 
applications that are similar. Dealing with regarding the main function of the 
application, distinguishing the target among the stored information, inserting the 
required data, inserting the optional data and the frequency of using each application 
were considered in the comparison.   
 
Dealing with Regarding the Main Function of the Applications 
While the main function of CatchIt is to bookmark a moment, the main function of 
Contacts is to add a contact details into mobile phone. In the study, dealing with 
regarding the main function of CatchIt was much easier than dealing with regarding 
the main function of Contacts.  
 
In fact, the majority of participants (11 participants) found bookmarking a moment 
easier and one participant found both applications have the same ease of dealing with 
regarding the main function of the applications (see Table 6-10). The reasons that 
played a key role in the selection of CatchIt as an easier application to deal with 
regarding the main function of the application, bookmarking a moment, were that 
CatchIt has fewer steps to bookmark the moments (mentioned 4 times), captures the 
moment automatically (mentioned 4 times) and the user does not spend much time to 
bookmark the target moment (mentioned 3 times). The participant, who decided that 
CatchIt and Contacts have the same level of ease, found both applications needed no 
effort to bookmark or add contact of the target moment or person respectively.   
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Table 6-10: Result of the compression of the ease of dealing with regarding the main 
functions of CatchIt and Contacts. The result involves the frequency of the reasons 
that made the participants prefer the application. 
 
# Participants Reasons 
Few steps Auto-
captured 
Less time No effort 
A
p
p
li
ca
ti
o
n
 
CatchIt 11 4 4 3 - 
Contacts 0 - - - - 
Same 1 - - - 1 
 
Distinguishing the Target 
Distinguishing the target person among the people in the contact list of Contacts was 
easier for 9 participants than distinguishing the target moment among the bookmarked 
moments (see Table 6-11). Various reasons were behind choosing Contacts to be 
easier for distinguishing the target. The most frequent reason was the familiarity of 
searching the person contact (mentioned 7 times) and then the ability of searching the 
target person’s details among the contact list (mentioned 6 times). Two out of nine 
participants found the sorting way of the contact list (alphabetical sort) easier to 
distinguish the target contact in Contacts. Additional reason (by one participant) was 
the effectiveness of remembering the person’s name. 
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Table 6-11: Result of the compression of the ease of distinguishing the target between 
CatchIt and Contacts. The result involves the frequency of the reasons that made the 
participants prefer the application. 
 
# Participants Reasons 
 
Effectiveness 
Familiarity Ability 
to search 
Sorting 
A
p
p
li
ca
ti
o
n
 
CatchIt 3 2 - - - 
Contacts 9 1 7 6 2 
Same 0 - - - - 
 
Adding the Required Data 
Adding the required data of both applications CatchIt and Contacts was considered in 
the compression of ease of using the applications (see Table 6-12). The amount of the 
required data and the auto-capturing of that data in CatchIt were the significant 
reasons of choosing 4 out of 10 participants (4 participants for each reason) CatchIt as 
easier application to add the required data. Moreover, inserting the required data in 
CatchIt uses less time than Contacts according to 2 out of 10 participants. Similarly, 2 
out of 10 participants said that CatchIt has few steps to insert the required data. 
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Table 6-12: Result of the compression of the ease of adding the required data between 
CatchIt and Contacts. The result involves the frequency of the reasons that made the 
participants prefer the application. 
 # 
Participants 
Reasons 
Less 
time 
Auto-
captured 
Less 
information 
Familiarity Less 
effort 
Few 
steps 
A
p
p
li
ca
ti
o
n
s 
CatchIt 10 2 4 4 - 1 1 
Contacts 1 - - - 1 - - 
Same 0 - - - - - - 
 
In contrast, one of the 12 participants decided Contacts to be easier for the same 
purpose, inserting the required information because of the familiarity of the required 
data that Contacts has. 
 
Adding the Optional Data 
Comparing the ease of adding the optional data of CatchIt and Contacts was limited 
by the textual data, photos and people, the common optional data, (see Figure 6.21). 
Adding any textual information in CatchIt was chosen by 8 out of 12 participants to 
be an easier way to insert the textual data in the Notes section of the application while 
adding the textual information in Contacts such as the email address and the physical 
address of the target person was easier for 3 out of 12 participants. One participant felt 
that adding the optional textual information in CatchIt is the same as in Contacts.  
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Adding the photos in CatchIt was not as easy as Contacts. While 4 out of 12 
participants chose adding photos in CatchIt easier than Contacts, the majority of the 
participants (8 participants) found adding photos in Contacts easier. 
All participants found tagging people in CatchIt was easier than Contacts. 
 
 
Figure 6.21: Frequency of choosing the preferred application (CatchIt or Contacts) to 
add the optional data. 
 
There were several motivations that made the participants argue about the ease of 
adding the selected optional data between the applications CatchIt and Contacts. 
These reasons are shown in Table 6-13. 
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Table 6-13: Proportion of reason of the ease of inserting the optional data of the 
applications CatchIt and Contacts. 
Application Optional 
data 
# 
Participants 
Reasons 
Few 
steps 
More 
options 
Less 
time 
Easy 
to find 
Organized Visibility 
 
CatchIt 
Text 8 3 - 1 - - 5 
Photo 4 4 - - - - - 
People 12 4 - 6 5 - - 
 
Contacts 
Text 3 1 - - - 3 - 
Photo 8 1 7 - - - - 
People 0 - - - - - - 
 
Participants who did choose CatchIt as an easier application to insert the textual data 
had some reasons (8 participants). The most frequent reason (mentioned 5 times) was 
the way of displaying the textual data in one place, the “Notes” section of CatchIt. 
Moreover, adding the textual data in the “Notes” window of CatchIt had few steps 
according to 3 out of 8 participants. The third reason was applied to one participant 
when the participant spent less time to add the textual data in CatchIt. On the other 
hand the application Contacts was easier to add the textual data for some participants 
because adding this sort of data in this application was more organized; each data has 
a specific place (mentioned three times). In addition, the fewer steps for adding 
textual data in Contacts were found to be easier by one participant.  
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Adding photos of the moment was easy because CatchIt has fewer steps to add a 
photo as all four participants said. In contrast, Contacts was easier than CatchIt in 
taking photos. Seven out of eight participants said Contacts has more options to take a 
photo, directly from the built-in camera or by choosing a sorted photo from the 
device. Moreover, one out of eight participants said that Contacts has fewer steps to 
add a photo than CatchIt. 
 
CatchIt has an easier way to tag people in the bookmarked moment due to three 
reasons: (1) six participants spent less time to tag a person in CatchIt; (2) it was easy 
for 5 participants to find the place that the participants could tag a person from in 
CatchIt and (3) four participants said CatchIt has fewer steps to tag a person. 
 
6.2.4 Feelings and Suggestions 
Exploring the participants’ feeling of using CatchIt and taking the feedback from the 
participants on using CatchIt will lead to improving CatchIt in terms of the ease of use 
and in terms of covering more of the user needs. Overall, the participants’ feeling of 
using CatchIt concentrated on the capturing ways of the surrounded information of the 
moment while the participants’ suggestions covered the overall usage of CatchIt as 
well.  
 
Capturing by Using Different Languages 
Half the participants capture the textual information of their moment by using another 
language besides English. Most of participants however found using more than one 
language to insert the textual information either very useful (8 participants) or 
somewhat useful (3 participants). Just one participant could not decide whether 
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supporting multi-languages to insert the textual data useful or not useful (see Figure 
6.22). 
 
 
Figure 6.22: Usefulness of supporting multi-languages to insert the textual 
information in CatchIt. 
 
Figure 6.23 shows the benefits of using more than one language to insert the textual 
information. Five participants liked supporting different languages because of the ease 
of describing the event by using the first language, and 3 participants said everyone 
can use the application if the application supports more than one language. The ease 
of remembering the event and reducing the spelling mistakes by using the first 
language of the user and practicing a second language were reasons given by one 
participant.  
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Figure 6.23: Frequency of the reasons behind the usefulness of supporting different 
languages to insert the textual information in CatchIt. 
 
Missing Capturing ways 
There were several capturing ways that three participants missed in CatchIt. These 
participants found that capturing data from the phone, such as notes, photos and 
people (from the contacts list) was missing in CatchIt as Figure 6.24 and 2 of them 
missed capturing data from at least one of the social networks. 
 
 
Figure 6.24: Frequency of the missed capturing ways in CatchIt (3 out of 12 
participants asked for new capturing ways). 
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Capturing Ways to Keep Vs Capturing Ways to Leave  
There were various opinions about the capturing ways that CatchIt has to keep and 
that CatchIt has to leave. Taking photos was the most preferred way to capture the 
target moment (for 11 participants) and was not recommended to be left from CatchIt 
at all, whereas recording audio was the most undesirable capturing way for 7 
participants as it is shown in Figure 6.25 and in Figure 2.26 respectively.  
 
 
Figure 6.25: Frequency of choosing the capturing ways of CatchIt to be kept. 
 
Taking notes was preferred to be kept in CatchIt for 9 participants and to be left out 
for 1 participant, while recording video was preferred by 8 participants to be in 
CatchIt; this means more participants (3) preferred to leave recording video out.  
Tagging people had similar decisions from participants in terms of keeping it (7 
participants) or leaving it out (2 participants). 
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Figure 6.26: Frequency of choosing the capturing ways of CatchIt to be left out. 
 
Similar Applications and Missing Features 
Two built-in iPhone applications, Note and Calendar, and one desktop and mobile 
application Facebook, were selected as similar application to CatchIt. These 
applications have some features that CatchIt does not have. CatchIt does not have the 
ability of sharing as Note, Calendar and Facebook have. In addition, Calendar and 
Facebook have the ability to show the event on a calendar, which CatchIt cannot do.  
 
Further Suggestions   
Participants’ suggestions are show in four groups. The largest group of suggestions 
based on additional features the CatchIt should have 22 suggestion (see Figure 6.27). 
The second group of suggestions concentrated on the displaying way of the content in 
CatchIt with 7 suggestions. The third largest group was for the undesirable features of 
CatchIt, with 4 suggestions. The last group (and smallest) of suggestions was for the 
missing information that CatchIt should have, with only two suggestions. 
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Figure 6.27: Frequency of the participants’ suggestions of CatchIt for each category. 
 
The missing features were various (see Table 6-14). Six participant liked to share their 
bookmarked moment with friends who have CatchIt, sending and receiving the 
bookmarked moment by e-mails, or to share their bookmarked moment with friends 
in one of the social networks. The ability to search among the bookmarked moment 
was the next missed feature for 3 participants. Taggeing people in photos, using a 
guidline of the application in a separate window, using a tab bar buttons to move 
between the main functions of CatchIt easily and playing music in the background as 
long as the user is looking at the details of the target bookmarked moment were 
missing features (two participants for each missing feature). Using a reminder 
whether for a random moment (1 participant) or for a specific moment (1 participant), 
changing the target location on the map by moving the red pin (1 participant), listing 
the favourite moments (1 participant) and moving between the photos by touching on 
the photos (1 participant) were missed features as well. 
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Table 6-14: Frequency of each missed feature in CatchIt. 
Missed feature # Participants 
Sharing moment 6 
Ability to search 3 
Tagging people in photos 2 
Using guide window 2 
Using tab bar buttons 2 
Playing music in the background 2 
Random moment reminder 1 
A specific moment reminder 1 
Changing the target location by replacing the position of the 
red pin on the map 
1 
A favourite moments list 1 
Moving between photos by touching 1 
 
In the study each of the recommended the ways of disply were addressed once. They 
were include: 
 swapping data/time in the bookmarked moment in CathcIt with the moment’s 
label.  
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 Maximising the size of the instruction about the maximum length of each 
reocrding audio. 
 Making the noting page bigger.  
 Instead of showing the lack of data by using the text, such as No video and No 
Audio in the Moment Details window, using a visual way might be better. 
 Showing the notes of the moment in the map instead of showing the label of 
the moment. 
 Showing a slected photo of the moment to be next to the label and the time of 
the moment in the Moment window. 
 Changing the term label of the moment to the name of the moment. 
 
On the other hand, the message box that instructs the user that the target moment has 
already been bookmarked, was the only undesired feature in CatchIt. In addition, the 
additional required information was just for people by adding a photo of each tagged 
person.  
 
6.3 Discussion 
The aim of this section is to discuss the results of the study from appropriate 
perspectives to find out what are the proper aspects of the mobile applications of the 
study (CatchIt, Hansel and Contacts) to feed the desktop application (Digital Parrot). 
To achieve this goal, firstly, the user needs of such system were among our concerns. 
Secondly, according to understanding the user needs, the aspects of CatchIt will be 
adopted to feed Digital Parrot in an appropriate way. 
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6.3.1 Understanding the User Needs 
The user needs of capturing application for the target moment were laid on the ease of 
using the application and on the combination of the ease of remembering with ease of 
using the system. 
 
6.3.1.1 The Ease of Use 
The most important usability principles of user interface of mobile application, which 
is highlighted in the study, were the visibility (the way of displaying the contents of 
the user interface), efficiency (the number of steps to execute a task) and limitations 
that limit the user for using the application as the user requests.  
 
Visibility 
Visibility of the contents of the windows was a key factor to judge concerning the 
easier application to deal with regarding the main function (bookmarking a moment, 
tag a place or add a new contact). Placing the button of the main function on one 
window of the application without additional buttons or at least making that button 
more visible than others decreases the complexity and the ambiguity of interacting 
with the application’s interface (Broadbent & Marti. 1997). As a result, in our study, 
the majority of participants preferred dealing with regarding the main function of the 
application Hansel.  
 
Hansel makes the button of tagging the target place more visible than others by 
placing that button on the main window and the other buttons on the tab bar of the 
window. Therefore, despite the presence of more than one button of the main window, 
the object (P5) does mention only the main button. He said, “Simply, there is one 
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screen in Hansel which has a label and one button”. Beside the main button, Hansel 
displays one textual field to insert the label of the tagged place. The tagging button 
and the label field are the most important button and textual field in the application. 
On the other hand, the main window of CatchIt has three different buttons with same 
visibility and the main window of Contacts has one button but with lots of additional 
textual information. Thus, CatchIt and Contacts were more complicated when the 
participants intended to bookmark the target moment or add a new contact 
perceptively. 
 
This result supports one of the recommendations of designing CatchIt that is 
recommended by Allalah (2011). She recommends only one button to bookmark the 
entire required data of the target moment to make the system easier to use.  
On the other hand, participants preferred to label the target moment in CatchIt or to 
label the target place in Hansel because the label will help them to identify and thus 
will help them to distinguish the target moment or place respectively. When 
participants did not labeling the target, they could not distinguished the target. The 
object (P7) said “Hansel uses less information that makes me find my place clearly. 
However, if I did not write a label for the place, it would be too difficult for me to 
know which place I am looking for”. In addition, labeling the target helped the object 
(P3) to recall some bookmarked moments even though she did not intended to revise 
these moments. She said “When I read the labels of moments in the moment list, I 
laughed because I remembered those moments although they were not my target 
moment”. As a result, CatchIt should place the text field of labeling the moment in the 
main window. 
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Efficiency 
The number of required steps to execute a certain task of the application was a key to 
find out how easy it is to interact with the user interface of the application. As long as 
the application has fewer steps to execute a particular task, the application becomes 
easier, and vise versa. If the user needs to follow more steps to do what the user 
wishes, the application becomes more difficult and sometimes leads the user to give 
up on using the application (Buchanan, Farrant, et al., 2001).  
 
The comparison between the applications CatchIt and Contacts highlighted the 
relation between the number of steps and the ease of use. Overall, bookmarking a 
moment was easier than adding a new contact because of several reasons; one of them 
was as the object (P12) said, “CatchIt is easier because it has fewer steps to bookmark 
a moment”. In fact, the user of CatchIt needs to press only one button to bookmark the 
moment.  
 
Similarly, in the same comparison, Contacts was sometimes easier to insert the 
optional data because of the number of steps the participants had to follow to do so. 
The object (P9) for instance said, “All of the optional data in Contacts are in one page 
but in CatchIt, I need to visit a particular window to insert my data”. In fact, in some 
cases, the user of CatchIt should moves through several windows to do one task such 
as saving a new person’s name in order to tag that person in the target moment. 
 
Limitations 
There were various limitations in using the applications of the study. The most 
important limitation of capturing further data, the optional ones, of the target moment 
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in CatchIt was the ways of inserting the optional data. Users of CatchIt were forced to 
capture the details of the target moment (in case of capturing by photos, video or 
audio) at the time of the moment. As a result, the user could not refer to the old 
captured data or the late captured data to the target moment. The object (P7) was in 
hurry and she wished to add more photos of the target moment later but they could 
not. She said, “I added a few photos because I had to move on after bookmarking a 
moment”. Another situation happened with the object (P2). She said “I took photos of 
one of my interesting moment and saving them in my device. Days later, I wished to 
bookmark that moment and added these photos to the bookmarked moment but 
CatchIt did not offer that for me”.  
 
The participants were constrained by other limitations such as connecting to the 
Internet to tag a place and retrieve the list of the tagged places in Hansel, although the 
most significant feature of using the smart phones such as iPhone is to connect to the 
Internet (Allalah & Hinze. 2011). The object (P10) said “I do not want to be limited 
by the Internet connection to use a mobile application”. As a result, CatchIt was used 
much more than Hansel. 
 
In fact, this constraint, must connecting to the Internet, prevented us to appropriately 
recognize if the user prefers to interact with an application that offers various optional 
data, such as CatchIt, or with application that offers only the most important optional 
data (the label of the target), such as Hansel. For instance, the object (P4) said “There 
is no constraint to use CatchIt. I can bookmark the moment any time and from any 
location then I can change them whenever I want”. Therefore, further investigation is 
requested to know the user needs in terms of the quantity of the optional data.    
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Another limitation was the inability of changing the required data of Hansel, the time 
and location contexts. Some participants changed the required data of CatchIt because 
they forgot to bookmark the moment from the right place such as what happened with 
the object (P12). Additionally, when other participants did not change the required 
data, the participants found doing so very important in some cases. The object (P6) 
said “I did not need to change my location but I think it is useful if I could change the 
location especially when it is hard to the GPS to read my current location”.  
 
6.3.1.2 The Ease of Remembering and the Ease of Use (in CatchIt) 
CatchIt captures the time and location contexts automatically once the user 
bookmarks the moment. Also, the user is allowed to manually add the people context 
and manually capture the contents of the bookmarked moments by taking notes, 
taking photos, recording videos and recording audio. As a result the participants’ 
needs of remembering the bookmarked moment and the ease of using CatchIt were 
for manual adding. 
 
People Context 
The names of people present the people context in CatchIt. Overall, the names of 
people are less likely to be remembered than the faces of people. However, in our 
study the people names were whether for well known people to the user or for new 
faces to the user. Well known peoples’ names were familiar enough to be remembered 
for 7 out of 9 participants, who could distinguish the target person’s contact details by 
using the person’s name in Contact easier than they distinguished the target moment 
in CatchIt. That leads to say that the names of well known people to the user is a 
reasonable query term to retrieve the related information, which supports what 
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Ahlberg and Shneiderman (1994) believed when they said that people is one of the 
useful cues for retrieving.  
 
On the other hand, the names of new faces might not help in retrieving due to the 
difficulty of remembering those names (Allalah, 2011). The object (P11) said “I 
cannot remember the names of the new people I have met recently”. That might be 
because remembering names of new people are less likely to be remembered than 
their faces (Burton & Bruce, 1992). Associating the name of the new people with the 
image of their face to be as a combined cue might solve this problem as two of the 
participants suggested: tag people in the token photos (more investigations are 
required).  
 
Effective Capturing Way: Note 
In the initial questionnaire of the study taking notes presented the best way of 
capturing the important notes of the lecture, capturing the shopping list and capturing 
the meeting with the supervisor/advisor. Also, taking notes was one of the preferred 
capturing ways to capture the information about the interesting products and to record 
moments of the participants’ lives. In all previous situations, taking notes on paper 
was preferred more than taking the notes using text message (keypad). It is similar to 
the results of Allalah (2011) study when most of the participants depended on pen and 
paper to write their notes. In one week of using CatchIt, when the only way of taking 
notes is by the keypad, 9 out of 12 participants took notes of their bookmarked 
moments and they found adding the notes either very easy or easy. 
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However, although of the importance of taking notes in order for recalling is 
significant, taking notes wastes the user’s time and makes the hand busy with typing, 
as the object (P7) said, “taking notes as text message will take too long because the 
keypad is small”. Additionally, while walking, taking notes is more difficult (Crossan, 
Murray-Smith, Brewster & Musizza. 2009) and leads to decrease in accuracy of the 
notes (Brewster, 2002). Consequently, further investigation is requested to find an 
alternative input way.  
 
Effective Capturing Way: Photos 
Photo is one of the visual cues which helps with information retrieval. All participants 
in our study preferred to take photos of birthdays, products and moments in their lives 
to remember the events of those moments or to remember some required information. 
These findings are similar to the study that Carter and Mankoff (2005) and Allalah 
(2011) did. Most of the participants in those studies used photos to capture events.  
 
In our study, all participants took photos of their moments by using CatchIt. The ease 
of doing so was almost ranged between easy and very easy. In addition, one of the 
participants (P11) found the ease of taking photos by CatchIt covers his needs for his 
best way to remember, photos. However, tagging the names of the people in the 
photos was requested from two of the participants to make recalling the moment 
easier. This suggestion was made because most of photos that helped to remember are 
of people, similar to case that happened in Lee and Dey study (2005), when the most 
of the photos taken by participants were of people. 
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Furthermore, the textual information was most captured target by photos in Allalah 
(2011) study and in our study all the participants preferred to take photos of the 
textual information about the target product. On the other hand, as mentioned, typing 
the textual information using keypad is relatively difficult and leads to insertions of 
inaccurate data. Therefore, using optical character recognition (OCR) software to 
transfer the textual contents of the taken photos might be a better alternative solution 
for taking notes, by typing the textual information by the keypad. That because 
inserting the target text by OCR is easier than the manual textual entry in terms of the 
time consuming (Cushman, Ojha & Daniels, 1990). This suggestion needs further 
investigation.  
 
Effective Capturing Way: Video 
Video is the second visual cue of CatchIt. For the participants the video record was 
one of the most preferred capturing ways in birthdays and in similar significant 
moments in the participants’ lives. The object (P8) commented, “I love recording 
video but I prefer taking photos because videos have lots of information that I do not 
need, not same as photos where I can take one photo with enough of information”.  
The use of recording video in our study, using CatchIt, was between very easy, easy 
and neither easy nor difficult. This result might lead to the need for changing the user 
interface of CatchIt to meet more of the user needs in terms of ease of use.  
 
Effective Capturing Way: Audio 
For the participants recording audio was less popular cue to remember and less 
capturing way used in CatchIt. Although recording audio was the second popular 
capturing way in two scenarios, recording important notes from a lecture and 
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recording a meeting with supervisor/advisor, recording audio was not used at all to 
record events in birthdays, the shopping list, information about a product and 
moments of the participants’ lives. 
 
The results of Allalah (2011) study show that only 8 out of 30 participants depended 
on recording the information that they wished to remember in audio format. Likewise, 
in our study just 5 out of 12 participants recorded some details of their moment by 
audio recording. In addition, 7 out of 12 participants suggested leaving out this 
capturing way from CatchIt. The object (P7) explained, “I do not usually use 
recording audio”, and the object (P12) also said, “It does not make any sense to me”. 
Furthermore, listening to the audio recording was more difficult than reading the 
taken notes in order to extract the target information for the object (P7). Object (P7) 
said, “It takes less time to find an item with text than checking images or listening to 
audio record”. 
 
On the other hand, according to Lai, Mitchell, Wood & Lee (2002) speech recognition 
technology (speech-to-text) is more useful and is easier input form than the textual 
input form especially with busy hands and eyes. Supportively, the five participants 
who did use the audio recording found using the audio recording in CatchIt between 
very easy and easy. Moreover, as we mentioned the difficulty and inaccuracy of 
taking notes and also the ease of finding the target information from the text form of 
data, a combination alternative capturing way is requested (audio to insert and text to 
output). Speech-to-text might be one of the alternative input ways of the textual input 
(further investigation is requested).   
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6.3.2 A Leap Forward in Best Feeding 
CatchIt is a mobile application, which bookmarking the selective moment (the mobile 
context and contents) is the main goal of the application. The selective bookmarked 
moment then will be transferred to the desktop application (Digital Parrot) which 
depends on the textual format of data to store, recognize and retrieve the stored data. 
Nevertheless, the aim of this thesis is to find the easiest ways of interactions with the 
user interface of CatchIt to feed Digital Parrot without concentrating on how the 
actual feeding will be done. Additionally, light will be shed on the best way of 
recalling the stored information. 
 
Accordingly, CatchIt should put dealing with the textual output as well as it should 
cover the user needs discovered in the study, as explained in Section 6.4.1. Moreover, 
as CatchIt is a mobile application, the number of features of the application should be 
considered. According to Nielson (2011) number of features of the mobile application 
should be reduced to match exactly the user need because of the small size of the 
screen. 
 
6.3.2.1 Cover the User Needs 
The participants determined three of the usability principles: visibility, efficiency and 
limitation. These principles will be in our account when we aim to improve the 
usability of using CatchIt in terms of the ease of use to feed Digital Parrot. 
 
Visibility 
 The visibility of the main function of Hansel was the best way of displaying the main 
window of the application. The biggest button of the main window of Hansel is the 
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tagging button beside the most important optional data, the label of the tagged place. 
Hence, CatchIt should follow the same displaying way of its functions. The main 
window might include one big sized button for bookmarking a moment (the main 
function of CatchIt) as well as the text field for inserting the label of the bookmarked 
moment. 
 
Efficiency  
CatchIt feedbacks the user when the user bookmarks the target moment by popping 
up a message box and also by moving the user to another window (Moment Details). 
Instead of that, CatchIt should have one of those interaction ways to let the user know 
about their actions. As a result the number of steps will be decreased by one step. So, 
the user either (1) presses OK button of the popped up message box or (2) presses 
Back button of the Moment Details window to return to the main window. The second 
interaction way might be more appropriate and lead to reducing the number of steps 
as well in case the user wishes to insert further details once the user bookmarks the 
target moment. 
 
Another important way to reduce the number of steps the user should follow to 
execute a particular task is using the tab bar buttons. Hansel has tab bar buttons that 
allows the user to reach a particular function with few numbers of steps. For example, 
the user can drop tag, see the tagged places on a map and see the tagged places on the 
list from any window of the application. In contrast, the user of CatchIt should move 
between (1) the main window, (2) Moment Details window, (3) Tag People window, 
(4) Select People window, and then (5) Person window to add a the name of the 
requested person. The user then should comeback window by window to Moment 
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Details as such to do another task. Consequently, CatchIt should have tab bar buttons, 
which are located on all windows in order to facilitate executing the user task.  
 
Constraints 
Participants were limited by the Internet connection in Hansel to tag a place and to 
retrieve the tagged places whether on the list or on the map. In contrast, CatchIt does 
not depend on the Internet connection to bookmark the target moment and to retrieve 
the stored data. As a result, CatchIt should maintain non-reliance on the Internet 
connection to do its functions. 
 
Also, the user of Hansel cannot change or delete both the required data and the 
optional ones; that limited the user to insert their data without any mistake. If the user 
commits an error while using Hansel, they should re-tag the place with no mistake. 
On the other hand, CatchIt allows the user to do any change they request or delete the 
undesired data as well. So, CatchIt should keep these options.  
 
Nevertheless, CatchIt constrains the user to not using other resources to capture the 
optional data such as the stored data in the portable device. For instance, Contacts 
allows the user to take a photo of the target person whether by the built-in camera or 
by choosing one of the stored photos in the device. As a consequence, CatchIt should 
extend the choices of capturing and should not limit the user to using just the 
capturing ways of the application.  
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6.3.2.2 Number of Features 
The number of features that CatchIt has should be reduced to meet the user needs in 
terms of ease of use, on the first hand and to feed Digital Parrot appropriately, on the 
other. The user of CatchIt is able to add the people context and to add some details of 
the bookmarked moment by taking notes (textual input and textual output), taking 
photos, recording video and recording audio.  
 
However, despite the importance of recording the names of people who were with the 
user within the target moment, adding those names might be by alternative and easier 
way such as recording the names in an audio format. This alternative solution should 
be investigated.  
 
Moreover, although the importance of taking notes of the bookmarked moment and 
use those notes as cues to remember, inserting the textual data using the keypad is 
difficult and leads to inserting inaccurate data while movement of users. So, CatchIt 
should disband with taking notes.  Recording video was a popular way to remember 
but it took long time to capture the target and it has rich information that the user 
might not really wish to retrieve. Thus, we suggest, recording video should be taken 
off CatchIt. 
 
On the other hand, photos and recording audio might be helpful when they continue to 
be used in CatchIt because of the ability to using some technologies that assist to 
convert the text contents of the taken photos to text (OCR) or to convert speech to text 
(speech recognition) as well. Therefore, the user can insert the target textual notes 
easily and can get the benefit of taking notes to recall the past experience. Further 
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investigations are required regarding the usability and the usefulness of such 
alternative capturing ways in CatchIt. 
 
6.4 Summary 
Evaluating of the usability of CatchIt was the central concern of this chapter. The 
evaluation was obtained by a user study. Three goals were addressed before 
embarking on the study to be achieved at the end of the study: (1) explore more of the 
user needs in terms of ease of using the mobile application and then (2) improve the 
user interface of CatchIt to (3) feed Digital Parrot in an appropriate way. To do that, 
12 participants were involved into the study and also two applications were involved 
(Hansel and Contacts) in addition to CatchIt.  
 
Initial questionnaire was handed to the participants to learn more about the preferred 
capturing ways to capture the target information of different situations in order to 
recall it in the future. Then, the participants tested CatchIt and Hansel in two weeks 
(one application per week). The last step of the study involved interviewing the 
participants in order to understand more of their needs in terms of the ease of using 
the mobile applications.  
 
Participants were asked to answer the initial questionnaire in order to learn more 
about the preferred capturing ways to capture the target information of different 
situations in order to recall it in the future. They were then asked to test CatchIt and 
Hansel in two weeks (one application per week). Finally, the participants were 
interviewed. The questions of the initial questionnaire and the guided interview were 
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reformulated and the estimated time of the guided interview was determined as the 
results of the pilot study. 
 
The interview had five categories of questions: (1) the ease of using CatchIt, (2) the 
ease of using Hansel, (3) comparison between the ease of use CatchIt and Hansel, (4) 
comparison between the ease of using CatchIt and Contacts and (5) the feeling of 
using CatchIt. 
 
The results of the study were analyzed and divided to four groups. The first group was 
concerned with the demographic information of the participants. The second group 
was for the results of the preferred ways capturing the surrounded information. The 
third group was for the results of the usability of CatchIt, and the last group was for 
the results of the feelings of using CatchIt and suggestions for improving CatchIt. 
 
After analysis, the results were discussed from the perspective of the goal of the 
thesis, developing an easier way to bookmark the target moment and then to find an 
appropriate way to feed the desktop application, Digital Parrot. Consequently, the user 
needs in terms of easing interacting with the user interface of the mobile applications 
were discussed. Accordingly, some aspects of CatchIt were kept, others left out or 
adapted to make CatchIt feeds Digital Parrot appropriately.  
 
The next chapter will recommend new methods that could assist in adjusting the user 
interface and the aspects of CatchIt in order to conclude the research with some 
suggestions to feed Digital Parrot in an appropriate way. 
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7. Conclusion and Further Work 
This concluding chapter summarizes this research and also outlines the steps that were 
undertaken to reach the objectives of the research. In the final section of this summary 
chapter suggestions for further research work are offer.   
 
7.1 Summary  
The research aid to design and implement a semi-automatic feeding system to a 
human memory aid system (Digital Parrot) in a way that would be most appropriate 
for the users. Because Digital Parrot is a desktop application, it requires an 
appropriate mobile application to capture the mobile-contexts of the user. 
Consequently, CatchIt was designed, implemented and evaluated. 
 
CatchIt is a mobile application that bookmarks selected moments semi-automatically 
in order to feed Digital Parrot. It captures the time and location contexts 
automatically; however the people context and the further details of the moment are 
captured manually. 
 
In order to develop CatchIt, we surveyed in Chapter 1 the two approaches (PIM and 
CARPE) which support the management of the personal information and the recalling 
of this information. We provided a brief overview of Digital Parrot which is an 
augmented memory system that is characterized by combining the approaches PIM 
and CARPE for better recalling. We discussed the Digital Parrot’s needs for a 
capturing application that feeds Digital Parrot with appropriate cues. Developing this 
feeder application was then defined as the aim of this thesis. 
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In Chapter 2 we introduced a scenario to illustrate the augmented memory area. We 
explained the types of human memory and how particular information, cues, flow 
among various types of human memory. As our research focuses on capturing the 
cues, based on the scenario, we explained the following: types of cues, the methods of 
capturing the cues, and ways of capturing the cues. 
 
In Chapter 3 we compared our related works. In particular, Hansel and Contacts are 
mobile applications that capture some cues for different purposes. Hansel is used to 
tag the target places to revisit these places, whereas Contacts is used to add contacts 
into phone. On the other hand, the bookmarking a moment approach aims to 
bookmark selective moments of the user. This approach also introduced the 
requirements of a mobile capturing application. After explaining the related works, 
Chapter 3 concluded with specifying the requirements of our mobile capturing 
application, CatchIt, based on both results- from the bookmarking a moment approach 
and from our scenario. 
 
In Chapter 4 the conceptual architecture of CatchIt was presented. This included the 
main three steps of CatchIt: bookmarking a moment, revising, and synchronizing with 
a desktop application, such as Digital Parrot. Then we presented the design of a user 
interface prototype of CatchIt. For better results and to improve its overall design, an 
expert walk-through method was applied on this prototype. As a result of this method 
the user interface prototype was finalized with the improvements. 
 
In Chapter 5 the suitable portable device (iPhone) and the target user group were 
determined. Then the database, the overall architecture and the user interface of 
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CatchIt were implemented. The database stores the captured data in the portable 
device from the user interface and retrieves the stored data to the user interface. The 
final prototype if fully functional in capturing cues from its users in a semi-automatic 
way: text and pictures are entered manually and automatically assigned to location 
and time. We also introduced an initial idea to transfer the data from CatchIt to Digital 
Parrot: An XML file which contains the captured cues of the bookmarked moments is 
sent by email from CatchIt to Digital Parrot.  
 
In Chapter 6 we evaluated the usability of CatchIt. In our study we compared CatchIt 
with two existing mobile applications Hansel and Contacts. The comparisons between 
CatchIt and Hansel and between CatchIt and Contacts explored more of the user 
needs for the mobile application that captures their moments. We found that some 
users wished to make the user interface of CatchIt easier to use and to make the 
functions of CatchIt more effective and therefore to feed Digital Parrot in the most 
appropriate way. As a result, we made suggestions for the improvement of the CatchIt 
design so as to make it more appropriate to serve as a feeder service for Digital Parrot. 
Overall, the results of the user study were encouraging, as expressed by participants.  
 
7.2 Further Work 
This thesis raises several issues to be researched in more detail. Improving the user 
interface and building the entire aid system for the human memory are the main 
research work that requires further investigation. Additionally, we discuss the future 
use of CatchIt and Digital Parrot for people with memory impairments (such as 
caused by Traumatic Brain Injury). 
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Improvement of the User Interface of CatchIt 
We develop the first version of the user interface of CatchIt which bookmarks the 
selective moments. Further versions should be implemented to cover more of the user 
needs that this thesis discovered. The new user interface should be easier to use and 
more effective to remembering. The new user interface should cover the requirements 
listed below: 
 The user interface should display the main function and the main optional data 
of the application (label) distinctively in one window.  
 
  The user of the new users interface should be able to do their tasks with fewer 
numbers of steps.  
 
 The users should be able to use the application and change the required and 
the optional data whenever and wherever they wish. 
 
 The capturing ways of CatchIt should be reduced to include only the easiest 
capturing ways (taking photos and recording audio). As a result, these 
capturing ways should have further features, such as transcription of the texts 
in the captured photos to textual notes and also transcription the speech to 
textual notes.  
 
Moreover a further study should be applied to investigate the quantity of the optional 
data that the user prefers to deal with in the user interface of the moment capturing 
application. 
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Pieces to Complete the Augmented Memory System (Digital Parrot) 
A synchronization framework should be located between Digital Parrot and CatchIt 
for synchronizing data. In this framework the user can review the list of the 
bookmarked moments on a big screen and then revise them. Also, the user can 
transfer the required moments to Digital Parrot to store those moments permanently 
and to take the benefits from using such powerful aid human memory to organize and 
retrieve the user experience. This framework could be a part of Digital Parrot so that 
the user will not have to use other software, which might require more effort and time 
to become familiar with.  
 
Another benefit of introducing this synchronization framework is the increased 
possibility of enhancing the recollection of stored experience in the human memory. 
This possibility is enhanced because the user participates in a process being revising 
bookmarked moments with target moments.  
 
As a result, the entire system will be restructured to be as follows: 
1. CatchIt: bookmarks the selective moments and captures the surrounded 
information of the target moments in the most appropriate way and then 
transfers the bookmarked moments to the mid framework.  
 
2. Synchronization framework: receives the bookmarked moment and allows the 
user to revise the bookmarked moments in a big screen. This process will 
insert the user in a long loop with the past experience, which might lead to 
better recalling. At the end of revising, the revised moments will transfer to 
Digital Parrot. 
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3. Digital Parrot: stores the revised moments permanently, organizes them 
semantically, and then retrieves them according to the user search term.  
 
CatchIt and Traumatic Brain Injury (TBI) 
Forgetfulness is one of the major difficulties that people with TBI suffer from 
(Thompson, 1996). Consequently, these people are likely to use additional tools to 
help them recall their everyday events (Hart, Hawkey & Whyte, J, 2002). As 
mentioned in Section 5.2, one of the target users of CatchIt is people who need some 
help to remember their past experience. However, our current implementation and 
user study did not focus specifically on participants with TBI. 
 
As CatchIt is a feeder mobile application to Digital Parrot, further research is 
necessary to explore how people with TBI behave and interact with CatchIt as a 
capturing application. In addition, further studies are required to investigate if people 
with TBI would receive benefits of efficient recalling by using CatchIt and Digital 
Parrot together. Research regarding aspects of using CatchIt and Digital Parrot for 
people with memory impairments is planned for our next research project. 
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Appendix A (Materials for the Usability Study) 
This appendix includes the materials that were used through the user study. 
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Appendix B Participants’ Expressions 
This appendix contains the participants’ expressions of both the initial questionnaire 
and the guided interview.  
Participants Expressions of the Initial Questionnaire 
The initial questionnaire was used in the study to evaluate of the usability of the user 
interface of CatchIt. The goal of the questionnaire was to know more about preferred 
capturing ways in different scenarios (situations). The following table shows 
expressions of the participants in this questionnaire. The expressions are ordered 
firstly by the situation then by the participants’ numbers.  
Situation P# Expression 
Friend’s Birthday Party P7 Capturing events is better with images. 
Setting in a Lecture P7 Taking notes as text message will take too long 
because keypad is small. 
P9 I type messages of the lecture if the notes are 
very important and too short at the same time. 
Shopping from Supermarket P7 It takes less time to find an item with text than 
checking images or listening to the audio 
record. 
P8 I take photos from the cooking book to buy the 
contents. 
Meeting with a 
Supervisor/Advisor 
P7 Recording audio is a useful way to remember 
details. 
Interested in a Product P7 It is easier to capture and review the product 
details with photos. 
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P8 I like taking photos by phone because I always 
carry my cell phone with me. 
Recording Moments in Life P7 I like to add notes but if it is describing a 
picture or video, such as in the album of 
‘Facebook’. 
P8 I love taking photos because it has lots of 
information. 
P8 I love recording video but I prefer taking photos 
because in video there are lots of information 
that I do not need, not same as photos where I 
can take one photo with lots of information. 
P8 Sometimes I do not recognize my hand writing 
when I write my notes very quickly. 
P8 Sometimes, I take more time to find a paper and 
pen, so I do not prefer taking notes. 
P8 Using my cell phone is the best way to save my 
important information. 
P8 Taking photos and capturing videos mean less 
required time. 
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The Participants Expressions of the Guided Interview 
The guided interview accrued after two weeks of testing CatchIt and Hansel (one 
week for each).  This interview consisted of five categories of questions. The aim of 
these questions to understand more of the user needs for the user interface of the 
mobile application that captures the users’ moments. The participants’ expressions are 
show in the following five tables. The expressions in the first four categories will be 
grouped by the task then by the participants’ numbers whereas the expressions in the 
last table are grouped by the aspects of CatchIt and then by the participants’ numbers. 
 
The Ease of Using CatchIt 
Task P# Expression 
The ease of adding photos in 
CatchIt 
P2 I took photos of one of my interesting moment 
and saving them in my device. Days later, I 
wished to bookmark that moment and added 
these photos to the bookmarked moment but 
CatchIt did not offer that for me. 
P5 The process is quite long. 
P7 I like the camera icon. It tells me the purpose of 
it.  
 I added a few photos because I had to move on 
after bookmarking a moment. 
Added video P4 I like using photos rather than videos.  
Added audio P5 I use audio just in lecture and I had not any 
lecture to record. 
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P7 I do not usually use recording audio. 
P8 I did not need to add audio although I like 
recording audio. 
P12 It does not make any sense to me. 
The ease of tagging people in 
CatchIt 
P7 I like it because I add the name once then I can 
use it again and again. 
P8 I like the idea of the two lists of people. One for 
the current moment and one for people in all 
moments. 
Ease of changing the time P5 I bookmarked the moment after it happened. So, 
I changed the time. 
Changing the location P5 I could not recognize it although I needed to 
change the location. 
P6 I did not need to change my location but I think 
it is useful if I could change the location 
especially when it is hard to the GPS to read my 
current location. 
Ease of changing the location P3 I should know the address of the target location. 
P12 It was easy to change the location because I 
used the address format. 
P12 I changed the location because I forgot to 
bookmark the moment from the right place. 
Overall P1 I love CatchIt because it takes the accurate time 
for me. I always depend on the time when I 
write my notes. So, I am not worried about the 
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time anymore with CatchIt. 
P3 When I read the labels of moments in the 
moment list, I laughed because I remembered 
those moments although they were not my 
target moment. 
P6 CatchIt is handy, flexible and useful. 
P11 CatchIt covers my best way to remember, 
photos. 
P11 I found CatchIt very nice and useful. 
 
 
The Ease of Using Hansel 
Task P# Expression 
Labeling the tagged place P12 There is no information says that I should put a 
label. 
The ease of labeling the 
tagged place 
P6 I was not sure if the label was stored. 
Going back to the previous 
window 
P5 There is no back button in the all windows. 
P7 I have to really know about the previous 
window to go. 
Overall P9 I did not recognize that the tagged place is on 
the map- there is no sign. 
P9 Not all icons are important - setting button is 
useless. 
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CatchIt Vs Hansel 
Task P# Expression 
Easier to deal with regarding 
bookmarking a moment in 
CatchIt or tagging a place in 
Hansel. 
P4 There is no constraint to use CatchIt. I can 
bookmark the moment any time and from any 
location then I can change them whenever I 
want. 
P5 Simply, there is one screen in Hansel which has 
a label and one button. 
P6 Hansel is a bit confusing. There is no label on 
it. I tried to tag a place many times and I did not 
realize that the place was already tagged. 
P9 I thought that I should insert a label in Hansel 
to tag the place. 
P12 The name of the button is clearer in CatchIt 
than Hansel. 
Easier to distinguish the 
target 
P1 CatchIt has two kinds of information to 
distinguish the moment. If I forget the label 
there is the time in default while if I do that in 
Hansel there is nothing to remind me. 
P3 In CatchIt, when I did not put a label to the 
moment, there is the time for the moment. 
P7 Hansel uses less information that makes me 
find my place clearly. However, if I did not 
write a label for the place, it would be too 
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difficult for me to know which place I am 
looking for. 
P12 I prefer remembering by label so Hansel is 
easier to distinguish the required place. 
However, if CatchIt replace its way of showing 
the list of bookmarked moments to be by label 
then by time, then CatchIt would be easier than 
Hansel. 
Easier to add the required 
data 
P9 I like CatchIt; I can delete and change the data, 
which I could not do with Hansel. 
P10 I do not want to be limited by the Internet 
connection to use a mobile application. 
P12 CatchIt gives me more options to deal with 
inserting the required data. 
Overall compressions P4 CatchIt shows the target location once I want to 
look at the map whereas I should find the target 
location on Hansel myself. 
P5 CatchIt is much more accurate in detecting the 
target location 
P9 I can depend on different ways of capturing in 
CatchIt to remember the moment, which I could 
not do with Hansel. 
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CatchIt Vs Contacts 
Task P# Expression  
Easier deal with regarding 
bookmarking a moment in 
CatchIt or adding a new 
contact in Contacts. 
P4 I can bookmark any moment while I am driving 
where I could not add a contact. 
P12 CatchIt is easier because it has fewer steps to 
bookmark a moment. 
Easier to distinguish the 
target 
P7 I have to remember one out of three pieces of 
information in order to distinguish the target 
moment- time, label, or time and label. 
P11 I cannot remember the names of the new people 
I have met recently. 
P12 Find a particular contact from the contact list is 
easier because I am more familiar with my 
contact list. 
P12 There is no search option in CatchIt. So, it is 
hard to find a particular moment. 
Easier to add the required 
data 
P12 To add a new contact I need to insert more 
information whereas I did not need to insert any 
information to bookmark a moment. 
Easier to add the optional 
data- photo 
P9 All of the optional data in Contacts are in one 
page but in CatchIt, I need to visit a particular 
window to insert my data. 
Easier to add the optional 
data- notes/ textual 
P4 I do not like to be limited by where I add my 
data so that I like CatchIt. 
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information P11 I could write emails in the notes of CatchIt with 
less time. 
P12 In CatchIt, I can add any text in one place. 
 
 
CatchIt Feelings 
Aspect P# Expression 
Supporting multi-languages P5 It would be easier to remember moment if I 
used my first language. 
Capturing ways to leave out P1 It is useless to capture people by using "People" 
while I can add the photo or video of them. 
P11 When I remember events from time, location, 
some photos and the name of the event, I could 
remember lots of information about the event. 
 
 
 
 
